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Abstract

This document is furnished as part of the effort to develop NRC Class IE Digital Cotnputer
System Guidelines which is Task 8 of USAF Rome Laboratories Contract F30602-89-D-0100,
The report addresses four major topics, namely, computer programming languages, software
design & development, software testing and fault tolerance and fault avoidance. The topics are
intended as stepping stones leading to a Draft Regulatory Guide document. As part of this task
a small scale survey of software fault avoidance and fault tolerance practices was conducted
among vendors of nuclear safety related systems and among agencies that develop software for
other applications demanding very high reliability. The findings of the present report are in part
based on the survey and in part on review of software literature relating to nuclear and other
critical installations, as well as on the authors' experience in these areas.

The major headings of this report are:

• A comparative study of programming language (Chapter 2).

• Design and development criteria (Chapter 3).

• Test methodology and criteria (Chapter 4).

• Fault tolerance and fault avoidance (Chapter 5).
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Executive Summary

This report examines four issues that affect the development of high integrity software for safety
functions in nuclear power generating stations (Class i E systems). For each of the following
topics the current state of the art is summarized and the practice in the nuclear power field is
reviewed:

- Computer Language Selection

- Design and Development Methodologies
!

- Software Test Methodologies

- Fault Avoidance and Fault Tolerance Techniques.

As a result of this work languages and methodologies have been identified that are significantly
better than others, but there is no combination of these that has been demonstrated to produce
guaranteed freedom from faults in a software product the size of a typical Class IE system. The
prudent approach for the most critical safety functions, such as reactor shut-down systems, is
therefore to provide two functionally diverse implementations. This is indeed the common
practice today.

The language chapter covers C, C+ +, Ada and PL/M-86, languages that were identified as
being of interest for this application in a small scale survey conducted as part of this effort.
None of these languages have deficiencies which immediately preclude their use in digital Class
1E systems but the scarcity of software tools for PL/M makes that language less desirable than
the others for new development. The lack of object-based and object-oriented constructs for
PL/M and C makes these languages less efficient in re-use and software maintenance. For
newly developed software C + + and Ada offer more benefits than the other languages. The
greater efficiency of C++ is likely to give it an advantage in future commercial software
development.

Design and development of safety critical software can be controlled for regulatory purposes by
establishing criteria for (a) the development cycle, (b) product characteristics, and (c) process
characteristics. The "waterfall model", in which development proceeds unidirectionally from
requirements to design, implementation and test, has been assumed in practically all guidance
documents in the nuclear power field. The current practice deviates significantly from this
concept and is better characterized by a "spiral model", in which development activities are
repeated after experience is gained from the partial implementation of the most essential
functions. Formal adoption of this model can overcome difficulties that currently arise from
unmet expectations of full implementation and documentation after the first pass through
development.
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Criteria lbr product and process characteristics are most effectively established by reference to
industry standards. None of the currently issued standards completely satisfies reasonable needs
of regulators. The IEEE/ANS Standard 7.4.3.2 - 1982 has not been kept in step with current
software development, practice; it is also very terse and therefore subject to various
interpretations. But it measures up well in comparison to other issued standards, particularly
in the important area of verification and validation, and the revision currently in progress may
overcome many of the deficiencies. IEC Publication 880 - 1986 is much more detailed but has
the format of a list of recommendations rather than of an enforceable standard. The Canadian

"Standard for Software Engineering of Safety Critical Software", issued jointly by Ontario
ttydro and AECL in 1990, is a technically superior document but is only beginning to be used
on a trial basis by its originators. It is exclusively a product specification in which the process
is controlled only to the extent that it must furnish specified data at significant development
milestones. It is aimed at the Canadian practice of very close technical collaboration between
the developer (AECL) and the licensee (Ontario Hydro) and may require considerable
modification to be acceptable in the U. S. environment where the developer wants to use as
much previously existing code as possible and protect proprietary rights in the software. It is
recommended to closely monitor the experience with the Canadian standard as well as the
revision of IEEE/ANS 7.4.3.2.

Software testing is a dynamic verification technique that exercises the software by supplying it
with input values usually selected by the verifier. The term dynamic refers to changes (due to
selected input values) in the data controlled by the software under test; it distinguishes testing
frcm other verification techniques, such as design or code audits, in which agreement with the
st2.ted requirements of a preceding phase is assessed by informal or formal reasoning. The
generation of test plans and specifications is considered to be within the'.scope of test.

Testing cannot be exhaustive, and the difficulty represented by this limitation increases sharply
with program size because of the number of possible interactions. Possible resolutions of this
problem within a given budget are (a) to place restrictions on the size of programs, (b) to accept
testing of limited scope. Although the direct replacement of an analog function with digital
processor should pose very modest software requirements, the obvious advantages of self-
calibration, diagnostics, and similar support made possible by this replacement soon expand the
size of the software.

Limiting the scope of testing may be acceptable for functions that do not have a din.?', safety
impact, such as the support functions mentioned above These must be well isolated in the code,
and there must be safeguards to prevent them from impacting the processing time and memory
used by the primary ['unctions. The available test effort can be further focused if the system
hazards analysis identifies software outputs that are critical to plant safety, and the types of
errors that can lead to plant hazards. Further research is recommended on techniques for
utilizing system hazards analyses for identifying soliware hazards, for evaluation of the
capabilities of statistical testing, and on test techniques that take advantage of the software
decomposition that is accomplished in object oriented design.
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Fault avoidance and fault tolerance are techniques for reducing the likelihood that a fault will
cause a disruption of an important service. The aim of fault avoidance is to prevent or reduce
the occurrence of faults, while fault tolerance is directed at dealing with the effects of faults
before they become manifest at the system level.

The means of fault avoidance for safety systems are (a) enforcement of good software
engineering practice and (b) use of formal methods. While significant strides have been made
in systematic approaches to fault avoidance they are still short of demonstrated ability to assure
fault free performance. For applications in Class 1E software it is therefore necessary to
provide fault tolerance until conclv:;ive proof of fault free performance by other means can be
obtained.

Demonstration projects for established techniques of software fault tolerance, primarily the
recovery block and n-version programming, have shown some flaws in their performance. In
addition, even if complete ability to tolerate software faults were shown, there would still be
concern about the completeness and accuracy of the requirements to which all versions were
designed. For these reasons functional diversity is recommended as the preferred approach to
fault tolerance for the most critical applications, such as reactor s',_ut-down systems. For less
demanding safety systems, software fault toleranc<; techniques such as the recovery block and
N-version programming are rec_nnmended. The failure probabilities for these are several orders
of magnitude smaller than those of non-fault tolerant software.

The body of this report deals of necessity with fairly detailed issues of"software development and
assumes some familiarity with contemporary software engineering terminology. Where possible,
this "jargon" has been avoided in the introductory and concluding sections of each chapter. The
glossary (which follows the Introduction) is intended to help the non-software-specialist with the
understanding of the more spet,ific discussions.
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Chapter 1

IntroductionJ

1.1 Overview of Report

This document is flirnished as part of the effort to develop NRC Class IE Digital Computer
System Guidelines which is Task 8 of USAF Rome Laboratories Contract F30602-89-D-0100.
The report addresses four major topics, namely, computer programming languages, software
design & development, software testing and fault tolerance and fault avoidance. Tile topics are
intended as stepping stones leading to a Draft Regulatory Guide document. As part of this task
a small scale survey of software fault avoidance and fault tolerance practices was conducted
among vendors of nuclear safety related systems and among agencies that develop software for
other applications demanding very high reliability (see Appendix C). The findings of the present
report are in part based on the survey and in part on review of software literature relating to
nuclear and other critical installations, as well as on the authors' experience in these areas.

The major headings of this report are:

• A comparative study of programming language (Chapter 2).
• Design and development criteria (Chapter 3).
• Test methodology and criteria (Chapter 4).
• Fault tolerance and fault avoidance (Chapter 5).

Because of the importance of terminology and standards in this report their listing follows
this section, Section 1.3 lists standards referenced by this report. Appendices represent detail that
supports the presentations of text sections, particularly with regard to tool usage and capabilities,
and fault-tolerant system design.



1.2 Terms and Acronyms

1.2.1 Terms

Abstraction denotes the essential characteristics of an object that distinguish it from all other
kinds of objects and thus provide crisply defined conceptual boundaries, relative to the
perspective of the viewer.

Acceptance test A series of system tests are performed on the delivered software and usually
the acceptance of the software is made contingent upon the successful completion of these
tests. This term is also used for fault-tolerant software or defensive programming in
which acceptance test is the means of checking computational results for on-line error
detection.

Alternative control allows a program to choose among taking multiple alternative actions
according to the value of an expression; this structure contains an ordinary-valued
expression followed by a list of the expression's potential values and the proper action
to take for each one.

ANSI Standards standards approved by the American National Standards Institute, Inc.

Availability Dependability with respect to the readiness for usage. Measure of correct service
delivery with respect to the alteration of correct and incorrect service.

Backward recovery Form of error recovery where the erroneous state transformation consists
of bringing the system back to a previously occupied state which is presumed to be
correct.

Baseline A set of software items that has been formally reviewed and agreed upon; it then
serves as the basis for further development, and can be changed only throtlgh ch_mge
control procedures.

Benchmarking objective comparison of languages, compilers, machines, and etc., by
measurements against a program or standard.

Benign failure Failure whose penalties are small compared to the benefit provided by correct
service delivery.

Black box testing An approach to devise test data without any knowledge of the software under
test or any aspect of its structure.



Bottom-up testing In this approach, the lowest level modules in tile system are tested first, by
means of test-drivers. Next, modules are tested that connect to tile owest level modules,
until the main module is included, culminating in the system test.

Branching control unconditionally transfers control to another part of tile program.

Branch testing A testing strategy which selects test data so that each predicate decision assumes
a true and a false outcome at least once for a specifed fraction of predicates during the
test set execution.

CASE tools computer aided tools for software engineering ---not an ad-hoc, grow-your-own
programming method, but a well-defined, and well-recognized process,

Class a set of objects that share a common structure and a common behavior.

Code A uniquely identifiable sequence of instructions and data which is part of a module (e.g.,
main prograln, subroutine, and macro).

Common-mode failures Failures possibly caused by a single initiating event.

Comparison testing To detect test failures by comparing the output of two or more programs
implemented to the same specification.

Compilation-time checking checks performed during tile compilation process.

Concurrency the property that distinguishes an active object from one that is not active.
Concurrency is one of the fundamental elements of the object model,

Condition coverage The test is completed only when each condition in a compound predicate
assumes all possible outcomes at least once.

Conditional control allows a program to choose between taking two alternative actions
according to the result of a logical expression; this control structure can be nested.

Configuration item An aggregation of software or any of its discrete portions, that satisfies an
end-use function and is designed for configuration management.

Configuration management The process of identifying configuration items, controlling changes,
and maintaining the integrity and traceability of the coniSguration.

Correct service Service delivered in compliance with the system specification.



Corrective maintenance Preservation or improven'_ent during its operational life of a system's
ability to deliver a service complying with the specification, Fault removal during the
operational life of a system,

Coverage Measure of the representativity of the situations to which a system is sub_nittcd during
its validation compared to the actual situations it will be confronted with during its
operational life, See also test coverage.

Critical Attribute of an entity whose improper behavior can cause or contribute to death and
injury or major economic loss.

Criticality A measure derived from frequency and severity of failure modes.

Data flow testing The selection of test data that exercise certain patlls from a point in a program
where a variai/le is defined, to points at which that variable detinition is subsequently
used. By varying the required combinations of definitions and uses, a family of test d_lta
selection and adequacy criteria can be defined.

Decision coverage The test is completed only when every predicate decision in the program has
executed a true and a false outcome at least once for a specified fraction of decisions,

Dependability Trustworthiness of a computer system such that reliance can justifiably be placed
on the service it delivers.

Design diversity An approach to theproduction of systems, involving the provision of identical
services from separate designs and implementations.

Design fault Fault of a software design that can be corrected only by a change tJf tile design.

Domain testing A testing strategy involves the selection of test points that lie on and "just off"
the boundaries of the subsets of the input domains (input data) associated with program
paths,

Dormant faalt Internal fault not activated by the computation process.

Dynamic analysis Analysis which requires execution of the program using input data.

Encapsulation the process of hiding all of the details of an object that do not contribute to
characteristics essential in a given context,

Error compensation Form of error processing when erroneous state contains enough
redundancy to enable correct service delivery.

Error detection The action of identil_ing that a system state is erroneous.



Error recovery Form of error processing where an error-free state is substituted for an
erroneous state.

External fault Fault resulting from environmental interferenceor interaction.

Fail-safe system System whose failures can only be, or are to an acceptable extent, bentgn
failures.

Fall-stop system System whose failures can only be, or are to an acceptable extent, stopping
failures.

Failure The failure is an event in the computer when the content of a register transitions to an
incorrect value (the value that results in the error).

Failure severity Grade of the failure consequences upon the environment.

Fault The cause of a software failure in the program,

Fault avoidance Methods and techniques aimed at producing a fault-free system. Fault
prevention and fault removal.

Fault-based testing A testing strategy aimed at demonstrating that specific classes of taults are
not in the program.

Fault diagnosis The action of determining the cause of an error in location and nature,

Fault passtvatka The actions taken in order to prevent a fault from being activated, E,g., to
avoid to execute a progran't under heavy workload.

Fault removal Methods and techniques aimed at reducing the presence (number, seriousness)
of faults.

Fault tolerance Methods and techniques aimed at providing a service complying with the
specification in spite of faults.

Forward recovery Form of error recovery where the erroneous state transformation consists of
finding a new state.

Formal methods The mathematically based techniques for describing system properties, The
methods provide frameworks within which people can specify, develop and verify
systems in a systematic, rather the ad hot:, manner.



Functional testing A black box approach in which the fimctional properties of the requirements
or specifications are identified and test data selected to specifically test eacll of those
functions,

Generic class a class that serves as a template fl_r other classes, in which the template may be
parameterized by other classes (objects, and/or operations). A generic class mu_t be
instantiated (its parameters filled in) belbre objects tan be created, Generic classes are
typically used as container classes,

Generic function an operation upon an object, A generic function of a class may be redefined
in subclasses; thus for a given object, it is implemented through a set of meth_ds
declared in wtrious classes elated via their inheritance hierarchy

Golden version Version of a program that is correct by definition,

llard fault or solid fault Fault necessitating fault passivation.

tlazard analysis An iterative process composed of identification and evaluation of hazards
ass_ciatcd with the computer system, to citable them to be eliminated or, if that ix not
practical, t_ assist in the reduction of the associated risks to an acceptable level

Hierarchy a ranking or ordering o1'abstractions,

Inheritance a relationship among classes, wherein cme class shares the structure _r bchavi_,r
defined in one _single inheritance) or more (multiple inheritance)_ther classcs_
Inheritance defines a "kind _I"' hierarchy among classes it1 which a subclass inherits
from one or more _uperclasses: a subclass typically augments or redefines the existing
structure and behavior of its superclasses,

hnpalrments to dependability Llndesircd, but not unexpected, circumstances causing _r
resulting from un-dependability. Faults, errors,and failures,

Incorrect service Service delivered not in compliance with the system specification,

independent _aults Faults attributed to different causes,

Instance Current or specific use of a variable or iianction that has a generic definition.

Integration test A set of modules are tested together, ensuring that the combined specifications
of these modules :are met as the modules interact and communicate,

Integrity Condition of being unimpaired,



Intermittent fault Temporary internal fault, Faults whose conditions of activation cannot be
reproduced or which occur rarely enough.

Internal fault Fault inside a system.

Iterative control allows the program to loop over a certain set of instructions until a specified
condition is met.

Latent error Errornot recognized as such.

Maintainability Ease with which maintenance actions can he perfo reed. Measure {_fcontinuous
incorrect service delivery. Measure of the time to restoration l'rom the last experienced
failure.

Metaclass a class whose instances are themselves ch,sses.

Missing path error A domain error where the conditional statement and computations associated
with part of the input data domain are missing entirely, e.g., when data arc absent or
when negative values are input and only positive ones can he processed.

Modular redundancy Functionally equivalent computing elements execute the same task(s) in
parallel in order t{,achieve error detection and/or masking.

Modularity the property of a system that has bccn decomposed into a set of cohesive and
loosely coupled modules,

Multiple condition coverage The te;;t criterion that all possible comhinati{ms of condition
outcomes in each predicate are invoked atleast once,

Mutathm testing The construction of tests designed todistinguish between tnutant (deliberately
altered) programs that dtl'fer by a single mutation transfc_rmation (e.g. one symbol is
changed).

Object An object ha.,;state, behavior, and identity', the structure and behavior ol"similar objects
arc defined in their common class; the terms instance and object are interchangeable,

Object oriented programming a method of implementation in which programs are erganized
as cooperative collections of objects, each of whicll represents an instance of some class,
and whose classes are all members of a hierarchy of classes united via inheritance
relationships.

Operational fault Faults which appear during the system's operation,



Optimization a program compiled in a way that an attribute of the ¢_b,ject (speed or size) is
optimized,

Overloading The use of a sint',le name for multiple variables or functions, where the intended
target is identified by th_ type designation or the parameters being passed.

Partition testing A testing stra egy in which a program's input domain is divided into
subdomains which are "the ,,ame" such that it is sufficient to randomly select an element
from each subdomain in order to determine program faults,

Path testing A testing strategy which selects test data so that each path through a program or
segment is traversed at least once during the test set execution,

Persistence the property of an object through which is its existence transcends time (i,e. the
object continues to exist after its creator ceases to exist) and/or spate (i.e. the ohject's
location moves from the address space in which it was created).

Polymorphlsm a concept in type theory, according to which a name (such as a w_riabie
declaration) may denote objects of many different classes that are related by some
c¢_lnlnon superclass; thus any object denoted by this name is able tt_ respond tt_s_mle
common set of operations in different ways,

Predicate Every branch point oI'a program is associaled with a predicate. This predicate
evaluates to true of t'alse, and this outcome determines which branch exit will be
l'ollowed.

Preventive maintenance C¢_rrective maintenance aimed at rem¢wing faults befi_re they are
activated.

Private Part of a declaration that is notvisih!e to other classes, t_bjects, or modules.

Protected a declaration that forms part of the interface t_l'a class, object, c,r mt_dule, hut that
is not visible to any other classes, objects, ,_r mt}du!es except those that represent
subclasses,

Public a declaration that h_rms part td' the interface of a class, t_hject, or mt_dule, and that is
visible to all other classes, objects, and modules that have visibility to it.

Random testing A testing strategy which use realistic test data randomly ch{_sen using
distributions typical of what will be encountered in practice.
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Random walk A random process that may he thought of as a particle moving among states in
sonic state space. What is of interest is to identify the location of the particle in that
state space, Tile salient feature of a randoln walk is that the next position the process
occupies is equal to the previous position plus a random wlriahle whose value is drawn
independently from an arbitrary distribution.

Real-time function Function required to be fulfilled within finite time intervals dictated by the
environment.

Real-time service Service required to be delivered within finite time intervals dictated by the
environment.

Real-time system System fulfilling at least one real-time function or delivering at least one real-
time service,

Regression testing Systematic repetition of testing to verify that only desired changes are
present in the modified programs,

Related faults Fault_ attributed to a common cause.

Relational operator Operator which determine whether a certain relationship holds between the
values of the left and right operands.

Reliability Dependability with r:spect to the continuity of service. Measure of continuous
correct service delivery, Measure of the time It) failure.

Robustness Quality attribute which refers to the extent to which a program continue to perform
despite invalid inputs,

Run-time checking checks perl'orn)ed during the execution of the program,

Safety 1) Dependability with respect to the non-occurrence of catastrophic failures. 2) Measures
of continuous delivery of either correct service or incorrect service after benign fililure.
3) Measure of the lime to catastrophic failure.

Security Dependabilily with respect to the prevention o|' unauth()rized access and/or handling
of inf'ormation,

Self-diagnostics The action of determining |:he cause of an error in location and nature taken by
the objectsystem itself,

Service System behavior as perceived by th_ system user,

Service restoration Transition from incorrect to correct service delivery.



Software ,';ystem_r application programs andtheir documentation.

Software diversity An approach to the production of software, involving the provision of
identical servicest'ronl separates_,ftwaredesignsand inlplementation.

Software redundancy Extni prognmls providedto integrate the tlardwareredundancyinto the
complete fault tolerant system,

Spiral model A cyclical representation of software development process. Its inductive and
syntheticnatureau'commodatesreuseand prototyping. Its risk-driven approach facilitates
the best mix _t' existing approachest() a given project,

Stability the property that a programming languageis not subject t() frequent changes,

Statentent testhl g Every statmllent in the program is to t'_eexecuted by t!le test data set at least
(ltlce,

Static analysis It utilizes the computer pro_l'alll, exall|jlling this l_rogramfor syntax errors and
structtlral properties, but does not rcqull¢ execution of tile program,

StrolIRI5 typed a characteristic c_i"a pr_gralnmiflg laltguage, acc_rding to which all expressions
arc guaranteed to be type.consistetlt

Symbolic execution A testing approach where input variables assume symbtflic values and by
means o1' interpreting the progralll to express tile output variables ill terms of thust: symhols,
"l'l_eseoutput variable expressions can tllen be exanlJlled to see if tile program in computing the
functions intended.

System test The entire software system is tested against tile system specification.

Test coverage The fraction of elementary program strtlctural elements {path, hrancll, etc,)that
have heen executedat least once by the test case set.

Test driver it is used to provide input data to the ntodule under test that are normally furnished
hy other modules or external sources. The test driver together witll tl_edata collection
me,'tliS is sometimes referred tO as a test harness,

Test oracle A means to automatically check the correctness of test output, e.g, a scientific
simulation of the process.

TestablUty The property that a finite set of tests can he specified that will determiae il' the
program that implements a function contains one of a specified set of faults,
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Top-down testing in this approach, the main module is tested first. This is followed by
integration tests involving modules called by or receiving data from this module, and this
process continues until all modules are involved in a systeln test.

Transient fault Tenlporary physical external tault.

Trustability System's ability to provide users with information about service curr¢ctness.

Typing the enforeetnent of the class of an object, such tlmt objects of dil'fcrent types may not
be interchanged, or at the most, they may be interchanged only in very restricted ways.

UIIII test l_ch unit (or module, a col]lponent item in a program) is individually tested to ensure
that its performance meets its stated specification. Also known as module test.

Unintended function The sot'tware pertbrms some function which is not _pecificd in the design1,

User Another system (physical, human) interacting with the considered system.

Valldallon Methods and techniques intended to enable confidence to bc icachcd ill a system's
ability to deliver a service complying with the specificati_m.

Verification The process of determining whether a system adhcrc:_ to prt_pcrties (the verification
conditions) whicil can be a) general, independent _I" lhe specification, or b) specific,
deduced from the specifieatiun,

Waterfall model A model which stipulates that software hc dcvclupud in successive stages, It
emphasizes the feedback loops between stages and provide a guideline to cont'ine the
feedback loops to successive stages to minimize the CXl_cnsive rewt_tk itlvolved in
feedback across many stages.

While box testing An approach which explicitly uses the program struclure to develop test data.
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1.2.2 Acronyms

ANS American Nuclear Society

ANSI American National Standards institute

ASME ' 'Atnenc,m Society of Mechanical Engineers
I

DID Design Input Doculnentation

DOD.STD Department of Detense Standards

ESA EuropeanSpace Agency

FAT Factory acceptance test

FII_S Federal Information Processing Standards

t _FRACAS Failure Reporting, Analysis and Corrective Action Sys em

FRB Failure Review Board

IEC International Electro-technical Comnlission

IEEE The Institute of Electrical and F.lectronics Engineers, Inc,

ISA Instrument Society of America

METBF Mean execution time between failt_res

MTBF Mean time between failures

MIL.-STD Military Standards

MOD Ministry of Defense (United Kill_ttom)

NIST National Institute of Standards arid Technology

NRC Nuclear Regulatory Commissiut

NUREG/CR Nuclear Regulatory Cotlllnissio,1 Contractor Report

SAT Site acceptance test

12
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SDD Software Design Description

SP Special Publication

SQA Software Quality Assurance

SRS Software Requirements Specification

SSCCSC System Safety-Critical Computer Software Components

V&V Verification and validation

1.3 Standards

The following is the list of standards referenced by a lower case single letter designator in the
text of this report:

a. "Standard for Software Engineering of Safety Critical Software," Ontario
Hydro/AECL CANDU, issued for one year trial use, 21 December 1990.

b. "Application Criteria for Programmable Digital Computer Systems in Safety
Systems of Nuclear Power Generating Stations, "IEEE/ANS-7.4.3.2-1982, 1982.

c. "America National Standard for Information systems --- Programming Language
C," ANSI X3.159, Dec. 1989.

d. "Quality Assurance Requirements tbr Nuclear Facility Applications," &SME-
NQA-2a, the American Society of Mechanical Engineers, November 1990.

e. "Defense System Software Development," DOD-STD-2167A, 29 February 1988.

f. "Configuration Management Practices for Systems, Equipment, Munitions and
Computer Software," MIL-STD-483A, 4 June 1985.

g. "Reliability Design Qualification and Production Acceptance Tests: Exponential
Distribution," MIL-STD-781 C, 1977.

h. "Technical Reviews and Audits for Systems, Equipments, and Computer
Software," MIL-STD- 1521B, Jun 1985.

i. "Procedures for Performing a Failure Mode, Effects and Criticality Analysis,"
MIL-STD-1629A, 24 November 1980.
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j. "IEEE Standard for Software Test Documentation," IEEE Std 829-1983, 1983.

k. "Standard for Software Unit Testing," IEEE Std 1008-1985, Mar 1985.

1. "Standard for Software Verification and Validation Plans," IEEE 1012-1986,
1986.

m. "Software Safety Plans," IEEE P-1228, still under development (contact, Cynthia
Wright, MITRE Corp., McLean, VA. for more information).

n. "Reliability Program for Systems and Equipment Development and Production,"
(Notice 2), MIL-STD-785B, 5 August 1988.

o. "System Safety Program Requirements," MIL-STD-882B, 30 March 1984.

p. "Ada Programming Language," ANSI/MIL-STD-1815A, Jan. 1983.

q. "Guide to Software Acceptance," NIST SP 500-180, National Instiiute of
Standards and Technology, April 1990.

r. "IEEE Standard for Software Quality Assurance Plans," STD 730-1981, 1981.

s. "Documentation of Computer Programs and Automated Data Systems," FIPS
PUB 38, National Institute of Standards and Technology, 15 February 1976.

t. "Programmed Digital Computers Important to Safety for Nuclear Power
Stations," IEC Std. 987, November 1989.

u. "Software for Computers in the Safety Systems of Nuclear Power Stations," IEC
Publ. 880, 1986.

v. "Software for Computers in the Application of Industrial Safety-Related Systems,"
IEC 65A(Sec)94, 6 December 1989.

w. "The Procurement of Safety Critical Software in Defence Equipment," UK MOD
00-55, 5 April 1991.

x. "Hazard Analysis and Safety Classification of the Computer and Programmable
Electronic System Elements of Defence Equipment," UK MOD 00-56, 5 April
1991.
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Chapter 2

A Comparative Study of
Programming Languages

2.1 Introduction

2.1.1 Overview

This chapter presents the results of a study of programming languages ff_r digital Class IE
systems in nuclear power plants. It covers C, C+ +, Ada and PL/M-86, languages that were
identified as being of interest for this application in a small scale survey conducted as part of
this effort.

None of the languages investigated here have deficiencies which immediately preclude
thf r use in digital Class 1E systems. The scarcity of CASE tools for I'IJM makes that language
less desirable than the others for new development. The lack of objcct-b;tsed and object-oriented
controls for PL/M and C makes these languages less cfficicnt i_ re-use and software
maintenance. For newly developed software C+ + and Ada offer more benefits than the other
languages. The greater efficiency of C + + is likely to give it an advantage in future commercial
software development.

The remainder of the :hapter is organized as follows. Section 2.2 contrasts the stability
of the language standards and Section 2.3 compares the adequacy ;t_ltt simplicity of program
control directives. Section 2,4 investigates the real-time efficiency by presenting the
benchmarking results. Section 2,5 contrasts the typing properties among the languages and
Section 2.6 presents the features of the programming langu;tgcs sttpporting object oriented
programming. Section 2.7 discusses the cost/benefit data on the tt,sc of the languages. Section
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2.9 summarizes the CASE tools available for different programming languages. The fnal
section provides a brief summary of the findings.

2.2 Stability of the Language Standard

Stabilitymeansthat a programming language is not subject to frequent changes, A programming
language is said to have high stability if it has a firm standard.

2.2.1 C

C is a stable language.

• Classic (based on Kernighan and Ritchie), 1978, stable [1].
• ANSI Standard (ANSI X3.159-1989), stable [c].

2.2.2 C+ +

C+ + is an evolving language [2].

• Release 1.0 (1985): the initial release which added basic object-oriented programming
features to C, such as single inheritance and polymorphism, plus type checking and
overloading.

• Release 2.0 (1989): improved upon the previous versions (1.0 and its minor releases) in
variety ways, such as the introduction of multiple inheritance.

• Release 2.1 (1991): minor improvements upon 2.0.

Future versions are expected to support generic units and exception handling.

2.2.3 Ada

Ada has a firm and well policed standard, allowing neither supersets nor subsets.

• Ada83: the ANSI standard for Ada was released in 1983 (ANSI/MIL-STD-1815A, 1983)
[p], stable.

• Ada9X: the project has been established to update the ANSI standards (draft being
reviewed by public). Original language definition will probably change in a number of
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small ways, involving clarifications, the filling of gaps, and the correction of errors 131,
A draft standard is scheduled to be produced by December 1992 and ANSI approval by
September 1993 14J.

2.2.4 PL/M-86

The language PL/M-86 is based on PIJM Programmer's Guide, by intel Corporation, 1987 i51.
It is an established language used on Intel microcomputers. PL/M programs are upward
compatible across the 801XI86 family of microprocessors.

2.3 Program Control Directives

The number of program control directives should be agreeable but restricted. All languages met
this criterion. Program control directives can be classified into four categories:

• t'onditional control allows a program choose between taking two alternative actions
according to the result of a logical expression; this control structure can be nested,

• alternative control allows a program to choose among taking multiple alternative actions
according t_ the value of an expression; this structure contains an ordinary-valued
expression lbllowcd by a list of the expressi_m's potential values and the proper action
to take for each one.

• iterative control allows the program to loop over a certain set of instructions until a
specified condition is met.

• bram'hing control unconditionally transfers control to another part of the program.

All the prt_gramming languages under survey have adequate cov_troldirectives to t'acilitatc
structured programming. In general, each c_mtrol directive of one language can be mapped into
an analogous one in Other three languages,

The implementations of directives in dil'ferent programming languages are illustrated
bch_w.
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2.3.1 Conditional Control

Ada

IF condition THEN

sequence of statements
ELSEIF condition THEN

sequence of statements
ELSE

sequence of statements
END IF;,

EXIT loop name WHEN condition -- in loops

C, C++

IF (condition)

statement --- statement can be a block
ELSE

statement

PL/M

IF expression THEN
statement; -- statement can be a block

ELSE

statement;

2.3.2 Alternative Control

Ada -- expression must be discrete type

CASE expression IS

WHEN choice => sequence of statements

WHEN OTHERS => sequence of statements
END CASE;

C, C++ -- expression must be scalar type

SWITCH (expression) {

CASE constant-expression: statement
DEFAULT: statement

}

PL/M -- expression must be natural number

DO CASE expression;
case-0-statement;

case-l-statement;

END;
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2.3.3 Iteratlve Control

Ada

WHILE condition LOOP

sequence_of statements
END LOOP;

FOR i in 1..10 LOOP

sequence_of statements
END LOOP;

C, C++

DO statement

WHILE (expression)

WHILE (expression)
statement

FOR (i = I; i <-10; i++)
statement

PL/M

DO;
sequence of statement;

END;

DO WHILE expression;
sequence of statement;

END;

DO i = 1 TO i0 BY I;
sequence of statement;

END;

2.3.4 Branching Control

Ada

RETURN expression
GOTO label

RAISE exception

C, C++

CONTINUE -- in loop
BREAK -- in loop
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RETURN expression
GOTO label

PL/M

RETURN expression
GOTO label

2.4 Efficiency in Real-Time Operation

Benchmarking tests were conducted in order to provide compilation time and execution time
efficiency comparisons among the languages under survey. The environment of our benchmarks
is shown in Table 2, I. The Sun SPARCstation I is a workstation rated at 12.5 MIPS running
SunOS 4, 1,

Table 2.1: Environment of Benchmarking Tests

,, ...... _ J_l 7 : : - ,................ ,, . ....... u .. ,,, .

Language Machine Compiler
I ..... I ....... _J '11 ,m ........ ,, " IIII_ I ]11 I!llr'I1' - ..................

C Sun SPARCstation 1 /bin/cc (Classic C)
. -- jill _ ............. iiii ii1[[1[i!l iiiiii i iii iii J ii i i.... , ........ . __. ff_L:L[.L....._rm?._1.

C+ + Sun SPARCstation 1 Sun C+ + Ver. 2.1 (AT&T Cfront Ver.
2,1)

-- - .j. -- i ........ 111111[ I III II . ] I IIllllllll 7" 11.._ T- 2111 - ii J[ IIIIII I1 I IIIII1[ I .... _L !]1 ..... _ljIIIIllll_l] _ l_ I_ I ___ ]

Aria Sun SPARCstation 1 SunAda 1.0 (Verdix 6.0)
.................... ...................... II_.Zl, I ' .... :--: ........ . I_l

The benchlnark l:,rograms used are the Whetstone Benchmark [6J, The computation and
execution times were measured with two optimization indexes, namely, minimal optimization
and full optimization. Additional test cases are also used to compare the benchmark with full
run-time check suppressed and no run..time check suppressed for Aria program. The results are
summarized in Table 2.2, The unit used for measuring execution speed is KWIPS which stands
for "Kilo Whetstone Iterations Per Second," Thus, a larger KWIPS represents a higher speed.
The Whetstone program does not use C+ + features and therefore the results of the C program
are applicable to C+ + as well.

"['he results show the greater efficiency of C (and C + +) in both compile-time and run-
time efficiency and the compactness of object code for these languages,
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2.5 Strong Data Typing and the Ability to Check during
Compilation and Execution

"Type" is defined as the domain of allowable values that an object may possess and the set of
operation that may be performed upon the object. "Typing" refers to the entbrcenlcnt of the
cia._s of an object, which prevents objects of different types from being interchanged or, a! most,
allows them to be interchanged only in very restricted ways. Typing is one of the Fundamental
elements of the objecboriented approach. "Strongly typed" is a characteristic of a programming
language, according to which all expressions are guaranteed to be type_consistent.

C provides only limited compile-time type checking, and does not type check fllnction
argunlents at all. On the other hand, tile ty_ checking features of C+ + strongly encourage a
programmer to declare tile ty_s of the arguments of all functions. Ada is a strongly typed
language that performs all binding at compile-time. The ty_s of all data are declared explicitly,
and all decisions are made by the compiler at compile_time, not by objects at rutiotime. TI1¢ i
information is summari_'ed in Table 2.3.

'Fable 2.3: Pata Typing, ('ompilation and Runq'ime ('hecking

l,angt_agcs C + 1 llYl

+

5troil_ (l, ki I_i/L_ No Yes Yes Nt)

P _Omap.time c'lu'('king Yes _ cs

Rml-lime ,'hc',*'kitL_ No No

2.6 Support for Object Oriented Programming

Programming languages may be grouped into four generatiuns, according to whether they
support mathematic, algorithmic, data, or object.oriented al'_straclions. 'l'hc lilt,st recelll
advances in programnling languages have been due to the influence of tile object tnodcl, A
language is considered object-based if it directly supports data abstraction and classes; an object-
oriented language is one that is object-based, but provides additional support for inheritance as
a means of expressing llierarcllies of classes. The language features for object-oriented
programming are summarized in Table 2.4. The definitions t)t' the terms in the table can be
found in the glossary section of Chapter 1.
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• (7 i_ neitheran obJect_bascd.or object-oricnt_..dprogrammingi_m_u_g¢,

• C+ + isa "betterC," inthatit pr_Jvidcsly_ checking,overloadedfunctinn_,_mdm_my
other improvemcnt._,Mo_t importantly,C+ + i._an objcct._ricntcdpr_gramming
lani_uagc,

' In thecurrentdefinitionof'Ada, it is object-based,notobj¢¢t-_rir_ntcd.Hl_wcvur,a
numberof proposalswould_zddl_hjcct..orientcdprogrammingexten_i.nst_ Ad_z(¢.g,,
Classic Ada [7]).

e PL/M is ncitlleranobjcct-ba_ednorobject-orientedprogramminglangu_gc,
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2.7 Cost/Benefit Data on the Use of Languag

Modem programmingpracticesand availabletool sup_rt are primaryfactors responsible for
reducing programming cost and therefore making a language more effective. Tools are
particularly valuable in the Class IE environment becau_ they collect information in a
systematic way that facilitates review (this is of benefit to both the regulatoryagency and the
licen_). Even in the absence of specific supporting informationa language thathas g_ tool
sup_rt can be presumedto possess a highercost/benefit ratiothanone thatd_s not. This does
not implythatthe languagefor whichthe largestnumberof tools canbe identifiedis necessarily
the mostcost-effective languagebecause only a limited numberof t_ls can be broughtto bear
on any given program. The key criteria for cost/beneitt studies are therefore that (a) that an
adequatenumber of tools be available, and eb)that the tools themselvesbe cost-effective. Tool
availability is discussed in the S_tion 2.8. The cost effectiveness of tool usage is briefly
addressed in the following.

The PA Computersand Telecommunications(PACTEI.) organizationconducted a tool
benefits study for the Departmentof Tradeand Industryin the United Kingdom[8]. The main
pu_se of the study was to quantify the UK market for software engineering t_ls and the
benefits available from the use of formal development meth_ologies. Methodologies were
grouped into two main classifications --- management techniques (project control,
documentation/changeco=ltrol, and quality assurance) and system development techniques
(system s_iflcation, mftware construction, testing, maintenance and amendment). The
following conclusions were drawn from theirresults.

I, Automated meth_ologies show greaterbenefits than manually applied methodologies,

2. Management methodologiesshow a benefit only if automated,

3, Development methodologiesgenerally show a benefit even when manually applied.

A survey was conducted for DoD by the Instituteof Defense Analysis to investigate the
areas of commercial Aria use in an effort to encourage better informed investments in the
development and implementation of Ada products by the commercial community [9]. The
findings of the study reveal that selection of Ada programming language is motivated by I)
increasing confidence in Ada technology, 2) better understandingt_t"Ada, 3) rapidly increasing
number of people who can successfully use Ada to solve a complex software problem, 4)
availability of better Ada products exhibiti.g better l_rformance and an improved ability to
interfacewith other languages, and 5) DOD support for Ada. Positive aspects of Ada include:
readability, reliability, and reducedtest time, In addition, they found the tbllowing language
featuresuseful: package concept, exception handling, generics, fl,_xihi!ityof looping structure,
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strong typing, enumeration data ty_s, and record data types _, Negative aspects were: changing
a specification part dr a Iow-level package required time-consuming recompilation of a large
number of packages. Also, task switch time was too long, preventing the use of tasking in time-
critical applications, The expansion ratio of Ada source ct_de into memory was t_ large.
Additionally, there was a lack of bit manipulation instructions, non-standard implementation of
interrupts and non-standard implementation of embedding as_mbler language within an Ada
system,

R_ently, the Air Force released to the public a report of a business ca_ study they
conducted to determine under what circumstances a waiver to the DoD Ada requirement might
be warranted for use of C + + [10], The study conclud_ that both Ada and C+ + represent
improved vehicles for software engin_ring of higher quality pr_ucts, The ca_ study us¢_ in
the report (the Command Center Pr_essing and Display System .... Replacement) demonstrated
development cost advantages for Ada on the order of 35_ and maintenance cost advantages for
Ada on the order of 70_, under today's technologies, No reports from non-DoD sources on the
advantages of Ada could be identified.

2.8 Availability of CASE Tools

Computer-aided software engineering tools substantially reduceor eliminate many of the design
and development problems inherent in medium to large software projects, CASE tools employed
in the early phases of software design and development yield I¢_wercosts and better results in
the implementation and maintenance phases. This reduces the entire life-cycle cost.

CASE tools can be divided into the following five categories:

1. Cc_pguration management and w'r._'i_mc,nm_l -.- c_rdinate concurrent activities,

2, DeveleJpment envinmment,v ..- suplx_rtrequirement analysis, design, c_1!ng, debugging,
etc,

3. Static analyzers --- assess the structural attributes of programs,

4, Test toq_l.v--- facilitate test data control, coverage measures, etc,

5. Merrier to_ls --- evaluate behavioral attributes of programs such as complexity.

_'l'hese termsare defined in the AI3A Standard. See Section1.3, item p.
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Table 2.5 lists the number and type of CASE tools for each language that could be
identified in this study, Further infi_rmation on each tool is provided in the appendix. The
applicability of tools to specific steps in software development will be discussed in the Design
and Development Report.

Table 2.5' Summary of Availability of CASE Tools

('onfiguration 2 3 1 I 0
( 'ontrol 1.............. , .......

Development 16 16 10 2 44
Environment

[ .... _ ,,,,,

Static 8 5 !_ 0 14

Analyzer

Metrics 9 4 0 1 14

Testing 18 12 7 1 38
, , , , ,,,,,, ,,......

Total 53 40 19 4 116
........... 1

_static analysis is also performed by the test tools.
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2.9 Summary and Conclusions

In a survey of vendors of nuclear plant protection systems and of government and industry
organizations concerned with software for high integrity systems the following programming
languages were identified as being of interest for current or future software efforts: Ada, C,
C + +, and PL/M. The study reported here compared attributes of these languages that are
considered important for the Class 1E application.

The most significant findings of the survey are:

1. C, Ada, PL/M-86 are stable programming languages, while C+ + is an evolving one.

2. All the four languages have adequate control directives.

3. C and C+ + are superior to Ada in compile-time and run-time efficiency.

4. C+ + and Ada are strongly typed, while C and PL/M-86 are not.

5. C+ + is an object-oriented language supporting object-oriented design directly, while
Ada is an object-based language; C and PL/M-86 have no support for object oriented
programming.

6. Ada and C have large numbers of available CASE tools, C + + has an adequate number
of CASE tools; but PL/M-86 has very few.

Support for strong typing and object-oriented programming are particularly important
for safety critical applications. Strong typing prevents acceptance of inappropriate data, and
object-oriented programming reduces the risk of interface errors and facilitates program
maintenance. C+ + is the only language that fully provides these attributes. The lack of
standardization for C + + is expected to be remedied soon (the predominant commercial compiler
constitutes a de facto standard). Ada's strong typing and object-based capabilities are acceptable
for Class IE applications, and a revision of Ada that will provide object-oriented capabilities is
under consideration but without a firm schedule. Thus, C + + and Ada offer more benefits than
the other languages for future Class 1E software development. The greater efficiency of C + +
is likely to give it an advantage in future commercial software development.
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Chapter 3

Design and Development Criteria

3.1 Introduction

3.1.1 Overview of the Chapter

Design and development of safety critical software can be controlled by a number of criteria that
include:

a. the development cycle, including the definition of activities and of milestones that must
be achieved to mark the conclusion of each activity.

b. item the methodologies used to develop the product and to monitor the process.

c. the required characteristics of the product.

d. the unique identification of intermediate and end items, including tools and support
software (configuration control and configuration' items).

Factor c. includes the language aspects (covered in the earlier chapter') and test criteria
and fault tolerance provisions (to be covered in the later chapters), and thus product
characteristics do not receive much attention here. The development cycle (factor a.) is discussed
in Section 3.2 of this chapter. The other factors, b. and d. are discussed under the headings of
standards and tools because these are the most effective means by which regulatory oversight over
the essential characteristics of safety critical software can be achieved.
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The major headings of this chapter are thus: Design and Development Process Models
(Section 3.2), Applicable Standards (Section 3.3), Tool Usage (Section 3.4), and Cost/Benefit
Analysis (Section 3.5). Appendix A represents detail that supports the presentations of text
sections with regard to tool usage and capabilities.

3.2 Design and Development Process Models

3.2.1 Waterfall and Spiral Models

The primary activities that comprise the software design and development process include

• Establishing requirements

• Translating these into preliminary and complete designs

• Implementing the design in code

* Testing the code

, h_tegrating the tested code with hardware and/or other software.

Associated with each primary activity may be requirements for analyses, reviews,
documentation, configuration control, and verification and validation. These requirements are
of particular interest to regulatory agencies and are discussed in that context below.

Classical project management is based on completing and reviewing each of these
activities prior to prqceeding to the next one. The strictly sequential phasing of development
activities is referred to as the waterfall model [11] and is the basis of most military project.and
software development standards, including MIL-STD-1521 (Reviews and Audits) and DOD-STD-
2167 (Software Development). It is also used in ASME Standard,NQA-2 Part 2.7 (Quality
Assurance Requirements of Computer Software for Nuclear Facility Applications). Figure 3.1
depicts one version of the waterfall model for software.

In complex projects requirements usually are initially defined only for the most
important characteristics and must be supplemented to reflect design trade-offs and evolving user
needs during later design and development phases. The process of requirements evolution is
difficult to incorporate in a waterfall model and this difficulty, together with problems in
applying a single activities progression to software that contains components of varying maturity
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(re-used or commercial software, modified code and completely new functions), has given rise
to the spiral model of software development [12]. The spiral model (illustrated in Figure 3.2)
assumes that requirements will be augmented several times during the course of a project and
that other development activities will have to accommodate these changes. A typical spiral
model provides for the following steps:

1, Skeletal requirements will be translated into a skeletal design which is primarily useful
for identifying the most critical modules (from functional and performance
perspectives).

2. After the capabilities of these modules are defined the requirements are enhanced and
a more refined design is generated. This design may be implemented to the extent of
allowing evaluation of functions that carry the highest risk.

3, Following evaluation of this initial design an additional set of requirements will be
compiled that may permit design and implementation of a definitive version of the
software.

While the spiral model maintains all of the key activities of the waterfall model it offers
much more flexibility for their relative phasing, particularly for the purpose of allowing the
requirements and the design to mature during a major portion of the development phase, A
significant consequence is that it permits appropriate scheduling of documentation.

The spiral model is in wide use today. All Class 1E system vendors contacted in tile
survey were familiar with it, and most stated that it yields a more realistic representation of
development than the waterfall model. The number of iterations (modifications of requirements
or design) is not fixed, but at least the three stages described above are lbund in most current
developments.

3.2.2 Regulatory Concerns

Both of the process models described above deal primarily with the intbrmation flow between
a sponsor/user and the developer. The concerns of the NRC with respect to the development
and design of Class 1E applications focus on the effect of the model on the visibility of quality,
safety and stability aspects of the resulting software and system. The following are typical
monitoring provisions that address regulatory concerns:

a. Analyses (failure modes and effects, fault tree, hazards).
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b, Reviews (requirements, desi_,n,code, test readiness,tent,and operational readiness).

c. l)ocumentation of the product (design, code, database,user and maintenancemanuals)
and of the process (development practices, design folders, test plans, proceduresand
results).

d. C'ontiguration control (o1"requirements,design, code,and test cases).

c. Veritication and validation (veritication can heconductedat the end ot'each development
r_hase,validation is usually c_mductedonly as part of integration with hardware).

f. ()uality assurance (exclusive o1"verilication and validation) such as development and
monitoring o1"project standards,and technical audits o1'sot/ware productsand processes.

Ilecause the waterfall model assumes a single pass through each ot' the primary
develt_pmentactivities (requirements, design, etc.) there is a presumption that there is _dsoa
single instance ot" the associated monitoring steps (a-e ahove). When in actual system
development iteration of a development activity is required, the need tbr repeating or updating
a monitoring step is i'requentlyoverlooked or, although it is recognized,not accomplishedbecause
_t' lack _t" resources.

lhe spiral model inherently allows tbr iteration of primary development activities and
thus facilitates more realistic ._chedulingof the monitoring steps. ()hviously not every iteration
will require implementation ot'all monitoring functions hut the model provides a good framework
lbr planning for preliminary and delinitive versions ot'ana!yses and documents, and thr specifying
an appropriate sct"_pL:'o1" reviews, documents, conliguration nmnagelnent and verilication as
development proceeds,

3.2.3 Recommendations

13ccauseof its re:distic representation oI" the development process and its compatihility i'or
allowing retinement ot' documentation and other monitoring t'unctions during the development it
is recommendedthat thespiral model,he consideredas the basis for regulatory review ol'sot'tware
development for C'lass II'isystems.
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3.3 Applicable Standards

To improve the flow of text standards are designated in the following by shortened titles and
without reference to revision letters or dates. The standard listing in Chapter 1 contains the
complete identification of the standards discussed here.

3.3.1 Standards Utilization in the Survey

All vendors contacted in the survey were familiar with and claimed ability to meet the
requirements of IEEE/ANS Std, 7,4.3,2 "Application ('riteria for Programmable Digital
Computer Systems" and of ASME Std. NQA-2 Part 2,7 "Quality Assurance Requirements of"
C,olnputer Software for Nuclear Facility Applications", The iI_EE/ANS standard focuses on
system rather than software development; the ASME standard deals with quality assurance, In
spite of the recognized vagueness of the software development requirements incorporated in these
documents there appears to be reluctance to adopt a more coslll)rehensive document for industry-
wide use, Most of the vendors were familiar with DOD-STD-2167A "Defense System Software
Development" but saw no general applicability to Class IE systems. However, all vendors
stated that they had internal software devdopment procedures that went considerably beyond the
IEEE/ANS and ASME standards, None of these were made available fi)r use in preparing
regulatory guidance.

Related standards that were discussed by multil)le vendors included:

MIi.-STD-483 Configuration Management Practices Ill

MIL-STD-1521 Technical Reviews and Audits [hi

MIL-STD-1629 Failure Modes, Effects, and Criticality Analysis [il
!

IEEE P-1228 Software Safety Plans (still under development). [m]

In most cases the discussion indicated readiness to apply only fairly narrow provisions
of these standards. MIL-STD-1629 was discussed as being applied to hardware only and as
needing considerable tailoring to include software,

A positive aspect of the currently utilized standards is that they cover both product and
process aspects of the software, and that thus a precedent is in place for review of the software
development process as part of regulatory approval. This tacet of standards utilization is further
discussed in Section 3.3.5 --- Regulatory Concerns.
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3.3.2 Current and Evolving U. S. Standards

3.3.2.1 u. s. MilitaryStandards

U. S, Military Standards _rtinent to software development are listed below, together with a
briefexplanationof theirrelevance to the developmentof Class !E software, A s_cific version
of the standardis listed only where pertinent features have Ken added recently. An overall
assessmentof these standardsis presented following the listing.

MIL-STD-785 ReliabilityProgramfor Systems and F4uipment [hi

This is a hardwarereliabilitystandardwhich contains two key tasks tllat are
valuable for evaluation of Class IE software: Task i04 --- Failure reporting,
analysis, and corrective action system (FRACAS), and Task i05 --- Failure
Review Board (FRB), Combined hardware/softwareimplementationof these
tasks is desirable in thatit preventslosing trackof re_rts on failures for which
it is not immediatelyobvious whetherthey arecaused by hardwareor software.

MIL-STD-882B System Safety Program Requirements[o]
+ Notice 1

Notice 1 has added important software considerations to this originally
exclusively hardwareorienteddocument.Tasks 302 -- 307 include references
to Syster.1Safety-Critical Computer Software Components (SSCCSC:). Key
provisiov_sare identification of software elements in the top-level design
hazardsanalysis, a requirementsthat code developers be made aware of the
safety related functions implementedin the code, and tbr code level software
hazardsanalysis, software/user interfaceanalysis, and software change hazard
analysis.

MIL-STD-1629 Procedures for Performinga Failure Modes, Effects, andCriticality Analysis
(FMECA) [i]

Although primarily hardware oriented, this standard permits a "Functional
Approach" to FMECA (par. 3.2) which permitsapplying it to software or to,
combined hardware/softwareentities. In additionto the tabulationof failure
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modesandeffects(whichis valuablefor reviewof monitoring,circumvention
and defense-in-depthprovisions)the standardcontainsrequirementsfor
identifyingsinglepointfailuremodesandrankingfailuremodesby criticality,
The FMECA can be made more valuable by r_uirtng FRACAS (see MIL-
5TD-785 above) to list the applicable failure mode from FMECA, thereby
identifyingmissing or incorrect listings in the FMECA,

MIL-STD-2167 Defense System Software Development[el

This standard is aimed at software for mission-critical computers in an
environmentwheresoftwareis developedby a contractorfor useby military
agencies. The standardhasbeencrittci_ for beingexcessivelydetailed,
requiringtoomuchd_umentation,andbeing inconsistentwiththe useof the
mosttecentprogramminglanguages(includingAda). All of theseobj_tions
arise from provisionsin Part 5 --- DetailedRequirements.However, the
GeneralRequirementsof Part4 (comprisingabout9 pages)are muchmum
broadlyapplicableand can providedvaluableguidancein areaswherethe
IEEFJANS7.4.3.2 standardis very vague. An exampleis S_tion 4.2 ---
Stq'twareEngineering--- which requiresthat a documenteddevelopment
methodbe used,that a defineddevelopmentenvironmentbe utilized, that
developmentfilesbe maintained,andthatmemoryandprocessingreservesbe
sniffed.

The standards(or identifiedportions)listedabove providedesirableaugmentationof the
IF,E[UANS and ASME standardscurrently accepted by vendors. '['he military standards
referencedhere are used by major software and systems vendors ((,utside the nucl_r [_wcr
field) and most were known to the nuclearsystem vendors who were contactedas partt)l the
survey. In some cases automatedtools for complying and/or checking compliance with tile
militarystandardsexist. Referenceto these standards(with tailoringwhere required)is therefore
believed to be morecost-effective thandeveloping separateand specific requirementsfor Class
IE software.
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3..t.2.2 Other U. _. Governme.! Standards

FIPS I'UB 38 Documentation of Computer Programs and Automated Data System_
(National Institute of Standardsand Technology) I_!

This d_ument providesa very flexibleoutline for d_umentation requirenlent_.
For use with Class IE mftware theapplicable(h_ument_need to be identified
and safety related h_dings added to _ome.

3,._1.2.2lU. _. Voluntary Standnrds

IEEI: Pi228 Software SafetyPlans Ira]

Although the formal sco_ of this evolving standard is a .,,aiety plan (a
document) it actually addressesr_uirements for a sai_.ty program and tht;s
provides comprehensive guidance applicable to (i'lass II! _oftware. it (h.,,_ not
reference IEI_I_tANN 7,4,3,2 or ASMF. NQA=2 but does not ¢tmllicl with
these, It reference,_iIEF.I_software stanttard_for conflguratitm managcn_cnl,
quality as_t|rance, te_l, etc, Polentinl weaknessesare (a) parameter,, required
to make softwareacceptableareleft to he specified in the plan, and (hi there
iNinsufficient referencet¢)ulili_ation of software engint.eriny t_,)ts.

II_lii_ 1()12 1_,_86 Standard'' " 'Soitw,tr¢ Verification and Validatt(m l'htn5 111

_l'lli_standard wax written to provi(le direction m organltatmn,, rcH)onsihlc lt_r
preparing or assessing a Software Verification anti Validati,m ]Jlltn, 'l'lll ,,
standard may be used by project management, soltv.'arc dcvclc_pcr,,, qtaality
assurance organizations, purchasers, en(I users, maintainers, alld vcrifit.att_m
and valitlation ) ' '(rg,m;zations, If V & V is l_rft)rmcd l)V an imlc!)cmlcnt yr(._l),
then the SVVP should s_cit'y the criteria ti)r maintaining the indclwndcncc t_t
the V & V effi)rt from the software developn_ent and nm_ntem._cc cfii_rl,,.
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3.3.3 Current and Evolving international Standards

IEC Std, 987 Programmed Digital Computers Importantto Safety for Nuclear Power
Stations it]

This is a standardfor hardwarecomponentsonly which may be of interest for
formatand projectstructure terminology.

IEC Publ, 880 Software for Computers in Safety Systems of Nuclear Power Slalitms Itsl

This is a publication rather than a standard, and it contains some tutorial
material, many recommendations, and numerous sections that sound like
specific reqtrirementsbut are weakened in the immediate or later context by
allowing alternatives, It is fairly strongin software productrequirements, e.g.,
par. 4.8 which requiresself-su_rvision of the software and also supervision
of the associated hardware, it takesa simplistic view of the software lil'ccyclc
and of the design process (e.g,, requiring top-downdesign but also encouraging
re-use of existing software). It contains no requirements tbr software tool
usage and makes no reefrence'to formal verillcatton"' or fi_rmalspccificatit,ls

IEC 65A(Sec)94 Draft Standard: Software for Computers in the Application of lmlu,,,trial
Safety Related Systems (Equivalent to BSI 89/33006)

This draft standard addresses software that performs safcty_critical ful_cti_ms
and also software in protecti(,1 systems. The reqtlirements arc stated in fairly
broad terms. Annexes of a ltllorial nature are provided, it Cml_hasizessell "_

checking provisions in the code and is also in other respects consistenl with
IEC Pubi. 880 (see above).

3.3.4 Foreign Standards

IlK MOD 00-55 Procurement of Safety Critical Software in Defence Equipment (interi_
Standard)[wl
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Safetycritical_)ftwareisdefinedasthatwhichaddres_sthehighestlevelof
safetyintegritydefinedinMOD _56 (seebelow).The standardconsistsof
two parts:I)Requirementsand2)Guidance;theRequirementsareextremely
rigorousbut arewmewhat relaxedintheGuidancevolume, A Software
RequirementsSpecification(plainlanguagetext)mustbe transformedintoa
Software S_ification (formal notation, with commentary to relate it to the
SoftwareRequirementsSpecification),The formal s_iNcation mustbeproven
to show cofiectness and consistency, and animated (transformed into an
executableform, e.g., simulation)to show conformanceto the Requirements
Specification. _ch sub_uent step of mftware development(preliminary
design, detail design, and coding) must be formally verified against the
precedingstep. Translationof a high level languageprogramto object code
must be accomplished by a compiler than meets the requirementsof the
standard(formally specifiedandverified), or the object code mustbe proven
to be correct against the HI, L cede. There are al_ requirements for
qualification of the staff, but the_ reduce to "adequatefor the job". The
Guidanceacknowledgesthatthereare few tools for anyoneof thestepsandno
completeenvironment for automatingall of the required steps. Therefore
"RigorousArguments"areallowe_Jto be substitutedfor formal prex_fsfor some
verification activities. The Guidanceindicatesthat theproceduresare typically
intendedfor programsthat have fewer than 5,(X)0 linesof code (the standard
d_s not clarify whetherthis is sourceor object code).

UK M()D(X)-56 Hazard Analysis and Safety Classification of the Computer and
Programmable Electronic System Elements of Defence tk_uipment (interim
Standard) [x]

The standard establishes _verity and probability classifications for anomalous action in safety-
critical systems and derives risk classes A - D6 based on _verity and probability. The highest
risk (A) is associated with catastrophic events that have more than remote probability, critical
events that have more than occasional probability, etc. The requirements of MOD _-55 (see
above) are inferred to t_e intended only for risk category A. A relaxation of requirements is
possible where a given ,_fety function can be accomplished by two or more independent means.
In this case only one of the functions n_s to m'_t the highest integrity requirements.
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Ontario Hydro/ Standard for Software Engineering of Safety Critical Software
AECL CANDU (issued for one year trial use 21 December 1990) [w]

This is a comprehensive standard for software engineering throughout the
development phase. It describes general quality objectives of safety,
functionality, reliability, maintainability and reviewability, and then decomposes
these into 11 quality attributes, such as completeness, robustness, and
understandability. General requirements for each development phase are stated
in terms of the attributes required for key documents (software engineering
products) that mark the end of the phase. Although the standard is based on
a waterfall-like process model, the concept of requiting quality attributes to be
evidenced in documentation is also applicable to the spiral development model.
A desirable result of this approach is that the regulatory concern with control
of the software development process (which is difficult to enforce) has been
translated into requirements for deliverable products. Appendices to the
standard give quite specific guide:lines on the manner in which the attributes
shall be demonstrated. As an example, the results of the Software
Requirements Review are to be documented in a Software Requirements
Specification (SRS), and the completeness attribute of the SRS is defined by 14
criteria of which the first three are that the SRS shall:

a. contain or refer to all requirements from the [systems specification] which are relevant
to the software. This includes all functional, performance, safety, reliability, and
maintainability requirements.

b. specify all additional requirements and software implementation design constraints.

c. identify those variables in the physical environment (i.e., temperatures, pressures,
display readings, etc.) that the software must monitor and/or control and represent them
by mathematical variables. Monitored variables are those variables the software has to
measure, and controlled variables are those the software is intended to control.

The standard is not a panacea for satisfactory software development (it contains
practically no requirements for the development process proper) but it
establishes concrete objectives that developers and regulatory agencies can
agree on. A significant benefit of this approach is that the general as well as
the specific requirements provide a framework against which methodology and
tool capabilities can be evaluated. For this reason the standard has been
selected as the outline for tools discussion later in this chapter.
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3.3.5 Regulatory Concerns

It is desirable to base regulatory guidelines on existing standards because (a) a standard provides
evidence of consensus and acceptance at least within a segment of the affected population, and
(b) familiarity of vendors and users with the standard minimizes the cost associated with
establishing and complying with the regulations. The combination of (a) and (b) also advances
the availability of fully compliant software and systems.

If a viable international standard existed at this time it would receive serious col_-

sideration as the basis for regulatory guidelines because (a) the importance of permitting U. S.
vendors to enter the export market without extensive re-engineering of their products, and (b) the
increasing mutual dependence and collaboration of national licensing bodies. However, the
documents listed under 2.3 do not singly or in combination represent a comprehensive inter-
national standard applicable to Class i E software. The British MOD standards are targeted at
defense equipment and currently do not have international standing. They contain many
advanced requirements and it may be prudent to allow time for evaluation of the effort necessary
for compliance as well as for the effectiveness of the resulting software before using them as a
template tbr Class IE applications.

A concept from the U.K. MOD Standard 00-56 that is significant to regulatory activities
is the allocation of integrity requirenqents where two or more independent systems contribute to
a safety function. Workable definitions for independence are presented in the document, and
these as well as the allocation algorithm deserve consideration in future design, evaluation and
regulatory efforts for safety-related software and systems.

Regulatory acceptance of hardware components usually makes some demands on control
of the process (particularly configuration control) but important design characteristics, such as
the number of independent channels and absence of common t,ailure modes can be determined
by on-site inspection and reference to installation drawings. In software the relative emphasis
is reversed: the most sensitive attributes are embodied in the specification and design and
become increasingly difficult to exan_ine in later product stages; inspection of the exectttable
code present at the installation does not by itself constitute a signifcant part of the acceptance
process. Thus, standards that form the basis for regulatory action must encompass the entire
development cycle and the recent tendency is to focus particular attention on the requirements
phase because faults introduced there are very difficult to detect and usually extremely costly to
correct at the later stages.

In this regard it is encouraging that the need for control of the development process is
accepted in all the significant standards cited above. However, except in the U.K. M_)D Std.
00-55 and in the Ontario Hydro Standard, comprehensive and verifiable criteria for the software
requirements and software specification are notable by their absence. Even the 00-55 document
with its heavy emphasis on formal methods in the verification of the specification addresses
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completeness of the software requirements or misinterpretation of the requirements in arriving
at the formal specification only in terms of "animation" (not a particularly exhaustive approach).

3.3.6 Recommendations

Because it explicitly addresses Class 1E systems and software and because of its acceptance by
vendors and licensees the IEEE/ANS Std. 7.4.3.2 is recommended as one of the base ii_e

documents for regulatory guidance. The standard is currently undergoing revision, and the
working group is evaluating adoption of some of the features of IEC Publ. 880 which is also a
specific nuclear reactor protection system document. The participants should be motivated to
incorporate features identified as desirable by the international community for reasons discussed
at the beginning of Section 2.5. The working group may want to direct its attention to at least
in the following material from the IEC publication:

* requirements for self-monitoring of the code and monitoring of the hardware status.
This is not novel but it is more clearly formulated in Publ. 880 than in other standards
documents.

* adoption of the document content criteria for Class 1E systems and software
requirements, based on the Ontario Hydro Standard.

The revised IEEE/ANS standard can serve as a framework that references other U. S.
standards, e.g., DOD-STD-2167A for selected documentation, MIL-S'FI)- 1521 for lormat and
content of reviews, and MIL-STD-785 for failure reporting and failure review board tasks.

The IEEE P-1228 Software Safety Plans effort may eventually make contributions in its
stated subject area and also in the conduct of the overall software safety program. However,
because it is still evolving and is not directly targeted at nuclear plants no specific
recommendations for its inclusion in regulatory guidance arc made,

The adoption of selected features of the U.K. MOD Std. i)i:_55 and 00-56 may best be
handled as regulatory guidance from the NRC. The [J. K. documcnls are not specifically
targeted at nucl_r reactor systems and thus interpretation all0 t;_ilori_g will be required.
Particularly significant provisions from 00-56 are tlae risk classification and allocation of
integrity criteria for multiple independent actuation of safety system:;. In the 00-55 standard the
emphasis on segregating modules that serve highest integrity functions Irom others appears very
beneficial. The section on staff qualifications, though rather weak at present, may be adopted
as a minimum requirement until more specific requirements can be coordinated. The reliance
on formal methods is discussed in Chapter 5 of this report.
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3.4 Tool Usage in Design and Development

Software tools can speed up the development and design process, reduce the amount of labor
required, and make the quality less dependent on skills of the assigned staff. This latter benefit
is of interest to regulatory agencies because personnel qualification criteria are difficult to
implement and enforce, The vendors contacted in the survey were uniformly opposed to
mandatory certification requirements for either the working level professionals or their
supervisors. An additional advantage of tool based software development from the point of view
of a regulatory body is that the documentation will be more uniform than that manually
generated and thus more easily reviewed.

Against these arguments for tool usage must be weighed the considerable cost of tool
usage, particularly of the introduction of tools. As with any piece of software, the more capable
the tool the more difficult it is to learn to use it effectively. In addition, many tools require
changes in the approach to design and development and affect many layers of the organization,
including some that do not benefit directly from tool usage. For this reason there is frequently
resistance to the use of tools and tool abandonment when initial expectations are not met, either
due to limitations of the tool or due to inadequate training.

For Class 1E software the benefits from use of tools during design and development are
expected to outweigh the disadvantages, particularly in the long run. The emphasis in the
following paragraphs is therefore on the evaluation of the capabilities of tools against quality
requirements arising during design and development of Class IE software. As the frame of
reference for these requirements the quality attributes listed in Appendix A. 1. I of the Ontario
Hydro/CANDU Standard for Software Engineering of Safety Critical Software [a] has been
used. The software quality attributes are identified for four documents that are associated with
milestones in the software development process:

• Design Input Documentation (DID)

* Software Requirements Specification (SRS)

• Software Design Description (SDD)

• CODE.

The capabilities of a selected list of avai !able software tools is evaluated against the requirements
established in the Ontario Hydro standard for these documents. A classification of pertinent tool
features and a description of the tools selected for this evaluation are presented in Appendix
A.I.1. The analytical evaluation of tools against the requirements for each of the tour
documents is shown in Appendices A. 1.2-A. 1.5.
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The central issue underthis topic iS tO determinetheextent to which currentlyavailable
tools can automate the generation of key documents required for review of the development
process and of the delivered code. As shown in the following table, a very encouraging picture
emerges.

Table 3.1: Tools Coverage
........... _ --_ _. _. - ....... : : :_ , _ i_,,, .... _- , ..... _ ....

Deliverable Total Number of Number of Attributes
Major Attributes Not Covered by

Tools
I UIIIII / II II .... __ -- _ :............. _ --- (I .... _Jl- _ 'rllrlllll I _ _ 'II'II _ I _ ,,,n,,,, _

Design Input Documentation (DID) 14 2
i ,illl,i ._L_ _ i 111 [ , 11 _ ,ill , ,

Software RequirementSpec (SRS) 8 l
_ J,,,, ..... ,,,,l,,, ,,,,, ,ll iT, f ,, _ , " i,,,,,,lll : ,,i _ .......

Software Design Document (SDD) 9 0
l , ,rr L llll II :_. llll lrl l _L l _ llllllll l l ] ' ....... I',_ 1' r -- ............. 111 --

Code 9 0
i lll!llll II l lllll _ llllllll l_ llll llf I l E:_- II llll : : l L I l l Ill :. II Ill _L__ --: llllllll ,!__:Hill, _

Total 40 3
................... , ,,, ,.................. _ ,:,,, - ................

In this tabulation an attribute is considered covered if major feature requirements arising
from the attribute are covered, As an example, for the Consistency attribute in the SRS the
following major feature requirements were considered (See Appendix A, i.3, Table A.5):

• Petri nets.

• State charts.,

• Consistency checking.

• Scenario generation.

In this instance all features are supported by tools but it is still obvious that there
remains a need for much analyst effort. The tools are particularly effective in taking on' the
repetitive parts of the job and in providing a framework for uniform, consistent input and output,
These are very substantive benefits for both the developer and the regulators.
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The attributesnot covered by software tools are:

• Factor in relevant experience (for DID).

• Providea clear definition of terms (for DID).

• Verifiability (for SRS).

The first two of these can be partially automated with ordinary database and/or word
processing programs. The concept of verifiability involves traceability between levels which can
be partially automated if a formal specification language and a coordinated tool is used.

A further question that arises under this heading is how many tools will be required to
achieve the degree of automation that is indicated in Table 3.1. Here, again, very encouraging
circumstances were encountered. A few of the tools are so capable that they can individually
automate about 85% of the total attributes and up to 100% of the attributes tor a given
document. A combination of two or three tools can provide close to 100% attribute coverage
(for the attributes indicated as covered in the above discussion). These findings are substantiated
by the listing of specific tool capabilities in Appendices A. 1.2 -- A, 1,5,

Each appendix first identifies the attributes for the given document obtained from the
Ontario Hydro standard, It then tabulates tools capabilities for each attribute and finally
summarizes tools capabilities for all attributes identified for this document by a numerical score.
This score is based solely on the number of tool features that support the automation of the given
document, The information on tool feature was obtained from commercial brochures and
bulletin boards. Within the scope of this effort the actual existence of the features could not be
verified, nor was it intended to evaluate ease of use of tools or the quality of their output. "/'he
purpose of this study is to identify tool coverage, not to provide guidance for tool selection.
Therefore neither the exclusion of a tool from the list of those evaluated nor a low numerical
score in the summary tables should be taken as an indication of lack of suitability for Class IE
applications,

3.5 Cost-Benefit Analyses

"lhe topics discussed in this chapter deal with the design and development methodology for Class
1E software and the conclusions drawn from this discussion may affect the development cost.
An analysis of the potential cost-benefit relations is therefore presented below.

As a basis for this assessment it is assumed that equipment containing Class 1E sof:ware
will not be licensed unless the NRC is certain that it meets its safety criteria. Therefore the
trade-offs are not between development methodologies that yield different levels of safety or
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reliability but rather between the cost incurred by various methods in demonstrating that the
licensing criteria have been met. Where failure consequences a_, affected, their econofnic
impact can be evaluated from data presented in [58].

The costs to be considered are those borne by the licensee and those incurred by the
NRC. The software developer's costs are assumed to be passed on to the licensee and are
therefore treated as part of the licensee's cost. The most direct way in which NRC actions will
affect the total cost is by issuance of a Regulatory Guide that endorses a given standard and/or
requires submission of specified documents. The underlying cost driver is the latitude permitted
in selecting design and development methodologies as indicated in the following table,

Table 3,2: Cost Effects of Methodology Selection Criteria

Cost Element L(}oseCriteria Intermediate Criteria Strict Criteria

.........Licensee:DeveloP,m,ent ,Cost , _ ,Low Medi,tttn................. Hig!!.........

Licensee' Delay of High Medium Lt)w
Approval

........ : :; ...... ........ i illl,...... : _ i i, J., i

NRC: C()st(if Pr()cessing High Medium Low
i, i - i........ .--- i i _ ,.................

An example of loose criteria is the present version of IEEE/ANS 7.4.3.2 without
additional guidance. An example of intermediate criteria is the Ontario Hydro standard because
it has tight requirements on deliverables but very few on the means for generating them. An
example of strict criteria is the UK MOD Std0055 which requires specific methodologies.

The increase in development cost as criteria are tightened is due to the developer having
to adapt to new practices, possible denial of commonality with other applications of the same
software, and, particularly in the case of strict criteria, lbrcing the use of an inherently higher
cost approach. The delay of approval cost is directly associated with the processing cost within
the NRC. With loose criteria a given application requires much more staff effort a_l_:!time lbr
review, and during that interval tt_e licensee must wait lbr approval. Also factored in the delay
of approval cost element is the expected cost of modifications to the software or the installation
that may be required to obtain a license. Loose criteria introduce uncertainty into the licensing
process that is undesirable for all parties.

The following numerical examples consider two software development scenarios:
comparatively low unit development cost for software that has many Class IE applications, and
comparatively high development cost for software that has only a t_w Class IE applications.
The delay of approval cost and the NRC processing costs (both as identified in the proceeding
paragraph) are held constant. The examples therefore serve as a general sensitivity study with
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respect to the ratio of increasing and decreasing costs. In the following table the low and high
unit development cost assumptions are separatedby a slash (/).

Table 3.3: Numerical Cost Effects

CostElement LooseCriteria IntermediateCriteria Strict
Criteria

-- II] ................... I _ _1 qlll 7 _J ...... qll Ill I_ a I IT' _ -- I'2 ' ,,

Licensee-_volopmon} Cost 2/20 4/40 8/80. ii i __ i!lll,i J_2 .... _ ...... = .... :: : :: i : _ Hll, __L ' _ ;,I,I,

Llcensoo:Dda_ of Approval .....20 10 ................ 5 _

NRC:Costof Processing 10 5 3
i: - J: ii i i LIn , I _ -: ,II,,,J L ii,iiiii _

Total 32/50 19/55 16/88
,, --- --- , ................. :_ i ,

It is seen that loose criteriado minimize total costs for the highunit cost assumption and
strictcriteria minimize the total cost in the case of low unit cost. However, the cost differential
between intermediate criteria and those having the lowest cost in each case is very small and
may vanish if a realistic assessment about the cost apportionment is introduced (for loose criteria
and high unit cost the delay maybe morecostly than indicated and for strict development criteria
the cost of customizing standard software will probably be higher than allowed for). It is
therefore concluded that intermediate criteria representa cost-effective basis for regulatory
requirements.

3.6 Conclusions

Three major factors that affect the design and development of Class IE software were
investigated in this chapter:

• the life cycle model.

• current applicable standards.

• design and development tools.

In addition, cost-benefit relations for a regulatory approach were evaluated.
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In the study of life cycle models it was t_,und that the spiral model oi" software
development was the most suitable one because it recognizes that requirements are evolving
during development rather than being fixed at the outset. This acknowledgement of evolving
requirements permits realistic scheduling of lniiestones for delivery of documents tbr review of
the ,ievelopment process.

In the standards area it is concluded that IEEE/ANS Standard 7,4,3.2-82 Ibl is the most
widely accepted one and has the potential of serving as a starting point for regulatory guidance.
Ilowever, its present content provides wide latitude for the development process as well as for
the delivered product. The current standard therefore does not provide assurance that compliance
with it will assure suitability of software t_,r ('lass I i,: applications, A recent standard created
under the auspices of t)ntario I lydro [al incorporates review of the development process into four
delivcrablc producls each one of which must meet reasonably well defined criteria, This standard
is still being evaluated in ('anada but appears to be a good statement of requirements that
regulatory agencies can levy on software development and that developers can meet with
available technology. As explained in connection with Table 3.3 this standard has achieved an
el'licient balance between loose and excessively tight controls on software development.

The evaluation of design and development tools showed more than a half dozen products
that can make substantive contributions to the development process, Several of the tools studied
could individually compile intbrmation that satisfies the majority of the requirements established
in the ()ntario I!ydro standard, and a combination of two or at most three of these tools could
address all requirements for which a software development tool could reasonably be applied.
Theret_rc regulatory guidance should be considered that is readily compatible with tool use
although it may not be desirable !o make tool use mandatory (and certainly not the use of specific
tools),

The cost-benctit assessment showed that an intermediate level of control over the

development process will probably lead to minimum co,'st l_r the comnlunity that comprises both
licensees and the NRC. l,oose criteria minimize the development cost and this leads to low
overall cost when only very few copies of the software are installed, and very strict criteria may
lower cost when many copies of exactly the same program are installed. But botll of lhe extreme
approaches have very adverse cost consequences if the assumptions about the number of users
are not met. The intermediate approach is relatively insensitive to the number of installations and
is recommended. The ()ntario l lydro standard is regarded as an example of intermediate criteria,
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Chapter 4

Test Methodology and Criteria

4.1 Introduction

4.1.I Overview of the Chapter

Softwaretestingis a dynamicverification techniquethat exercisesthe softwareby supplyingit
with inputvalues usuallyselected by the verifier. The termdynatnicrefers to changes (due to
selected input values) in the datacontrolled by the software under test; it distinguishes testing
fromother verificationtechniques, such as design or code audits, in which agreement with the
stated requirementsof a preceding phase is assessed by informal or formal reasoning. Testing
is frequently considered to be a part of the quality assurance activities. This is usually true for
the late stages of test but not necessarily of the early ones, such as unit test. Also, within this
document the generation of test plans and specifications is considered within the scope of test,
and this is not usually the responsibilityof the quality assurance function.

Testing is always partial as it is not feasible to exercise software with each possible
sample from the whole input domain. The tester is then faced with the problemof selecting a
subset of the input domain that can best reveal the expected but unknown faults, and determining
when the test can be terminated. Test of safety critical software will be guided by a number of
subjective considerations that include:

a. Test activities in the software lifecycle.

b. Selection of strategies used to test the product.

c. Test termination criteria.
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Thesethr_ topicsformthem_or subdivisionsof the sectionon technicalconsiderations.The
majorheadingsfor thebodyof thischapterare:

Section 4.2= Technicalconsiderationsfor Class iE software test (thisaddresses the three topics
mention_above)

Section 4,3: Managementconsiderationsfor Class IE softwaretest (including qualifications of
test personnel, selection of standards,and tools and suppt)rtsoftware)

Section 4,4: Criteria for review of Class IE software test programs

Section 4,5= Conclusions and recommendations

S_tions 4.2 and 4.3 provide general backgroundwhile Section 4,4 addres_s s_cific
needs of reviewers of test programs,

4.2 Technical Considerations for Class IE Software Test

4.2.1 Testing in'Software Llfecycie

The software lifecycle involves a sequence of managerial and technical activities which can be
ground in phases as discussed in Section 3,2, Although the phases tend to t)verlapand tile
process can be iterative, tllere is always a moment in which a s[ clfic phase is formally
concludezJwith the acceptanceof the deliverable items,

Softwaretest affects activities in all of the software development phases. As a Ill,cycle
process, software test supports:

* Earlydetectionof software problems,

• Preparationof appropriatetest facilities.

• Considerationof theuserinterfacerequirementsduringstfftwarcdevelopment,
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4.2.1.1 M_or l,!freyele Testing Aclivltk, s

The majoractivitiesfortestinginthesoftwareliFecycleareshown inTable4,i,

Itis.seenFrom thetablethattestsarcexecL1tedintheinverseorderinwllichthe

planningtakesplace,Particularlylongtimeintervalswillusuallyehq_sebetweentheplanning
Forthesystem(combinedhardwareand sol'tware)testand itsexecution,atldt)ctwcenthe
plnnningl'orthesoftwareacccptancetestand itsexecution,l)r_ectm_inagcmentmustallowfor
updatingoftherequirementsandplansForthesetestsatregularintervalsinordertohavecurrc_it
u_uments availableForthetest teams, To minimize th_need Forul_ates the l)rCl)arationof the
testprocedures(detaileddocumentsthaigovernequipmentconfiguration, testcasesequence,and
interpretationof test outcomes)can hedeb:rred until shortly hot'orethe test is to be conducted.
The _quence of testsshown in Table 4. I isconsistentwith thal prescribedin I)()I)STI_}_2167A

tel with the followtnl_ nomenclaturechanges:software acceptancetesl insteadof (!S('I tesl in
the I)OD st_mdard,and system lest insteadof system integration _md testing it1 the i)()1)
st_utdard.The systemtestis usually an essentialpart of the validation procedt_re_uldis in some
documentsreferred to as validation tesl,

The OFI!AI'_CI.StandardforSol'lware!,.'ngineeringofSafety('riticalSoftware[aladds
a requirementfor a reliability testwhich is intendedto beconduck,d after the system (v_did_llion)
test. The general planning for the reliability lest can be accomplishedconcurrent with lhal t_!r
the software acceptancetest, and this sh,_,_tdbe augmented by detailed phmning =tt'terthe
software structure has been completely dclined, typically after coding. The mettl_tology
employed for the reliability test is largely identicalwith that of tile systemtest (test scenilrios
selectedfrom exacted usageenvironment)but testdurationand randomparameterselection_m.,
oriented towardobtaining statisticallysignificant test results,

Where the spiral m_lel for software development is used,the applicable testsequence
is repeatedfor every passthroughthe spiral. During early cycles througl_the spiral thesystems,
acceptanceand integrationtest requirementsmay be =d_breviatedor even =d)sentbtlt during the
f'tnal passall will need to be d¢_umentedand executed.

Regressiontestingisnotcoveredseparatelyin thispresentationbecausethe methodology
and criteria usedare basedon thoseof the test that is being rel_lted. Thus, regressiontestin_
at the unit level will use criteria describedhere for unit testing,and regressiontesting_lt the
software integration level will use the criteria describedhere for software integration testing.
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4.2.1.2 Objectives and Requirements

The obj_tives and requirementsfor _ch test are as follows:

Unit Testing Theobjectivesof unit testingaretoverily thatimplementationof sottwareunits,
m_uies, and subeicments, is consistent with the Software Design l)_ument (SI)I)), that the
units do not _rform unintended functions, and that their interhces behave as specified in the
SDD.

All of the following requirements for unit testing of Class IE software shall be met by
modules directly involved in a protective function, The overall purpose of these requirements
is to exercise the program for all conditions that may cause incorrect or unintended system
operation. Abbreviated r_uirements may be used for support m_ules (report generation,
logging, etc,).

o F_achunitshall have a Software UnitTest S_cification which the module shall be tested
against.

• F'unctionalunit test shall define a sufficient nurnberof structural test cases, derived
from the analysis of the SDD, to ensure that the executable code for each unit behaves
as specified in the SDD. The number of test cases shall be considered sufficient when
they include:

- all possible outcomes for decisions derived from the Sl)l),

- all possible conditions for each decision,

- test on each boundary and values on each side of each boundary for each itq_ut,

If the functional unit test is conducted with a dynamic analysis tool, the results of the
functional test can be used to satisfy many requirements of the structural and special
values test defined below.

• tlnit test shall define a sufficient nunlber or' test cases, derived from the analysis oi' the
ctxte, to ensure that the executable code for each unit behaves as specified in the SDD.
The number of test cases shall be considered sufficient when they cause to be executed
at least once:

- all possible conditions lbr each decision (this also assures executions of each
statement and of each decision outcome),
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- each loop witt_ minimum, maximum, and at least one interlnediate number of
repetitions,

- all possible paths with loops with zero and one execution,

- cause a read and write to every memory location used for variable data

- cause a read of every memory location used for constant data

* Unit test shall include test cases to cause each interface requirement to be exercised.

These requirements are substantially consistent with those in Appendix C of [a]. Higher
assurance of correct behavior and the absence of unintended functions can be achieved by path
testing (see Section 4.2.2.2). This requires many more test cases and should be reserved for
functiJns requiting highest integrity.

Software Integration Testing The objective of software integration testing is to verify that all
functional and performance requirements for the integrated software are met. Testing of
interfaces and of data flow between modules is essential to meeting this objective but very little
specific guidance for these steps could be found in the literature. The following requirements
are therefore largely based on the author's experience.

• Interfaces shall be exercised with a sufficient number of combinations of parameters to
insure functioning under all operational and exception states. The following interfaces
are included in this requirement:

between developed software modules or units
between developed software units and non-developed (off-the-shelf)

components
between non-developed software components with external

software or devices (simulated as necessary)

• Calling sequences shall include cases of missing and illegal parameters.

• Called units or devices shall be exercised with simulated busy and inoperative states and
with check code error conditions where these may be encountered.

• All modes of data transfer between modules shall be exercised.
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For very large software products integration testing may be conducted in phases,
progressing from small aggregates of modules to larger ones. in some documents the term
subsystem test or subsystem integration test is used for the initial phases of the software
integration test.

For highly time critical systems performance issues may also be included in the
integration test, and for systems where security is very important this issue may also be
addressed. For the broader class of systems these areas are assumed to be tested as part of the
software acceptance test.

Acceptance Testing The objective of the software acceptance test is to determine that the
software product complies with the specification. Since the specification detines not only the
required software functions but also performance (speed of execution) and other attributes the
acceptance test must be designed to include the entire scope of the specification. According to
a recently published Guide to Software Acceptance [13] the following categories are typically
covered:

• Functionality

* Performance

• Interface Quality

• Overall Software Quality

• Security

• Software Safety

Consistent with the above stated objective, the detailed requirements for the test are
derived from the software specification. For some of the categories audits or reviews may be
used to supplement or replace test. If neither the code nor the test environment has significantly
changed between the integration test and the acceptance test the results of the former can be used
to partially satisfy the latter.

System Testing The objective of system testing is to validate the entire program against system
requirements and performance objectives. It is in some documents referred to as validation
testing. It is conducted on target hardware interfacing with an actual or simulated plant
environment.
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The following requirements have been adopted from [a].

• define test cases to test each functional requirement in the System Requirements
Specifications (SRS).

• define test cases to test the performance requirements as described in the SRS.

• define test cases to exercise any interfaces between the software and the target
hardware, and its environment.

• define test cases to test the ability of the system to respond as indicated in the SRS to
software, hardware, and external errors.

l

• define test cases, using dynamic simulation of input signals, to cover normal operation,
anticipated operational occurrences, abnormal incidents and accident conditions.

4.2.2 Software Test Strategies

4.2.2.1 Top Level Test Strategies

The following paragraphspresent an overview of software test strategies that have been
discussed in the recent literature. In the opinion of the authors of this report some of these
strategieshave little or no immediate applicabilityto the testing of Class 1E software but they
are includedto permiteach readerto formulatean independentassessment. Recommendations
for the evaluationof Class 1E test programsare presentedlater.

Functional Testing Functional testing [14] is popular in industrial and commercial software
applications. It is a black box approach in which the functional properties of the requirements
or specifications are identified and test data selected to specifically test each of those functions.

There are two problems with this approach. First, although requirements and
specifications providei many meaningful functions that can be the focus for functional testing,
software may contain a much richer collection of functions than those put forth in specifications.
Moreover, specifications are often inadequate for providing the detailed information required for
testing. Another problem has been the lack of any unifying and fundamental theoretical basis
for sucl_ testing. Thus the industrial efforts using functional testing are both ad hoc and
incomplete in gcope. Nevertheless, functional testing is appropriate as a first step in the testing
of Class 1E software.
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Structural Testing Structural testing is a white box approach in which explicit knowledge of
the software under test and its structure is used to generate test data and to evaluate the
thoroughness of test [15]. Structures such as branch and path are determined by program control
flow. The fraction of program constructs that is structurally exercised is called "coverage."
Structural testing aims to detecting discrepancies between functional specification and software
implementation by exercising a program based on its structural properties.

Research [14] has shown that there are inherent limitations to the use of structural
testing alone, for test data based only upon the software code and structure will fail to detect the
absence of certain features that might be missing in the software. Information and the associated
test data must be derived from the software specifications, design documents, or from some
other source.

Most current standards for critical software require a combination of functional and
structural testing.

Random Testing Random testing is a black box approach in which a random value is selected
for each input variable of the program and each test data point then consists of the collection of
these. The randomness of the test data makes the technique potentially useful for discovering
unintended functions.

The random data may come from a uniform or normal distribution covering the entire
range, or from a distribution that randomizes around boundaries of routine and disturbed
operation. The random walk process in which small increments from the initial condition are
generated is also a useful means for generating test data. Data from known or suspected prior
failures may be used to define the initial conditions.

In the Software Testing and Evaluation Methods (STEM) experiment at the I-lalden Reactor
Project uniform random distributions over the entire input domain were found more efficient in
achieving branch coverage than "systematic" methods (based on requirements, etc.) [16]. The
uniform random data also were effective in finding faults. In the STEM experiment a 'golden
version' of the code was available for generating correct output and this facilitated positive
identification of failures. By this means 95% of all natural faults and 99% of seeded faults were
detected.

With knowledge of the STEM findings, the editor of the Techniques Summary of the
series "Dependability of Critical Computer Systems" [17] concludes:

There is some evidence that this test data strategy [uniform random inputs] is
quite effective, giving similar levels of branch coverage, statement coverage
and fault detection efficiency to systematic methods. The main problem is to
determine which tests result in a failure, so this technique is mostly used in
conjunction with comparison testing.
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The major advantages cited include:

* No program and specification analysis is required.

o A large number of test data sets can be produced with little effort.

o Not prone to human bias and 'mind-set'. For example, systematic tests may check that
outputs are set, but not that they are cleared.

The major disadvantage cited is the difficulty of determining the correct response to
each randomly generated data set. This difficulty can be overcome where a 'golden version' of
the software exists that can be used for comparison or through use of a plant simulator which
signals the existence of safe and unsafe states. See also "Evaluation of Random Testing" [18].
The applicability of random testing in the Class 1E environment is discussed later.

!

4.2.2.2 Lower Level Test Strategies

The following lower level test strategies identify the detailed procedures to be used in the
implementation of the higher level strategies. Definition of a lower level strategy is particularly
important for structural testing where the intensity of the test eftbrt and effectiveness of coverage
are determined by the lower level selection. The probability of uncovering unintended functions
inc_,._.sessignificantly in going from statement coverage to condition coverage and increases
greatly by going from condition coverage to path coverage. For these reasons knowledge about
these strategies is important for the evaluation of Class 1E software test plans and environments.

Statement Coverage With statement coverage, every statement in the program is to be executed
by the test set at least once. Unless one encounters reachability problems, this is certainly a
requisite of a test plan. It is not nearly strong enough, however, for consider the example
statement

IFX > 0THENS

In this case, we assume a null ELSE statement; thus with statement coverage, the ELSE
condition might never be checked and yet contribute to a serious error. Statement coverage by
itself is not adequate for class 1E software testing.
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Branch Testing In branch testing (or decision coverage) each predicate decision assumes a true
and a false outcome at least once during the test set execution (or each possible outcome for a
CASE statement). This coverage criterion clearly overcomes the problem with the null ELSE
example previously given, but there are problems with decision coverage as well,

For example, consider a program with two successive IF-THEN-ELSE constructs; it'
tests are selected which execute the THEN-THEN alternative of these predicates, as well as the
ELSE-ELSE alternative, then this criterion is satisfied. Yet the THEN-EI..SE alternative is not

adequately tested, and might well be in error. Complete branch coverage also provides complete
statement coverage.

Condilion Coverage Another weakness in branch testing is encountered with compound
predicates such as

IF(A > 0)AND(B < 5)

Branch testing will treat this compound predicate the same as a simple predicate, testing
only for true and false outcomes and ignoring the fact that a false outcome could occur from two
distinct Boolean clauses. For this reason, a condition coverage will require that, during test set
execution, each condition in a compound predicate assumes all possible outcomes at least once,
Complete condition coverage also provides complete branch coverage.

Path Testing A path is any sequence of statements that can be traversed in tile execution of a
program or program segment. Path testing is based on the use of the control flow of the
program. Path testing involves two operations:

1. selection of a path or set of paths along which testing is to be conducted,

2. selection of input data to serve as test cases, which will cause the chosen paths to be
executed.

Because of the presence of iteration loops, tt_ere is potentially an infinite number of
distinct paths in a program. Even in a program without iteration loops, the number of distinct
paths, is an exponential function of the number of predicates in the program. Thus, for any
nontrivial program it is very difficult to generate test data for all paths in that program.
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One of the advantages of path testing is that it tends to be easier to automate than other
approaches, such as functional testing. Complete path coverage also provides complete condition
coverage.

Data Flow Testing Data flow testing selects test data that exercise certain paths from a point
in a program where a variable is defined, to points at which that variable definition is
subsequently used, By varying the required combinations of data definitions and uses, a family
of test data selection and adequacy criteria was defined [19]. The data flow criteria can be used
to bridge the gap between the requirement that every branch be traversed and the frequently
impossible requirement that every path be traversed. The criteria focus on the interaction of
portions of the program linked by the flow of data rather than solely by the flow of control.
Thus, not only do the criteria fail in between branch testing and path testing in terms of
difficulty of fulfillment, they also guide us in the intelligent selection of paths for testing. Data
flow testing is potentially useful as a component of Class 1E software testing but is not currently
identified in any major standard and is not automated.

Partition Testing The partition analysis method [20] compares a procedure's Implementation
to its specification, both to verify consistency between the two and to derive test data, P_,rtition
analysis selects test data that exercise both a procedure's intended behavior (as described in the
specifications) and the structure of its implementation. To accomplish these goals, partition
analysis divides or partitions a procedure's domain into subdomains in which all elements of
each subdomain are treated uniformly by the specification and processed uniformly by the
implementation. This partition divides the procedure domain into more manageable units.
Information related to each subdomain is used to guide in the selection of test data and to verily
consistency between the specification and the implementation.

Partition analysis testing is a powerful testing strategy because (1) it integrates several
complementary testing criteria; (2) the selected test data exercise the procedure based on both
the implementation and the specification. As such, it is one of the few testing strategies to
address missing path errors. There are several problems with partition analysis testing that must
be addressed. In particular, the proposed testing criteria may result in an excessive number of
test points, and most of the them are difficult to implement. Partition testing is not widely
practiced and because of the limit experience with this method it is currently not recommended
for Class 1E testing.

Domain Testing An input space domain is defined as a set of input data points satisfying a path
condition, consisting of a conjunction of predicates along the path. The input space is partitioned
into a set of domains. Each domain corresponds to a particular execution path in the program
and consists of the input data points that cause the path to be executed. The boundary of each
domain is determined by the predicates in the path condition and consists of border segments,
where each border segment is the section of the boundary determined by a single simple
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in the path condition, in domain testing test points are generated for each border segment, which,
if processed correctly, determine that both the relational operator and the position of the border
are correct [211.

One of the major advantages of domain testing is that, subject to the assumption of a
linearly domained program, reliable detection of domain errors requires a reasonable number of
test points for a single path. This number of test points grows only linearly with the number of
predicates along the path and the number of input variables. The applicability of domain testing
to the Class IE environment is related to that of path testing.

Mutation Analysis Mutation analysis has emerged as providi_:g an approach tbr evaluation of
test data and test methodologies. A mutant program is one in which a statement (or an object
instruction) has been changed. A test data set that identifies many n'tutants can be assumed to
also identify native program faults.

Mutation analysis can be viewed as providing a measure of test data quality, and there
have been a number of proposals to utilize this analysis in an iterative mode to improve the given
test set.

liowden [22] has referred to mutation testing whc_'Jsome of the techniques of mutation
analysis are applied to test-set selection, Specially this refers to the construction of tests designed
to distinguish between mutant programr, that differ by a single mutation transformation.

The underlying assumptions of mutation analysis are still quite controversial and there
are serious problems in the implementation, Even a small number of mutation operators can lead
to an enormous number of mutant programs. Another problem is the issue of equivalent mutants,
and how surviving mutants can be identified as equivalent to the given program or not. It is of
interest to Class 1E software only tbr the comparative evaluation of alternative test approaches.

Symbolic Evaluation In symbolic evaluation, input variables assume symbolic values and output
variables are expressed in terms of these symbols. These output variable expressions can then
be examined to see if the program is computing the functions intended [231.

Many times the symbolic evaluation approach will show errors that might be difficult
to determine using other methods, llowever, for this approach to be effective, the symbolic
expressions should not be too complex; if they are too complex, their usefulness becomes limited.
The strategy is of little immediate interest for Class 1E software.
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4.2.3 Test Termination Criteria

A fundamental limitation of software testing is that practical programs cannot be tested
exhaustively in the sense that the combination of every point in the input domain with every
permissible computer state is exercised, The recognition of this limitation has given rise to the
t'requently qut_ted dictum "Testing can only show the presence of hugs, but not their absence"
Statistical methods to establish confidence in the absence of tai!ure mechanisms must he based

on equivalence of the failure inducing stresses (such as exceptions, high workloads, hardware
failures) between the test and use environments, l.lven where this can be shown to exist, a test
interval of five to ten times thc desired failure I'rcc interval is required to establish confidence
levels of 80% to 90% in the achievement of the desired reliability [g]. Thus, to demonstrate 90%
confidence in the achievement ol'a mean-time-between.failures (MTIW)ofl million hours, a test
time of 10 million hours (approximately I 1,000 years on a single computer) would bc required.

These limitations suggest that the criteria for test termination will for the present be
based on judgment rather than objective reasoning.In the followingtest terminationcriteria are
discussed separately for coverage measures and tbr statistical measures,

4.2.3.1 "rest "rerminatlon ('rlterla Based on (:overage Measures

The following lower level test strategies discussed in the preceding paragraph yield structural
coverage measures that are of interest to (;lass l li software:

Branch Coverage

(:ondition(,overage

Path ('overage

Many ('lass 11'_prRjects will use a combination of functional, structural and statistical
testing, and in that event all test cases can be used t{) achieve the required structural coverage
provided that instrumentation to capture the structural properties o[" the test data sets is in place.
The instrumentation referred to above consists of counters (for branch or condition coverage) or
token dispensers (tbr path coverage) that are added to the source code at every decision exit (for
condition coverage the counters are attached to the conditions within each decision), 'l'he
counters are incremented every time a program execution passes through the exit to which the
counter is attached. Full branch or condition coverage is achieved when there is a number greater
than zero in every counter. Conversely, missing test cases can be identified by the number of
counters that read zero.
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For pathcoverage a list of feasiblepaths(identified by the decision exits that are taken)
isconstructed,andtheactualdecisionexitstakenduringa programexecutionareidentifiedby
thetokensequencegeneratedduringtheexecution,Thepathcorrespondingtothatsequenceis
then markedon the list of feasible paths. Unmarkedfeasiblepaths remainingat the conclusion
of a test program indicate paths that have not yet been exercised.

The test termination goal in structural testing is typically 1_% coverage with a
somewhat lower percentage sometimes given as the minimum requirement. When it is decided
to accept less than full coverage it must be realized that those test cases will be omitted which
present the greatestdifficulty in test data selection. These are frequently test cases representing
multiple rareconditions, and it can be rationalized that these are extremely unlikely to arise in
operation. However, the author's experience on a number of NASA programs has shown that
pathscontaining multiple rareconditions are more likely to contain faults than more frequently
accessed paths, possibly because of difficulties the software designer has in recognizing the
actions requiredby the program to deal with multiple rare conditions. Acceptance of less than
full path coverage will therefore increase the possibility of _,noperational failure under rare
conditions,

On the other hand, it may turn out to be impossible to generate test cases that access
the entire feasible path list, because some structurally feasible paths are semantically infeasible.
An example is that an event cannot simultaneously occur during the day shift and at a time
earlier than 6 am. Semantically infeasible cases should be purged from the list so that the
coverage measure presented for evaluation is assessed against feasibility under both structural
and semantic criteria,

4.2.3.2 Test Termination Criteria Based on Statistical Measurenlents

Software reliability measurement and estimation [24] have been used successfully for monitoring
the overall test progress and as a test scheduling tool during the initial stages of test, Overall
test means the interval from start of integration testing through the end of the acceptance test,
Test progress is assessed in terms of the mean execution time between failures (METBF) from
one period (week, etc,) to the next. Because faults are removed as they are discovered during
the test period, and the time between failures is assumed to be inversely proportional to the
remaining fault content, the METBF is expected to increase with test time, Several software
reliability growth models have been formulated that permit monitoring whether the time history
of METBF on a specific project indicates consistent progress [25]. An example is shown in
Figure 4, 1, The plot of the residuals (part b) can be used to identify unusual test events, such
as the spike in interval 8.

As Class 1E_softwarereaches the acceptance and system test stages t!ae failure rate is
expected to be so lbw that the reliability estimation models discussed above do not yield
meaningful results. Nevertheless, the models can provide general guidance tbr the probable
additional test time that will be required to achieve a statistical test termination criterion, In
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some cases a minimumfailurefree intervalis specifiedas anacceptancecriterion,andthe model
can then be used to determinewhen the m_n-time-between-failures is likely to reach a multiple,
say five times, of the specifiedfailurefree interval,The test time for_ast by the model can tllen
be used as a predictorof when a failurefree test may be run.

Test cases selected for purposes other than statistical testing may meet the defined
criteria for statistical testing and can be used to achieve the desired statistical coverage.
Acceptanceand system testing frequentlycontainsequencesof randomdatainputs [[6].
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The following dt,_c,ri_s a statisticaltest t_hnique that is particularlysuited to testing
¢)f_fety systenls. The ot_rating rangeof a _tety systemcan t)e consideredto be thetransition
regionbetweensafe and unsafeoperation, While it is n_essary to determine thai the safety
systemd_s not interfere with normalo_ration, it i.salso obvious that the primary the:usof
acceptancetestingof the systemis the transitionregion, In statisticaltestingof a sai'ctysy,_tem
it is thereforeappropriatethat the input not he randomlyselectedfrom the tl,,rmal operating
rangeof theplantbut s_ifically from the transitionrange, includingboth _le and unsafeplant
states,A suitabledistributionof test inputsthat m_ts the_ criteria isshown in Figure 4.2. The
ordinate in this figure is theprobabilityof theabscts_ value beinga test inl)ut. The paramewr
typesandrangesfor ch,,_iceof random inputdatacan he fi_undin NURE(i 1272 "Analysis and
Evaluationof OperationalData" [59]. Tailoring the parameter,,_to known plant i'ailure states
gr_tly increasesthe u_fulness of random test for Class I E s¢fftware.

Ap_ndix E of IEC Publication880 providesthe following formulas R)rcomputingthe
numberof randomtestca_s (n) thathaveto beexecutedwithoutfailure fi,r statisticalconfidence
¢'that the failure probability is no greaterthan P.

p _ _2'99 jbr c = 0,95 i
n

p _ 4.6 ['¢_r,' = 0.99
n

As an example, 30,(_3 random test cases with ut failure are required tbr O,_._"confid¢,ncL,that
P s I0'.
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I gurc 4.2: Input Profiles for Safety Syste=_s
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4.3 Management Considerations for Class IE Software Test

Underthisheadingthe followingtopicswill bediscus_d:

Qualifications of test personnel

Applicablestandards

Test tools and supportsoftware

4.3.1 Qualifications of Test Personnel

It is generallydesired thattest personnelare (a) unbiased, (h) knowledgeablein the procedural
aspects of test and test documentation,and (c) familiar with the productand the application
environmentand knowledgeableabout the sources of errors that have been encounteredin the
past. The establishmentof qualificationsin each of these areas is discussed below, It is noted
that requirementsunder(a) and (c) may sometimesconflict in that personnel familiarwith the
productand the applicationare likely to have some bias (usually in favorof the product under
test). This difficulty is discussed at the end of the following subsection.

The discussion in th;s s_tion is very deliberatelyrestrict_ to personnelqualification
as contrasted with certifica:ion or any other mechanism that establishes a defined class of
authoriz_ individualsfor :he testactivity. The reasonsfor avoiding the latterapproachare that
(a) there was very I!ttle support for it among the organizationscontacted in the survey (not
restrictedto the Class IE system vendors), (b) thereis at presentno competentbody to establish
certificationcriteriaor to administerthe certificationprocess, and (c) to the authors'knowlt,dge
there is no precedent in the UnitedStates for mandatorycertificationof software test personnel
(individualorganizationsmay have at, internalcertificationprocedure).

4.3. I.I Freedom front Bias

Freedom from bias is requiredfor those test activities thatare partof the fi:_rmalevaluation of
safety systemsand theirsoftware, andthis usuallyincludesall tests afterunit testing. Practically
every guidance document for software test, quality assurance or verification recognizes the
desirabilityof organizationalindependenceof the test functionfrom the development function.
This can take the form of merely identifyingthe degree of indepegldence,as in IEEEStandard
for Software Quality Assurance(SQA) Plans Jr]which requires:
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Organizational dependence or independence of the elements responsible for SQA from
those responsible for software development and use shall be clearly described and
depicted.

A stronger position is taken in the Quality Assurance Requirements of Computer
Software for Nuclear Facilities [d]:

Software verification and validation activities shall be performed by individuals other
than those who designed the software.

The above citation and most of the following ones refer to verification and validation,
and these activities are here interpreted as including the formal test phases. Where independent
verification is conducted separate from the formal tests a relaxation of the requirements derived
here may be appropriate.

The IEEE-ANS Standard 7.4.3.2 [b] is even more specific by stating:

The verification group shall be organized to be independent of thos,: responsible
for the system design.

The latter formulation is consistent with the guidance in IEC Publication 880 [u] which
states that the managemela of the verification team shall be independent of that of design, with
a further explanation of this requirement by the following note:

The requirements for an independent group implies verification either by an
individual or an organization which is separate from the individual or
organization developing the software. The most appropriate way is to engage
a verification tean_.

The British Ministry of Defence Standard 00-55 [w] applies to procurements by
government agencies and raises very stringent requirements for independence of the Safety
Auditor (equivalent to the V&V function for safety critical software)'

The Design Authority shall appoint one or more named individuals to aGt as
Independent Safety Auditor from the outset of a project. A separate contract
shall be placed to cover the activities of the Independent Safety Auditor.

i
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The guidance for this requirement states:

The technical and managerial independence of the Independent Safety Auditor
from the Design Authority can best be achieved by using an independent
company, but an independent division of the prime contractor may be
acceptable if adequate technical and managerial independence can be shown at
the Director or Board level.

The central requirement underlying most of these formulations is that the funding for
the test activities that are part of the V&V process shall not be controlled by the design team.
In the survey of safety system vendors that was conducted as part of this effort most companies
emphasized that adequate expertise for conducting a comprehensive test required familiarity with
the product that could only be found in their organizations. This contradicts the requirement that
safety systems and their software be documented in sufficient detail to permit trained individuals
outside the vendor organization to evaluate the suitability of the equipment, plan the installation
and licensing, and maintain the systems after their installation. Use of an in,'tependent
organization to conduct or monitor formal test not only avoids the possibility of biased evaluation
but also facilitates uniform treatment of the products of multiple vendors. It should therefore
be the preferred approach for Class IE software.

4.3.1.2 Procedural Qualifications

For tests to produce valid results it is necessary to adhere strictly to procedures which are
usually only partially defined in the test procedure document. Therefore personnel responsible
for the testing of Class 1E software must be trained in the general procedu.zs that govern all
testing of critical software as well as in the specific ones that may be imposed by the local
management.

Typical of general procedures is the need to keep the software under test, the test
environment and the test cases under configuration control. An example of a local procedure
is the logging of routine test events, such as the start and finish times of a test segment (logging
of non-routine events may be more accurately described _,_a general requirement).

Under benign d:cumstances failure to adhere to these procedures will require the
repetition of a series of test runs, but in other cases it can invalidate a major test segment.
Bccause of the potential cost and schedule penalties that arise when correct procedures are not
f¢ lowed in the testing of critical software most organizations have training programs in this
area.. Possibly because of the obvious self-interest of companies ,- the procedural qualifications
of their personnel this aspect has received little attention in the stanoards and guidance literature.
However, adequate familiarity with all procedures affecting the test process is also required for
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non-company personnel who may participate in or monitor the test, and for these dependence
on self-motivation on the part of the company conducting the test may not be sufficient.

As a minimum, it should therefore be required that general and locally mandated
procedures applicable to the conduct of the test be documented and that this documentation be
made available to any non-company personnel who participate in or monitor the test. Where
formal training in test procedures is provided, this program shall also be open to such
non-company personnel.

4.3.1.3 Familiarity with the Product and Application

Familiarity with the product and its application is necessary to interpret and implement test plans
and specifications, to assess test results, and to take appropriate action when unforeseen
conditions arise during the test. These facts are frequently cited to defend significant
participation in test by personnel who developed the software to be tested. As already discussed,
the test article should be documented in sufficient detail to permit generally qualified technical
personnel (with education and experience equivalent to that of the developers) to conduct or
monitor the test, and this negates the need for assigning specific test responsibilities to
development personnel (it is not intended to restrict them from supporting test). In this
connection a provision of the IEEE-ANS Standard 7.4.3.2 [b] is particularly significant:

The technical qualifications of the verification team shall be comparable to
those of the design team.

Taken together with the following requirement for documentation of verification
(including test) established in IEC Publication 880 [u], there is a consistent basis for a
technically competent independent test or test monitoring organization:

The level of detail shall be such that an independent group can execute the
verification plan and reach an objective judgement on whether or not the
software meets its performance requirements.

It is expected that test staff is familiar with the nature of software faults and has access
to the records of failures encountered during development.
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4.3.2 Applicable Standards

4.3.2.1 The Role of Standards for Test Methodology

The term standard is here interpreted broadly to include documents issued by standards making
organizations that may or may not be formally designated as standards. Consideration of
standards is important in developing guidelines for testing of Class 1E software and systems for
at least the following reasons:

* Standards (established or newly created) provide a common understanding of the test
objectives and requirements among the interested parties.

• The use of established standards reduces the cost and schedule for software and system
development because of the experience in prior application of methodologies that satisfy
the standards.

• Adherence to standards permits conforming products to be widely applied, thus
providing motivation for the supplier to invest resources for the development of a
superior product; this consideration is particularly important for safety systems thatI

conform to international standards. Standards facilitate interchangeability of competing
products, thus providing benefits of potential price or performance competition for the
user.

From the large universe of standards that pertain to software and systems test it was
necessary to select a small number for discussion in the following sections. The selection was
governed by the following considerations:

1. The standard has potential as a reference document for regulatory guidelines

2. While not meeting the criteria for (1) the standard provides definitions or structure that
can be used in the formulation of regulatory guidelines

3. The standard is known to the safety systems community and may be used as a basis of
comparison with the_,e included under (1) or (2).

Individual standards are grouped below by originating agency. In the di_"ussion of the
standards the rationale for assigning it to one of the above three classifications is ,_...,ntioned.
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4.3.2.2 U. S. Military Standards

MIL-STD-882B + Notice 1 [o] System Safety Program Requirements, Mar 1984

The standardcontainsno specific guidance for test methodology. Definitions and hazard
classifications are duplicatedin more applicabledocuments. Designated as (3)

MIL-STD-1521B [hi Technical Reviews and Audits for Systems, Equipments, and Computer
Software, jun 1985

Associates delivery of test documents (test plans, specifications, procedures and reports)
with project milestones (reviews and audits). Milestones are based on waterfall model and
need to be interpreted for the nuclear safety systems environment. Designated as (2)

MIL-STD-2167A [e] Defense System Software Development, Feb 1988

This standard is aimed at software for mission-critical computers in an environment where
software is developed by a contractor for use by military. While not addressing specific
test methodologies or test termination criteria, par. 4,3 provides usefld guidance for the
test environment, orgam,:ational independence of test activities, and traceability between
requirements and test cases. Designated as (2),

4.3.2.3 Other U. S. Government Standards

NIST SP 500-180 [q] Guide to Software Acceptance, Apr 1990

Section 5 of this document deals with Software Acceptance Testing. It contains no
guidance on specific methodologies or test termination criteria but has good cllecklists for
thebuyer's (or regulator's) activities and responsibilities in acceptance testing. Designated
as (2).

4.3.2.4 Non-Governmental Standards

ANSI/IEEE Std 730-1'981 [r] IEEE Standard for Software Quality Assurance Plans

Contains only very general requirements for test, embedded in a verification and
validation plan and report (Sectiot 4.2.3 and .4). Designated as (3)

ANSI/IEEE.ANS-7.4.3.2.1982 [b] Application Criteria for Programmable Digital Computer
Systems in Safety Systems of Nuclear Power GeneratingStations,Jul 1982
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Section 7 (Verification) contains concise requirements for all verification activities with
additional specific requirements for test (see below). It deals with organizational
independence and technical qualifications of the verification personnel, and with the
documentation of all review and audit procedures. It requires the verification group to
provide a test plan that among other items specifies:

• criteria for establishing test cases (par. 7.3,1)

• expected results for each case (7.3.2)

• requirements for testing all logic branches (7.3.3)

• acceptance criteria (7.3.4)

o error reporting and re-testing procedures (7.3.6)

The current standard (discussed above) is widely accepted in the nuclear industry; it is currently
undergoing revision with anticipated tightening of some requirements. Designated as (1)

IEEE Std 829-1983 [j] IEEE Standard for Software Test Documentation

This standard is particularly strorg in the definition of the software submitted to test, of
features to be tested or not tested, and in establishing criteria for acceptance of test
results, for suspending test, and for resumption of te.._tafter a suspension. Designated
as (2)

This guide is intended to supplement !EEE Std. 730 (see above). It requires identification
of staffing levels for each QA activity. Designated as (3)

IEEE P1008 [k] Standard for Software Unit Testing, Mar 1985.

Identifies three stages for test case generation:

• Requirements based

• Architecture based (algorithms and data structures)

* Implementation based (code structure)

Designated as (2)
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IEEE P1228 [m] Standard for Software Safety Plans, Jul 1991

The current draft contains only broad requirements for test. Designated as (3)

4.3.2.5 International Standards

IEC 880 [u] Softwar_ for Computers in the Safety Systems of Nuclear Power Stations, 1986

Test is covered under two separate clauses: for software (clause 6.2.3), and for the
integrated hardware/software system (clauses 7.5 through 8.1). In addition, Appendix E
contains pertinent tutorial material on verification methods. The requirements are stated
very broadly and the only unique feature is found in a discussion of computer system
validation (clause 8) where it is recommended that tests:

* cover all signal ranges in a fully representative manner

* cover voting and similar logic

* include trip devices in their final configuration

* verify response times and correctness of actions under all failure conditions,

Designatedas (2)

IEC 987 [t] Programmed Digital Computers important to Safety for Nuclear Power Stations,
1989

This standard is targetedat hardwai _.. It refers to IEC 880 par, 7.5 for hardware/software
integration testing, Designated as (3).

4.3.2.6 Foreign Standards

MOD 00-55 [w] The Procurement of Safety Critical Software in Defense Equipment

Key test requirements, listed under par. 3,3 (Dynamic Testing) include statement and
branch coverage, and testing all loops tbr 0, 1, and many iterations. Use of a coverage
analyzer is specified (it is of c_xrse implicit in the coverage requirement). There are
stringent requirements for the independence of the test group, including keeping the test
cases hidden from the developers. Designated as (2).

MOD 00-56 [x] Hazard Analysis and Safety Classification of the Computer and Programmable
ElectronicSystem Elements of Defense Equipment
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As part of the preliminaryhazards analysis target failure rates are established for each
functionwhich can be propagatedinto test objectives, Designatedas (3).

4.3.2.7 Evaluation of Test Standards

Many of the standardsaddressthe organizationalaspects of software test: independence of the
test group and qualifications of test personnel. Comparatively few deal with the technical
requirementsof test, and none go substantiallybeyond the completebranch testingspecified in
ANSI-IEEE-ANS 7,4.3,2. There is thus no basis for preferringanother existing standardto the
one currentlyin use in the U. S. nuclearindustry.

Desirable provisions from other standardsthat should be adopted into 7.4,3.2 or else
separately imposed as regulatoryguidance include:

* use of algorithmsand data structuresas a source of test cases (IEEE 1008)

* definitionof test articles and scope of test (IEEE 829)

* verification of responsetimes (IEC 880)

* traceability between requirements and test cases (MIL-STD-2167A)

In addition, MIL-STD-1521B provides valuable guidance for the scheduling of test
documentation, and NIST Special Publication 500-180 identifies the sponsor's or regulator's
responsibility during acceptance test, These issues are currently outside the scope of 7.4,3.2,
and therefore it may be expedient to treat them in the regulatory guidance document,

While path testing is not currentlyrequired in any standard,it is believed that selective
applicationof this methodologyis highly desirable,because it provides systematictest coverage
for multiplerareconditions,

4.3.3 Software Test Tools

Automated assistance for testing is motivated by both technical and economical considerations.
Software test tools can (1) speed up the testing process, (2) reduce the amount of labor required,
(3) improve the thoroughness of testing, and (4) make the quality less dependent on skills of the
test staff. Automated tools make it possible to achieve a level of thoroughness in the testing
process that would be difficult, if not impossible, to accomplish manually. The fourth benefit
is of interest to regulatory agencies because personnel qualification criteria are difficult to
implement and enforce. An additional advantage of tool based software testing from the point
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of view of a regulatorybody is that the documentation will be more uniform than that manually
generated and thus more easily reviewed. To achieve these benefits the tools must be
dependable and accurate, For use in the Class 1E environment it is desirable to concentrate on
tools that have been in use for several years and for which good vendor support is available.
In general, test tools are less apt to give rise to serious or common mode failures than do
development tools, such as compilers,

Against these arguments for tool usage must be weighed the cost of the tools, additional
training, and potential requirements for changing the established development and testing
processes. For this reason there is frequently resistance to the use of tools or tool abandonment
when initial expectations are not met, either due to limitations of the tool or due to inadequate
training.

For Class 1E software the benefits froln use of tools duringtesting are expectedto
outweigh the disadvantages, particularly in the long run,

Test Tools can be categorized according to their functions:

1. Tools supporting complexity measurement

2. Tools supporting syntax and semantics analysis

3. Tools supporting test coverage analysis

4. Tools supporting regression testing

5. Tools supporting test data generation
[

Some of these categories, such as test coverage analysis, complexity measurement, and
syntax and semantics analysis, are quite mature and recomlnended to be used by Class IE
software vendors. Although the capability of the regression testing tools are limited, they should
also be used g henever applicable. Test data selection tools are still in the research stage.
Commercially available test case generators are very limited in their capabilities. They can be
used for creating some test data if under favorable circumstance.

The Section,A.2 describes each of these categories and summarizes the available tools
and their capabilities,
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4.4 Criteria for Review of Class IE Software Test Programs

The objective of this section is to provide criteria for the evaluation of test programs for Class
IE software. The professional literature and current standards summarized in earlier sections
provide valuable background but do not directly lead to such criteria because they lack detail or
address only a portion of the concerns, The selected approach is therefore to list major topics
for the evaluation of test programs, to describe the key issues under each topic, and to identify
information that will show whether the issues have been adequately addressed.

The major topics covered in this section are:

1. Definition of the application and its environment

2, Testing in the system and software development cycle

3. Management and organization of test activities

4, Applicable test and taocurnentationstandards

5. Test methodglogy and test termination criteria

6. Test environment and test tools

7. Documentation and review of test results

The discussion assumes that the software under test is new and that the test program
is being evaluated at the start of the software development with periodic reviews during the
development phase, Usually tile information required for the last three topics will _mly be
available after major design milestones,
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4.4.1 _flnition of the Application and its Environment

The key issueis to determinewhetherthereareadequaterequirementstor derivinga top level
test program. The application should be defined by a systems requirements document as well
as by a software requirements specification. The systems level document is needed for
evaluation of the systems test planning and the software document is needed for evaluation of
the acceptar__e test planning.

In order to support test the systems requirements must identify at least the following:

• Required functions in each mode of operation

• Criticality assignment for required functions

• Prohibited actions or outputs

• Safe states (when required functions are not operative)

It is highly desirable that the s st-sy em requirements or a separate hazards analysis
identify the maximum allowable failure rates (or probability of failure on demand) for critical
functions,

At least the following must be known about the environment of the application:

• Computer types, redundancy provisions, and primary power supplies

• Human-machine interfaces (information displayed to operators and modes ot'
operator intervention)

• Communications architecture (inter-processorand processor to plant)

o Networking facilities

I ,

• Operating system(s)

o Hardware and software maintenance facilities and policies

Where the systems test is to be conducted at other than the target installation the _bc_ve
information is requiredfor both the test site and the target site.
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At least the.following informationforplanning the accep_ce test must _ available
from the _ftware requirementss_iflcation or as_iat_ documents:

,, Hierarchicaldescriptionof functionsservedby theprogramwith rankingof their
criticality

,, Definitionof all variables (range, units, format, accuracy, time dependencies)

• Descriptionof the relationsbetw_n the variables

,DThroughput requirements (average, normal and peak maximum, duration
as_iat_ with the m_ima)

• Otherrequirementsand constraints(e, g., security, faulttolerance)

• Languageand developmentenvironment

• Identification of any formal methods that are required or may be u_ in
devel6pment

Where the system documents define maximum allowable failure rates or failure
probabilityon demand, the propagationof these requirements to the software must also be
available.

4.4.2 Testing in theSystemandSoftwareDevelopmentCycle

The key issuesunderthisheadingare the realismof testplanningandthe adequacyof the
resourcesthatwill be availablefor thetestprogram. The scheduleof testactivitiesmustbe
knownin at leastthefollowingdetail:

• Listingof all softwareandsystemtestswith classificationof testactivitiesas
informal/formal

• Identificationof locationandresponsibleorganizationfor eachformaltest

• Prerequisitedocumentationfor each formal test and expectedavailability
(includesdocumentationfromnon-testactivities)

• Hardware and softwareenvironmentfor each formal test and expected
availability(includingdocumuntation)
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• Requiredtrainingof test_rmnnel (_hedule, equipmentand wl'twa_ to be
u_, d_umentationrequi_ments)

. Scheduleof'Formalandinformaltestsandtheirrelationto projectmilestones

• Resourceestimates(at leastin totalstaff-months)

4.4,3 Management and Organizationof Test A©tlvitles

Re keyissuesunderthisheadingarethelevelof managementattentionto test,theindependence
of thetestorganizationfromthedeveloper,andthequalificationsof testpersonnel.IEEFJANS
$td. 7.4.3.2 requiresthefollowinginformationfor eachformaltest:

, Designationof"individual(s)authorizedto start, interrupt, andterminatea testprogram
(e.g., integration,acceptance,etc.), a test_uence, andan individualtestran.

, Designationof individual(s)authorizedtoacceptandrejectresultsForthetestprogram,
testsequenceand individualtests.

, Designationof individual(s)who_ custodiansof thesoftwareundertest,thesup_rt
software,testtools,testcases,testdata(resultsandintermediate)andof thehardware
environment.A custodianis thelowestmanagementlevelthatcanauthorizea changein
theconfigurationof an item.

= Designationof individual(s)responsiblefor the overall testbudget, the budgetfor
individualtestprograms,for establishingstaffinglevels,andForhiring/firingof' any
previouslydesignatedpersonnel.

, Organizationchartsshowingtherelationshipsbetweentheindividualsdesignatedabove
andbetweenthetestanddevelopmentorganizations.

, Minimumeducationalandexperiencerequirementsfor all teststaffpositionsandForall
equivalentdevelopmentstaffpositions.

o Actual educational and experiencequalificationsof the designated individualsauthorized
to acceptandrejecttestresults(atanylevel)andForindividualswhoapprovedesignat
the equivalent level.
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4.4.4 Applicable Test and Documentation Standards

The key issuesunder this heading are that applicable standardsare known and are fidlowed,
Standards may be applicahle because they are (a) inw_ked in the statement ot" work or in the
specification, (b) derived from invoked standards or specifications, or (c) selected by tile
developer, in some cases standards are tailored, or only designated portions of a standard are
invoked,

At least the following inl'ormation is required to evaluate whether the test organization is
likely tn comply with applicable standards:

, i.ist of applicable standards fbr the conduct of test, where they are invoked, and prior
experience with these standards

• I,ist of applicable standards t'nrthe article(s) under test, where they are inw)ked, and prior
experience with these standards,

• l.ist of applicable standards fi_rtest documentation, where lht'v are invoked, and prior
experience with these standards

In all cases the term "standard" is meant to include specifications, The listings should
indicate whether standards are to be applied in a tailored or restricted manner,

• Means by which compliance with the standard is checked (a) within the organization
responsible tbr fiirnishinB the product or service, and (h) by the quality assurance t;,mction,

e Approved, pendinB and anticipated requests for waivers of standards,

The authors relgardpar, 7 of IEEi:.-ANS Standard 7,4,3,212_,1 as a minimally acceptable
basis tbr test, and Appendix (, t)l"the ()ntario Iiydro standard [271 as ol't_.ring a consideral_!y
more comprehensive approach. The approach and overall structure o1'tesis discussed in Section
2 oi" the present document can he used with both of these standards.
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4.4.5 Test Methodology and Test Termination Criteria

The key issues are that the test methodology and termination criteria are consistent with the
applicable standard(s) and can be supported by the test environment (see next section).

The evaluation should consider at least the following:

• Selection of a methodology that is documented and for which adequate training can be
provided. It is desirable that there be prior experience with the methodology.

• Consistency of the methodology with the applicable standard(s) and other test
requirements (schedule, reporting, etc.)

• Selection of test termination criteria consistent with the applicable standard(s), the
available resources, particularly personnel and computer time, arid the test
environment.

• Provisions for random testing in the transition region between safe and unsafe
operation where such testing is not already a part of the test termination criteria.

• Availability of test tools to support the required or selected test termination criteria.

The concerns with resource and schedule limitations can be satisfied by means of
personnel, computer, and tool loading charts which allow adequate margins for faults in the
initially submitted software and for errors in the implementation of the test methodology.

4.4.6 Test Environment and Test Tools

The key issues under this heading are that the test environment and tools are stable, that they
are compatible with the software or system under test and the selected methodology, and that
they support the efficient collection and analysis of test results. Because of significant progress
in the test environment and tools areas there is an inherent conflict between stability and
efficiency since a tool that has been in use for a number of years is not likely to be efficient by
current standards. While some compromises will have to be made, it is desirable to avoid tools
just emerging from research because they are likely to require frequent modification during test
which may invalidate previously captured results. It is also undesirable to accept an environment
as stable if it requires many manual operations that can be automated by established techniques
because the need for the introduction of automation will very likely become apparent during test
and may cause disruption of the test process. In general testing conducted with automated data
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input and output is more easily analyzed and produces more consistent final results than testing
mainly dependent on manual intervention.

At least the following capabilities should be evaluated to determine that the test
environment and tools can support an effective test program:

• Availability of fldl documentation for the test hardware and the test support software
(should be available at least three months prior to the due date for the earliest test
document).

• Availability of vendor support for hardware and support software (should be on-site or
on-line).

• Familiarity of test operations personnel with the hardware and support software.

• Availability of efficient support software for transforming the source program into
machine readable code. Consider that this process will have to be repeated every time
the code is changed to correct faults, to improve the operational characteristics of the
software, or to accommodate instrumentation provisions of the test tools.

• Compatibility of the process of generating test cases with the configuration control
mechanisms for identification and archiving of test cases.

• Compatibility of tool features with the requirements of the applicable test standard and
the selected methodology (e. g., a tool designed to measure branch coverage is not
suitable where condition coverage is required)

• Availability of detailed diagrams for test dam flow during preparation of a test sequence
(analysis of source code and instrumentation), during test execution, and for later
analysis of test results.

4.4.7 Documentation and Review of Test Results

The major issue under this heading is that documentation must show compliance with
requirements, both in the execution of the tests and in the interpretation of test results. A lesser
but very frequently encountered issue is inconsistency between the format of the most detailed
data and that at successively higher levels of summarization. This arises because reporting of
test results is essentially a top-down process, in that the report starts with the overall conclusions
(the unit under test meets or does not meet the test criteria) and then substantiates these
conclusions at more detailed levels while the data collection results proceeds in the opposite
direction, bottom-up. Very detailed planning of data collection is required to overcome this difficulty.
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All test documentation should demonstrate at least the following capabilities or
attributes:

• Presence of concisely formulated test objectives with reference to governing
requirements for the execution of the test and for the software characteristics to be
demonstrated.

• Substantiated compliance with the requirements for the document, and, where
applicable, for the performance of the test or of associated tasks.

• Description of features selected by the test organization that were not governed by the
requirements, e. g., a specific methodology or tool, in sufficient detail to let a reviewer
judge their suitability.

• Identification of the individuals and job titles responsible for data collection, data
ana!ysis, and report preparation to enable the reviewer to judge compliance with
requirements in IEEE/ANS Std. 7.4.3.2 for personnel qualifications.

Preparatory documentation (test plans, specifications and procedures) should
demonstrate at least the following:

• Recognition of resource constraints and ability to perform the required tests within these
(e. g., by indicating the number of personnel at each skill level that will be required,
computer time, etc.)

• Detailed planning for data collection and analysis to provide data in the format required
in the test report.

During the conduct of a test some discrepancies will usually be encountered. Not all
of these are due to faults in the test article; frequently problems with the test environment or the
test procedure are responsible. A creditable test report will clearly describe the discrepancies,
indicate how they were resolved, and whether they invalidated any part of the test results
obtained prior to their resolution.

Considerations in the evaluation of a test report therefore include:

• Clear recommendations for the acceptance, conditional acceptance, or rejection of the
test article w_th reasons for the recommendations and references to test data that support
the reasons.
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• Descriptions of discrepancies, whether due to the test article or other circumstances,
actions taken to resolve them, and their effect on the test.

• Where there is not an unconditional recommendation for acceptance, the required
remedial actions should be identified.

In the review of the test report the key issue is to determine whether the required
capabilities for the article under test have been conclusively demonstrated. The reviewer must
be convinced that

• The requirements for the test article have been correctly interpreted by the test
organization

• The test was conducted under appropriate conditions (in the environment and with the
tools specified in the preparatory documents) and by qualified personnel

• The test results are .omplete, were correctly evaluated against expected results, and
were correctly interpreted against the requirements.

4.5 Conclusions and Recommendations

The background material presented in Sections 4.2 and 4.3 has been used to generate guidance
for the review of Class 1E software test programs in Section 4.4. The present discussion
addresses broader issues that affect test programs for Class 1E software.

The most important limitation encountered in the conduct of test programs for critical
software is that testing cannot be exhaustive. The difficulty represented by this limitation
increases sharply with program size because the number of possible interactions is an exponential
function of size, and 'the resources available for test can usually not be raised much more than
in linear relation with size.

Possible resolutions of this problem are (a) to place restrictions on the size of programs,
(b) to accept testing of limited scope and (c) to require a major expansion of the resources
allocated to test as programs get larger. The latter is considered a measure of last resort, and
only alternatives (a) and (b) will be discussed in detail.

Where the objective is the direct replacement of an analog function with a digital
implementation the software requirements are indeed very modestand complete adherence some
acceptable test termination criteria is possible. This approach precludes significant
improvements in plant safety and efficiency that are made possible by the application of digital
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computers. An example of such an improvement is that the set point for a trip meter that in the
analog version requires periodic reset by an operator can be made a dynamically computed
function of plant state in the digital version. Safety is improved because the resetting is not
longer dependent of operator attention, and efficiency is improved because the dynamically
computed set point allows the plant to be operated at higher power levels. Therefore alternative
(a), restricting the size of the software, carries with it a cost of lost opportunities.

Using the same example to investigate alternative (b), relaxation of the test termination
criteria, it is required to trade off the safety impairment (if any) due to this relaxation against
the safety improvement due to reduced dependence on operator intervention. The present state
of knowledge provides little useful quantitative data for such a trade study but at least points in
a potentially fruitful direction: if the program for the trip meter proper can be well isolated from
the setpoint calculation, and if the interface between the two functions can be adequately
verified, then a linear relation between program size and test resource requirements can be
substituted for the previously postulated exponential one. Keeping individual software functions
well isolated in design and implementation is also referred to as "loose coupling" and has other
desirable properties. Object oriented design and programming provide loose coupling, and the
full implications of this for test of critical software needs to be studied.

A complementary approach that will benefit any test program but particularly those for
large critical programs is to target the testing at specific software failure modes that can produce
hazards. To this end it is neces,_ary to identify

• the software outputs or system level functions where hazards can occur

• the fault types that can produce hazards.

The first requirement can be met through established system safety procedures, such
as fault tree analysis or hazardous operations analysis, The second one needs more research,
but as mentioned in the body of this report, faulty processing under multiple rare conditions
usually escapes detection by conventional test methodologies and is thus a prime suspect for
producing hazards. Path testing is a known systematic approach for covering multiple
conditions, but because of the potential for requiring an excessive number of test cases it must
be used sparingly. Under the specifically targeted conditions advocated here it is both feasible
and effective. Further research into this field, which may deserve the title "Testing smarter
instead of testing more", is highly recommended. Among the objectives should be the collectior,
and dissemination of data on Class IE software failures during test, particularly in the later
stages, and analysis of these data to identify improvements in both development and test
methodologies.
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The inherent limitations of test must be recognized, but improvements in development
and test methodology hold the promise of containing or shrinking the domain of hazards not
likely to be detected by test. Research is recommended in:

• The benefits of object oriented design and programming on testability of Class IE
software, and

• Targeted testing for functions and fault types likely to cause hazards.
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Chapter 5

Fault Tolerance and Fault Avoidance

5.1 Introduction

5.1.1 Motivation

Fault tolerance and fault avoidance are techniques for reducing the likelihood that a fault will
cause a disruption of an important service. The aim of fault avoidance is to prevent or reduce
the occurrence of faults, while fault tolerances'is directed at dealing with the effects of faults
before they become manifest at the system level. The need for fault tolerance for hardware for
Class 1E systems is not challenged because the development of faults in hardware, particularly
in electronics, is considered as inevitable. Because software is not subject to physical
deterioration the need for fault tolerance in this field is not quite as obvious. Is not software
development an inherently logical process that, if carried out correctly, should yield a fault-free
product? Our findings are that some programs exist in which no faults have been found but that
it is impossible to define techniques that give high assurance that a future program will fall into
that group. The premise of this chapter is that the need for software fault tolerance arises from
the inability to distinguish between programs that are initially free of faults and those that are
not, rather than from the need to protect against deterioration of an initially fault-free component
(as in hardware).

5.1.2 Structure of this Chapter

Section 5.2 discusses the nature of software failures and provides a basis for understanding fault
tolerance as well as fault avoidance. This is followed by individual sections on fault tolerance
and fault avoidance. The final section presents conclusions and recommendations for further
research.
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5.2 The Nature of Software Failures

5.2.1 The Failure Process

The cause of a software failure is a fault in the program, and the effect of the failure is an error,
a deviation of the service furnished by the program from the desired service. The failure is an
event in the computer when the content of a register transitions to an incorrect value (the value
that results in the error). Programs developed by a responsible organization will not produce
errors during most executions since they have undergone extensive tests to detect _'ld remove
faults responsible for such errors. Therefore the failure is usually due to the presence of an
unusual circumstance (data value or computer state) which is called the trigger. The relationship
between these concepts is shown in Figure 5.1.

TRICGER

--_ FAILURE _>ERROR
FAULT

l.
COMPUTER

OBSERVED
ERROR

Figure 5. l: Failure Terminology

In a very simple case the fault may be the lack of a divide-by-zero protection, the trigger
the occurrence of a zero divisor, the failure is the event of overflow of a register, and the error
is the overflow interrupt. In a sophisticated digital system the occurrence of an overflow
condition may invoke an exception handler that prevents the propagation of the overflow error
and thus avoids or tnitigates the failure from appearing at the system level. The need to study
the nature of failures at several levels has long been recognized [28]. For software failures at
least three levels can usually be identified:

* the logic level, where the error is typically manifest as an incorrect binary value
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• the information level, where the error is typically the incorrect value of a variable

• the system level, where the error is typically an undesired action (display, positioning an
actuator, printing a message, etc.)

The relation between these is shown in Figure 5.2. No triggers are shown for the
information and system levels but these are possible, typically causing disablement of protective
measures. In this particular example the existence of faulty data was recognized at the
information level (e.g., by violation of embedded assertions) and that caused rejection of the
message. Conceivably a further condition could arise to defeat the intent of the assertions, and
that condition would then constitute a trigger at the information level. If the anomaly had not
been detected at the information level the "lost message" error at the system level could have
been transformed into a considerably more severe event. Practically all documented severe
malfunctions in critical systems involve multiple triggers and the deliberate disablement of some
protective measures.

HL,I_)_RS
l-'U'.l.

NOBb_. _.MOR V
FULL ...... IJ_X;IC INi_RMA TION SYSTEMLEVEL

_ClklqlON LEVEL _ LEVEL

I_OCRAM t,Offr
E)E'TI_.TS M_SSAGBANOMALY

Figure 5.2' Failure Manifestations at Several Levels

The representation of failures in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 shows that the fitilure probability
is a function of:

• the arrival rate of trigger conditions (at all levels_

• the fault content of the software

• the extent and robustness of protective measures at the information and system levels.
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'File first of these variables is outside the scope of software development and test. Very
high quality practices can minimize the number of conditions that act as triggers but they cannot
reduce it to zero. It is here assumed that fault tolerance will be required even where
sophisticated fault avoidance is practiced.

The importance of trigger conditions in determinir,g the failure probability a_su motivates
continuous study of anomalies in plant operations and comauter pcrlbnuance in this environment
in order to arrive at a creditable failure prediction model, The view of failures as being a
function of both fault content and trigger rates is needed not only for establishing whether a
given installation complies with safety criteria but also tbr quantitative assessment of operational
practices. These operational practices can improve or detract from the baseline reliability of a
Class IE system.

5.2.2 Severity of Failures

Fault tolerance is a costly provision, and therefore it should be employed only to protect against
faults that can cause severe failures. In the tbllowing several approaches to severity
classifications are discussed.

The commonly used severity classifications in the aerospace and defense environment arc
based on system effects. Examples include:

I. From MIL-STD-1629 (Failure Modes, Effects, and Criticality Analysis) [i]

Category I Catastrophic --- May cause death or major economic loss

Category 11 Critical --- Severe injury, major property damage

Category III Marginal--- Minor injury, minor property damage

Category IV Minor --- Not serious enough to cause injury or property damage
t

2. From British Ministry of Defense Standard 00-56 (Safety Classification of Computers and
PEs) Ix]

Catastrophic --- Multiple deaths

Critical --- Single death or multiple severe injuries
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Marginal --- Single severe injury or occupational illness (or multiple minor
ones)

Negligible --- At most a single minor injury

Although the specific categories are not aligned, the standards use essentially the same
criteria, based on effects usually observable only in an extended system context and alter the
fact. In MIL-STD-1629 it is recognized that the lethality or the extent of injuries cannot usually
be determined a priori, and a method is suggested to translate lower level effects (e.g., complete
or partial outage of a computer, into the end effects by tneans of beta (/3) factors which denote
the probability that a component level effect will cause a given severity category. In addition,
alpha (od factors can be used to translate an effect below the component level into a component
level effect. An example is that a memory address error may cause an inappropriate result with
0.9 probability and computer shut-down with 0.1 probability. In principle this approach may
be suitable for severity assessment of Class 1E software and system failures but it will initially
be difficult to obtain creditable values for alpha and beta. With the adoption of conservative
assumptions about alpha and beta, and the establishment of a reporting system that update these
assumptions, the severity classifications of MII.,-STD-1629 offer a workable approach lk_rthe
Class 1E environment.

There is an implied severity classification in 10CFR50 Appendix F, (with reference to
NUREG-0654) consisting of the following plant conditions (from most to least severe):

• General Emergency

• Site Area Emergency

• Alert

• Unusual event subject to notification requiretnents

The criteria for invoking these states are tied to specific observation at the time of the
incident (radiation levels, containment pressure) and are therefore not suitable for classifications
of failures in protective systems. Another disadvantage is that the Emergency Plans are specific
to each site and may therefore be applicable only in the local environment. This precludes their
use for a generic severity classification.
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An internal document generated by Ontario Hydro mentions four severity classes for
software safety:

• Category 1 - Safety critical

• Category 2 - Significant effect on safety

• Category 3 - Some effect on safety

• Category 4- No effect on safety.

This classification, like that discussed immediately above, is based on the function of the
software (to which is associated a worst case effect) rather than on the effect directly. It is not
considered more suitable than the preceding ones because it is derived from an internal document
and has therefore received much less scrutiny than the accepted standards.

i

5.2.3 Frequency and Criticality Classifications

The need for fault tolerance is also a function of the (expected) frequency of failures. Thus, a
high severity fault with very little likelihood of occurrence will not necessarily require the same
degree of protection as an equal (or possibly even lower severity fault) with a high probability
of occurrence. Typical expected frequency classifications are: frequent, probable, occasional,
remote and unlikely (or improbable).

An example of criticality (or safety integrity) rankings from MoD Std. 00-56 is shown
in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1" Criticality Ranking

Failure Probability Severity
I

........... Catastrophic Critical I Marginal Neglig!ble

Frequent $4 $4 $3 $2

Probable $4 $3 $3 $2
,,,,

Occasional $3 $3 $2 $2
........

Remote $3 $2 $2 S1

Improbable $2 $2 S1 S 1
,,,
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The criticality assignment involves even more judgment than tile severity classification
because a further assessment for expected frequency of occurrence is required,

On the other hand, the selection of fault tolerance provisions should not avoid
consideration of expected frequency of events that require fault tolerance, particularly where
there are creditable data on the occurrence of events such as NUREG-1272 [29]. In the Class
1E environment it is not appropriate to neglect protecting against a variety of fault because it
has never been observed. But it is not unreasonable to require higher coverage for events that
have been repeatedly observed than for those that have not. This approach is used to evaluate
some of the fault tolerant architectures in a later section.

5.2.4 Error Type Classification

The function of protective systems is typically to take a prescribed action when defined
conditions arise. The error in the operation of the protective system can be

• Type 1 --- failure to act when the defined conditions have been met

• Type 2 --- action when defined conditions have not been met.

While the primary emphasis in fault tolerance and fault avoidance is to prevent Type 1
errors there must also be safeguards against excessive frequency of Type 2 errors. In general,
the probability of a Type 2 error is directly proportional to the number of independent channels
that can by themselves initiate a protective fimction. Requiring agreement among two
independent channels before a function is initiated will usually contain Type 2 errors at an
acceptable level.

5.3 Fault Tolerance

5.3.1 Architectures for Fault Tolerance

Four architectures for fault tolerance are shown in Figure 5.3 in a specific imlglenaentation tbr
software fault tolerance. In all cases the simplest possible example of a technique is shown, and
in particular the capability of architectures b througla d to use more than two versions of a
program or function has not been depicted. The order of presentation is from the generally least
effective (retry) to the generally most effective (functional redundancy). Repeating a previously
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Figure 5.3: Fault Tolerance Architecture
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unsuccessful execution can overcome failures due to temporary causes, such as a full queue or
a busy communications link. Although the fault tolerance capability of the architecture shown
in part a of Figure 5.3 is thus limited, the technique is highly cost effective since it is so easy
to implement and copes with faults due to ternporary exception conditions (such as a blocked
communications channel) against which other approaches are not always successful.

In the recovery block approach another program version (which could be functionally
redundant) is executed after the first one fails. It can cope with a broader spectrum of causes
of failure than the retry but it requires the independent development of two versions and is
therefore much more costly. The test block (usually referred to as acceptance test) is common
to architectures a and b in Figure 5.3, and this identifies both as dynamic fault tolerance
techniques, i. e., those that require a decision to switch from normal execution to an alternate
path. The design and implementation of the acceptance test are critical features for the
effectiveness of dynamic redundancy. If the test does not detect an error in the execution of the
program the intended fault tolerance provisions will not become operational. This form of fault
tolerance should therefore be selected only where good criteria for an acceptance test are
available. Protective systems for nuclear power plants usually meet this condition because the
software models a physical process that is subject to laws of conservation (of mass, momentum,
etc.) and of continuity from which effective acceptance tests can be formulated.

The remaining two architectures represent static redundancy because there is no explicit
transfer of control after a failure of one of the processes. In the c part of Figure 5.3 two
versions of the program run simultaneously, the outputs are compared and under normal
conditions they yield identical results. The common result is used to control the safety
provisions. Disagreements can be resolved in one of several ways:

• use the most conservative result (the one that activates safety provisions) immediately or
after a wait of a given number of cycles

• run a diagnostic to determine if intermediate results are reasonable for both programs,
_,nd accept the one that has the most reasonable values

• request operator intervention in resolving the disagreement.

The problems associated with resolving a disagreement can be overcome if a third version
is provided, which then permits two-out-of-three voting. This configuration is frequently
referred to a triple modular redundancy (TMR) with voting and many publications consider it
the paramount form of N-Version programming.

The primary drawback of N-Version programming is that two or more independent but
compatible versions have to be generated and executed in parallel. These requirements are much
more difficult to meet than those for the recovery block, because there Program B is executed
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only in case of failure of A, and therefore inefficiencies in execution or in its effect on plant
operations are only of minor consequence. In N-Version prt,gramming A and B are executed
every cycle; they must therefore be compatible in exactly agreeing on the results that are being
compared and in having reasonably similar execution times. These restrictions become even
more difficult to meet when a third version is added as in TMR.

The effectiveness of software redundancy (this includes the Recovery Block and
N-Version programming) depends on two or more versions of the program being independent
so that the possibility of correlated faults is negligible. This independence is very difficult to
achieve as several published studies have shown [30, 3i, 32]. The major sources of correlated
faults are associated with the statement or interpretation of requirements and with the handling
of multiple rare conditions. Unfortunately these are also the areas that have given rise to most
software problems in recently analyzed programs. Thus software redundancy must be crafted
very carefully to provide fault tolerance exactly in the areas where fault tolerance is needed
most.

N-Version programming, and particularly the TMR configuration, is difficult to
implement on the four-channel hardware redundancy that is employed in many current Class IE
applications. Unless separate hardware units are provided for the comparison or voting, these
functions have to be performed on each one of the active computers. This involves multiple
inter-computer communications at each phase of the voting process (furnishing the values to bc
voted on, the results of the vote, and the decision to proceed to the next program segment).
Because inter-processor communication runs at a much lower speed than the internal processor
bus, it can occupy an appreciable part of the execution time for each cycle. Further impairment
of the throughput is due to the delay in waiting for the last one of the independent versions to
terminate. There are also problems in allocating the different versions to the hardware channels,
and in handling the voting or comparison when a hardware channel is down for maintena0ce.

Functional redundancy ((d) in Figure 5.3) makes it inherently easier to achieve
independence than reliance on software redundancy. Functional redundancy is used here to
designate a specific implementation of the concept of functional diversity in which diverse plant
protection algorithms operate in parallel such that any one of the functions can activate a given
safety mechanism. The broader concept of functional diversity is also applicable to situations
where one set of measurements or algorithms is used tbr an automated system and another one
for a display. In the specific application to plant protection systems functional redundancy
requires hazard detection by two different physical measurements, such as pressure and
temperature, and establishing independent requirements for each measurenaent channel. The
requirements are then implemented in high integrity (but not redundant) software that executes
on redundant computers in configurations that are examined in detail in Appendix B in this
report. As shown in the figure the outputs of the two functions, non-detection of a hazard
through pressure and through temperature measurement, are fed to an AND gate such that
absence of a safe indication from either one will cause activation of the protective system. Othcr
output algorithms are possible, particularly delay of activation lbr a number of cycles while only
one of the functions indicates unsafe conditions.
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The major hurdle in the implementation of functional redundancy is the identification of
independent measurements for the same hazard that can be expected to track over the entire
operating range. The operations available in digital processing makes the achievement of this
objective much easier than it is in the analog world. Once independent measurements are
identified, the attainment of independence of require,merits, specifications, design and code is
much easier to verify than it is for the redundant software architectures. Thus, while the
implementation proper of functional redundancy may involve costs that are comparable with
those of the simplest form of N-Version programming ((c) in Figure 5.3), the overall cost,
including analysis and test associated with verification, is expected to be lower.

There is a further motive in pursuing functional redundancy for Class IE systems in a
general sense. A typical quantitative objective for failure on demand that is encountered in the
literature is lot Demonstrating attainment of this objective by conventional statistical methods
(e.g., associated with a confidence level) is impossible. But if this 10 .6 objective can be
partitioned into 10.5objectives for each of two functionally redundant channels verification by
statistical methods may become feasible. It is not intended to overlook the difficulties in
verifying complete independence even tinder these conditions, or the paucity of precedents for
using statistical testing in evaluating the reliability of computer programs. But this approach
more than any other holds promise of establishing objective quantitative criteria that are
compatible with the tenets of probabilistic risk analysis that are followed in other areas of
nuclear safety.

5.3.2 Error Detection

Error detection is an essential part of dynam : fault tolerance techniques, and it can improve the
effectiveness of static fault tolerance approaches. Error detection is also referred to a
self-diagnostics. It is frequently implemented as an assertion embedded in the program, such
as

if <diagnostic == true>
then continue

else invoke error handling

A brief discussion of the suitability of error detection techniques for use in Class IE
systems is therefore presented here. "['hemost prominent techniques are:

1. Replication checks.
2. Timing checks.
3. Reversal checks.
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4. Coding checks,
5. Reasonableness checks.
6. Structural checks.
7. Computer diagnostic checks,

Each of these is discussed below,

* Replication checks consist of performing the same computation two or more times by
different means. They provide one of the most powerful and complete measures for
detecting errors not due to a common defect among the replications, but they are among
the most expensive in terms of the required resources and are therefore recommended
only where other techniques are not applicable.

e Timing cl_ecksare a common and limited form of replication checks, If the specification
of a component includes timing constraints on the provision of service then a timing
check can be provided in the system to determine whether the operation of the component
meets those constraints. If the constraints are not met then the timing check can raise a
"tlmeout" exception to indicate the error. Timing checks are easy to implemented and are
effective.

* Reversal checks are applicable in systems where the relationship between inputs and
outputs is one-to-one. A reversal check takes the outputs from a system and calculates
what the inputs should have been in order to produce that output --- the calculated inputs
can then be compared with the actual inputs to check whether there is an error. An
example is to'square the results of a square root function. Except in special cases like
this example, reversal checks have limited applicability and high resource requirements,

* Coding checks are based on deliberate but limited redundancy in the representation of an
object in a system, equivalent to the appended parity bits in arithmetic codes, Within the
object, redundant check data is maintained in some fixed relationship with the data
representing the value of the object. Errors which result from a corruption of either code
or data such that this relationship no longer holds can therefore be detected. Coding
checks are efficient but can be applied only in special situations.

,, Reasonableness checks for acceptability usually are based on a knowledge of the process
served by the system. These checks will test whether the state of various objects in the
system is "reasonable," based on the intended usage and purpose of those objects as
envisaged by the system designer. A set of common checks for reasonableness are
illustrated in the Table 5.2 [33], Reasonableness checks are widely applicable and
efficient.
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• Structural checks can be applied to the data structures in a computing system. Checks
on structural integrity are aimed at inconsislencies in the data structures and are
particularly applicable to complex data structures in which a set of elements is linked
together by pointers.

o Computer diagnostic checks differ from other checks in that they are concerned
specifically with checking the behavior of the components from which the system is
constructed. A typical diagnostic check involves executing a program with a set of inputs
for which the _orrect output is known, Although primarily useful for detecting hardware
faults, this diagnostic is also useful for hard'rare/software interface problems.

5.3.3 Integration of Fault Tolerance Provisions

Large and complex fault-tolerant systems have experienced unanticipated, failure-inducing
interactions of individually well-designed components flue to oversights in the integration 1341.
Especially difficult to integrate are the various hierarchical fault diagnosis and recovery
sequences that support the itx:alized fault tolerance of subsystems and programs that serve lault
tolerance of functions ("threads") that are provided by two or more subsystems,

¢A second major integrationproblem is presented by two or more z_rly concurrent fiul!t
manifestations. The large size and distributed nature of new systems lead to the possibility of
two or more independent fault manifestationsoccurring close in time, most likely because of the
previously undetected existence of dormant faults. This in turn will require two or more
recovery algorithms to be concurrently active, with the resulting risk of mutual intcrI'crcm:e,
deadlocks, and behavior that is very difficult to esti_ate.

The preferred way of avoiding those diffi_,ulties is to keep tile program simple.
Distributed or concurrent computing is usually not required in Class IE systems, where it is
proposed the need should be investigated by an independent t_reanization. Integration t_f
tault-tolerant systems requires incremental demonstrations of the capabilities, robustness,
completeness, and consistency of all fault tolerance functions, and validation requires operation
not for only single, but also for multiple overlapping fault conditions.

5.3.4 Evaluation

Fault tolerance capabilities can be arranged in the order of increasing possibility for common
software or computer system failure modes as shown:
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I. Two or more functionallydiverse programs, each runningon separate hardwarefault
tolerantcomputers,

2. Two or more fu,lctionally diverse programs running on the .samegroup of hardware
redundant computers with highly robust system software (note l)

3. Two or more software diverse programsrunning on separate hardwarefault tolerant
computers

4. Two or more software diverse programsrunningon the same group of hardware fault
tolerant computers with highly robust system software

5. A single high integrity program (note 2) running on hardware fault tolerant computers

Note 1 Highlyrobust system software must be (a) simple, (b) incorporateat least time-out and
retryprovisions, and (c) have test or operational history that verifies a failure rate of
less than a specified fraction per installation-year(suggested: 10_). It must provide
at least the following functions (together with the computer on which it is running):
(i) round-robin dispatch of application programs, (ii) limit execution of each
application program to a preselectedtime, and (iii) restrictprograms to writing only
into specifically assigned tnemory areas. The simplicity criterion requires that
functions beyond those listed be kept to a minimum. Multi-tasking and
multi-processing programs do not meet this requirement.

Note 2 A high integrityprogram is one that either (a) has been verified from specification to
code by formal methods, (b) incorporatesself-diagnostics for all deviations from
expected datavaluesor programtransitions, or (c) uses the recoveryblock (Partb of
Figure 5.3) approachfor software faulttolerance.

The requirement:_for fault tolerance will be primarily based on (a) the criticalityof the
function being protected and (b) the existence t,f alternative means of furnishing the protection
function. These factors can be arrangedas shown in the following table to select the minimum
acceptable fault tolerance capabilities, This table is presented to show the methodology,, it Ls
expected that discussions with industry e,'d reviews by the regulatory and standards community
will be required to establish generally acceptable criteria. The numerical table entries refer to
the fault tolerance classifications discussed above, The criticality of the protected flmction has
been expressed in general terms which may be roughly equated to readings of Table 5.3,
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Table 5.3: Minimum RequiredFault Tolerance Capability

Defense in Depth for the ...............Criticality0fProtected !_.'unction
Protection Function

Highest High Medium Other
II I I PIIIII_ I'11'1111_ I I r

None 1 1 2 3

At least one other means 2 3 4 5
of protectionavailable
......... . i ,, ,, , .................... ,_,,,,_,,,

Regardlessof the meritsof the fault tolerance provisions, software cannot be col_sidered
acceptable for Class IE applications unless it:

• implements validated requirements ;anda verified software specification derived from
these

e was generated in a systematicmanner, with veriticationof each development step against
the precedingone, and the developer can document adherence to these provisions

• is coded in a standardizedlanguage that supportsmodernprogrammingand test practices
and for which there exist adequate development and test tools

• has undergone testing to verily that it meets requirementsand does not cause undesired
actions (whether in conflict with expressed requirementsor not).

Fault tolerance is intended to compensate for deficiencies, primarily in the specification
and design processes, that have not been proven to be preventable by current melhodologies.
It should not be used as an excuse for any deviation from required practice at any stage of the
softwaredevelopment and testprocess. Development or testmethodologies that go considerably
beyond the minimum requirements indicated above may qualify the software for a higher
capabilitydesignation. Examples are that the classification may be advanced to the next lower
number(except to capability 1) when at least two of the tbllowing are met:

1. Statistical testing that shows a failure probability of less than 0._1 per installation
year at 95% confidence level

2. Path and special values testing of all segments that furnish the protection function

3. Formal verification from specification to code (inclusive), except where this has
already been used to qualify for class 5
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4. Self-diagnostics for all deviations from expected data values and program structure
transitions,except where this has alreadybeen used to qualit'yfor class 5.

In spite of the possibilityof meeting most of the requirements with software diverse
programsit is believed that develo_rs will preferto investigatefunctionaldiversitybecause of
the applicationflexibility (the individualprogramscan be applied in various combinations and
the functionally diverse pair can be applied with few restrictions.

5.4 Fault Avoidance

Fault avoidance means ensuring that requirements,design and implementation faults are not
introducedduringsystem developmentand construction. Fault avoidance can be achieved by
usingcarefulstructuring,a reductionof complexityandformatverifcation. Trusted components
refer to the components that are virtually failure-free in the operational context. A voting
routinein an n-modular-redundant(NMR) system is an exampleof such a component. Trusted
components in a fault tolerantsystem design may be particularly important in supporting the
fault tolerance.

The means of fault avoidance for safety systems can be divided into two categories that
are discussed in the following subsectir_,l:

!. Enforcementof good software engineering practice.

2. Use of formal methods.

5.4.1 Enforcement of Good Software Engineering Practice

Effective software engineering practice for fault avoidance includes:

* Avoidance of complexity

* Use of certified software components

* Use of certified tools.

* Use of configuration management.

* Use of development standards,
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Avoidance of complexity implies:

• Re-useof existing software components and standardsystems originally developed by
effective software engineering practice, given that these meet current functional,
quality and safety standards,

• Isolationof safety-critical functions, so that they are easier to implement, verify and
certify.

• Avoidance of practices that may be desirable for non-Class IE code such as dynamic
memory allocation and multi-level interrupts.

A certified component (object) must be well-documented, easy to use and the
certification should be to a sufficiently high standard. A certified too! is one that has been
determinedto be of a particularquality, The certificationof a tool will generally be carriedout
by an independent,often national, body, against nationalor internationalstandards. Tools are
necessary to help developers in the different phases of software development. Use of a
certificatedtool gives more confidencein the results it produces. Ideally, the tools used in all
development phases should be subject to certification, but to date only compilers are regularly
subject to certification procedures.

Configuration management aims to ensure the consistency of groups of development
deliverables under the inevitable changes. Configuration management prevents the errors that
can arise from uncontrolledchanges to deliverables. Inessence, it requires the recordingof the
production of every version of every deliverable and of every relationship between different
versions of the different deliverables. The resulting records allow the system developer to
determinetheeffect of a change of one deliverableo,1other deliverables, In particular, systems
or subsystems can be reliably modifiedor re-built fromconsistent sets of component versions.

Using standard approaches to the software development process enhances software
quality. A useful set of standardsthatcovers all aspects of the software development project
includes the following areas:

• Project organization.

• Project review and ins_tions,

• Design methods.

• Programming languages and support software,

• Programming style guides.
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, Verificationand validationmethods.

, Test methods and levels of testing.

, Documentation standards.

* Version control and configuration management.

Such standardsensure a consistent approach to the development. If the standardsare
properlyimplemented, theapproachshou,d minimize faultsby imposinggood programmingstyle
which should also ease subse.quentsoftware maintenance.

$.4.2 Formal Methods

5.4.2.1 Statement of the Problem

The system and software specificationsfor a digital plantprotectionsystem are key determinants
for its integrityand performance, Therefore regulatorydocuments for Class IE digital systems
must be concerned with the methodologyused in the formulation of these s_cil'ications.

The use of Formal Methods (FM) for the formulation and verification of specifications
for digital systems and particularly tbr software has recently received wide attention in the
technical literature and is being mandatedor given pronounced preference in the U. K. Ministry
of Defense Interim Standard 00-55 and in other proposed (draft) European standards. As yet
there are few industrial (contrasted with research and teaching) applications of FM in the U. S.
and none in the nuclear industry. Nuclear industry personnel interviewed so I_lr are
inexperienced in FM and have indicated no interest in using this methodology.

5.4.2.2 Current Capabilities

Formal methods are presented as "mathematically based techniques for describing system
properties," and further "amethod is formal if'it has a sound mathematical bases, typically given
by a formal specification language" [35]. A more recent tutorial article defines formal methods
as "that branch of research in the foundations of computer science which deals with modeling
and reasoning about (properties of) sequential and distributed systems" [361. Difficulties arising
in applications of formal methods are that they have been misused [37]. Besides the emphasis
placed on mathematical foundations and description of properties, emphasis idso should be
placed on checking the application of a method. Well designed tools, based on the mathematical
foundations, are requ!red to bring a formal method into practice. Moreover, there is a
distinction between mathematics and tbrmalism, In particular, a formal method should:
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1. include a clear statement about the intentions of an application of the method (abstract
system design, detailed system design, circuit design, procedural design, etc.) as well
as the intended method of checking the results (proofs, testing, reviews, etc.)

2. enable a clear and unambiguous statement of results (systems, hardware, software, etc.)

3. provide effective procedures for checking that the results meet the intentions.

The need for lbrmal methods is not tbundational but practical. First, tbrmal methods
_hcilitate making clear and unambiguous statements about systems. Second they exist for the
representation of system designs on and manipulation by computer systems.

The following major criteria can be used as a guide to select methods:

The scope of applicability of a specification language is determined by the extent to which
the basic concepts in the language directly support the basic concepts in the abstractions being
specified. We may also think that the scope of applicability is that range of applications for
which intuitive descriptions are most easily produced relative to other languages.

A successful specitication method should have the property that component systems can
be specified and reasoned about. The comp,ment specitications should then be composablc to
form a specification for a composite system. It should be possible to reason about the composite
system using the properties ot"the components without repeating the derivations for the properties
in the context of d_e larger system. l'his is called modularity.

t'_xecutability of specil]cations (animation) is uset'ul to test them for reasonable and
expected behavior, and to assist in understanding them so that they can be modil]ed and refined
as uilderstanding is gained.

l'he ability to represent a specification graphically can assist in understanding.
Model-oriented specitications are generally easier to present and understand because graphical
representations are available or possible for many of them.

5.4.2.3 Recommended Regulatory Guidance

In view of the capabilities of current FM and anticipated near term advances, FM should be
considered as a desirable technique tbr the creation of software specitications for Class IE
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Systems. The lack of experience and possible reluctance of industry personnel to use FM
immediately suggest that alternative methods should also be considered for demonstrating that:

* all possible states tbr each variable in the specification have been addressed

* all possible sequences of events yield the correct response

• all required actions are permissible for the objects and states that may be encountered

• no defined unintended actions will occur.

These demonstrations are not intended to replace other requirements tbr insuring the
integrity of software design and implementation.

5.4.2.4 Discussion

The increasing interest in FM could be seen in September 1990.when simultaneous special issues
of IEEE Computer, Software and Transactions on Software Engineering were devoted to FM
topics, in addition, the March 1991 issue of the Transactions on Software Engineering has a
special section on Requirements Engineering whictl focuses on FM. Two instances are known
in which FM (in a broad interpretation of that term) have been used on nuclear plant protection
software in Europe and in Canada [38], 139], 1140]with generally beneficial results. It is thus
appropriate to ask what role, if any, FM can play in regulatory guidance for Class 1E digital
systems in this country.

While FM can be applied at most phases of the software development process the main
emphasis in the current literature is on formal specifications. Design and programming languages
thrnish a formal approach to those development phases already. Motivation for formal
specifications arises from a number of thctors of which the most prominent ones are:

1. Faults introduced into the specification are very ditTicult to find in test and are costly to
correct. They tend to persist until much later phases, frequently into operations. FM and
the associated manual or, better yet, automated proof of correctness may eliminate most
of these faults.

2. At least partially automated methods exist for verifying design against requirements and
code against design [41 ]. Sometimes these uncover inconsistencies in the specification but
very seldom do they identify missing or inappropriate requirements. It is hoped that FM
will be effective in filling this void.
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3. A formal specification promises to be a good starting point for automated design and code
generation.

Against these factors that motivate the use of FM must be weighed a number of facts that
have in the past prevented the adoption of FM and that can be expected to persist into the future
at least as obstacles if not as barriers. It must be remembered that FM have been advocated for

over twenty years [42], [43], [44] and that their practical applications are still largely confined
to protocols and security kernels.

1. The system specification for a Class 1E system is an interface document between an
application domain expert (the plant operator) and a system developer who also has
considerable domain expertise. The adoption of FM which are non-domain-specific and
emphasize a high degree of abstraction will be regarded as a hindrance to a normal
exchange of information. The success of FM in protocols and security kernels may be
precisely due to these subjects transcending domain expertise. While the software
specification is a step further from the application domain, it is still very mucla influenced
by domain specific knowledge. If a formal software specification is developed from an
open language system specification without recourse to domain knowledge there is
considerable risk that requirements will be overlooked or misinterpreted. Note also that
the lowest program cost and the highest reliability have been found in the "organic °'
environment (where programmers are part of an organization engaged in the application
domain) [45].

2. The fortnal specification is of necessity derived from a plain language docum,.nt, either
a system specification or a software requirements specification. The reo,_i_ed translation
is outside of the realm of formal proofs.

3. The system as well as the software specification are dynamic documents. This is
specifically recognized in the spiral model of software development [12] but has been a
de facto procedure in the nuclear systems field for many years. Specification is an
element of design at a higher level, and design involves constant trade-offs of needs
against capabilities. The literature on FM does not deal with the adaptation of the iormal
notation to the need for change and trade-offs. The validity of a formal verification
usually extends over a defined scope of the program. Any change within that scope may
necessitate repetition of the verification process. A workshop sponsored by the
Requirements Engineering Project at SEI recommended an "evolutionary, incremental
approach; multi-disciplinary teams; and more up-front requirements work using
prototyping." No mention of FM is found in that document.,

4. The large number of FM languages and approaches that have appeared in recent years
leads to the impression that there are significant shortcomings that must be overcome by
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further development. Although some FM languages have seen more use than others there
are no practical guides for selection.

One of the well known FM languages is PAISLey, which has been under development
at the Software and Systems Research Center of AT&T Bell Laboratories since 1979. Becatlse
good documentation is available in the open literature it is used here as example lbr the
"cultural" factors that must be overcome by FM although tile technical advantages of recent FM
languages are recognized. The leader of the PAISLey development team recently sttmnlarized
the results and addressed the obstacles that must be overcome to gain acceptance for t:M even
in an environment that is very research minded and where exceptionally high levels of software
engineering education exist [47]. Of 35 PAISLey applications described in the articlc, 22 were
the work of the author and were predominantly undertaken for research on the language, 11
originated in academic environments predominantly as classroom examples, and for the
remaining two only fragmentary information was supplied but they were probably involved with
telephone applications within Bell l,abs. One of the author's applications was a Submarine
Lightguide system lbr which it is stated that it became "the official requirements specification
document." The author characterizes the acceptance of PAISLey as follows:

PAISLey has enjoyed a substantial amount of use in education. It is an excellent
illustration of many concepts, such as concurrent processes, asynchronous
interactions, data flow, functional abstraction, and real-time constraints .... These

attributes make PAISLey a good choice for classroom and laboratory projects.

Although PAISL,ey has been used on real projects when 1 participated, there is no
atntonomotls industrial user commtinity. And because 1 hoped that the experiences
of a user eommttnity would show cost-effectiveness, 1 did not plan for any other
type of evidence ....

It is often the case that a little lbrmalization goes a long way. This proved true
in the Submarine Lightguide project where the specification of the interlace to the
database --- a minor piece of the specification --- had disproportionate impact.
This piece of the specification is easily readable with almost no training (being no
more than signatures of the transactions), but it generated a lively and illuminating
review session because this global information had never been systematically
recorded and there were many misconceptions.

The "formal" character of FM (being capable of proof, preserving their validity under
a defined set of transformations) rests on classifying the requirements of the specific application
into concepts at a much higher level of abstraction at which mathematical concepts can bc ttsed.
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As an example the temperature measurement in a vessel can be classified as an observation of
the state of the vessel, and the state of the vessel can in turn be classified as a set with a defined
number of unique (disjoint) members, such as high temperature, normal temperature, and low
temperature. From set theory it can then be "proved" that the vessel cannot be at high
temperature state and normal temperature state at the same time. The question whether high,
normal and low temperature form the exhaustive membership of the vessel-state set is more
realistic. It all depends on the definition of that set. Superficially it may be assumed that the
three states form a "naturally" closed set. But what about transition states, start-up and
shut-down conditions, etc.? It is in mapping of domain-specific conditions into the limited and
abstract constructs of FM that interesting insights can be gained and (possibly) some oversights
or misstatements in the specification can be avoided. This is what the last paragraph in the
quotation from the PAISLey review article refers to.

Whether significant benefits are realized by employing FM depends to a great extent on
whet_ '-, domain experts are willing to be trained in the definitions, notation and operations
of _ _,. FM language, and how well the formal specification can subsequently bc proven
and, _essly translated into the design and source code, Several problems arise along the way:

1. FM depend on either set theory and prepositional calculus or on advanced graph
structures such as Petri nets; some approaches require both, Because the basic symbols
of these disciplines are inadequate or highly inefficient for representation of practical
specifications they have to be augmented by specialized symbols defined for each
language. Examples of the use of special symbols in Z and VDM are shown in Figure
5,4 [35]. These languages are generally regarded as among the most readable ones, and
the specification of the symbol table is one of the easiest ones to implement in FM. How
much training is required to become proficient in a typical FM language? In the
previously quoted work on PAISLey it is stated that roughly five days of training may
be sufficient to write a specification. But this is followed by an important reservation "...
training time is dramatically affected by factors such as whether students are familiar with
.,, concurrent processes and functional programming [and] whether classroom examples
are familiar ..,"

2. With regard to tool support tbr proof and transformation of programs one of the lbremost
proponents of FM offers the following observations: "[In the U. S.] the tools-he,ivy
security-driven approach has produced a vibrant research community .., but to date few
lessons have been carried over to other ,,. applications.., where more attention must be
paid to cost.... By contrast, the variants of the European-originated Z and VDM methods
can be more readily ... used with little or no tool support ,.." [481. This is also evident
in a description of an apparently successful application of VDM by Rolls-Royce and
Associates to a microprocessor based protection system [49]. As was pointed out in our
interview with the FM specialists at SEI, the primary benefit of their approach based on
Z is in forcing the domain expert into formal thinking about the specification, not in
proving it, and the same appears also true of PAISLey. However, this also implies that
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Figure 5,4: Examples of Formal Methods Languages
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specifier's introduction to formal methods," IEEE Computer,Vol. 23, pp.8-24,
September 1990.
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the activities downstream of the specification phase are essentially conventional, must bc
followed by conventional verification and test, and are subject to the same risk as exists
at present.

3. Decisions that should be deferred until design may be impacted by the tbrmal
specification or, if the constraint is not recognized, the decisions may invalidate the
specification. Examples of this type arise in the partitioning of the overall software into
programs and of the programs into modules, in arriving at a sequence of executions, and
allocation of programs to processors. Even where the main program runs in a contintams
loop on a dedicated processor, as is the case in most Class 1E systems, there are program
interfaces with supervisory, diagnostic, and hardware test processors that require very
careful consideration under these constraints. Separation of plant operation ftmctions
from display handlers, record generation, etc. is highly desirable for sate operation of the
system but may not be attainable if it is not recognized in tile FM used for the
specification.

It is therefore concluded that regulatory guidance may encourage the use of FM but
should not mandate it.

5.5 Conclusions and Recommendations

The preceding sectiolls of this chapter have identified promising approaches to both tault
avoidance and fault tolerance. While significant strides have been made in systematic
approaches to tault avoidance they are still short of demonstrated ability to assure latlll free
performarlce. For applications in Class IE software it is therefore necessary to provide fault
tolerance until conclusive proof of fault free performance by other means can be obtained.

Demonstration projects for established techniques of software fault tolerance, primarily
the recovery block and n-version programming, have shown some flaws in their performance.
In addition, even if complete ability to tolerate software faults were shown, there would still be
concern about the completeness and accuracy of the requirements to which all versions were
designed. For these reasons functional diversity is recommended as the preferred approach ',_
fault tolerance. B_" ,etore discussing this selection further, it must be acknowledged that the failu
probabilities associated with the software hault tolerance techniques are several orders of
magnitude smaller than those of non-tault tolerant software. Thus there is reason to employ
software tault tolerance in selected areas as recommended in earlier sections.

By functional diversity is meant the assessment of the plant state by a nurnber of
independent variables, such as temperature, pressure, and neutron flux. The employment of
several variables, eacll with its specific algorithm for assessment of the plant state, provides
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significantlyhigherassuranceagainstomissionof a criticalrequirement,or misinterpretationof
a requirementin the formulationof the software s_cification, thanis possible in a methodology
based on software diversity alone. The flmctional diversity described here also inherently
enforces softwarediversity.

In some applicationsfunctionaldiversity is providedoutside the scope of a the software
effort, such as in a core monitor in an environment where steam pressure and coolant
temperatureare used in other plantprotectionsystems. In these situations software diversity,
or possibly even faultavoidan_'etechniques, may provide adequatereliability.

These conclusionsare based on qualitativearguments,and this is also thecase with most
of the materialpresented in the body of this chapter. However, significant progress can be
achieved by transitioningto quantitativet_hniques based on specific values for the maximum
acceptablefailureon demandof a protectionsystem. This will necessarilyinvolve anassessmen!
of other protective measures that may act against th_ same hazard and of the probabilityof
events that pose the demandon the protectionsystems. These are issues of public policy that
are not addressedhere. But quantitativerequirementswill allow more cost-effective software
techniques and more objective regulatory review to be employed. Research in this area is
thereforerecommert,Jr..,d.
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Appendix A

CASE Tools Supporting Class 1E Software
Process

Much of the CASE tools informationused in this study was obtained from USENET News
Anlcles in news groups such as "comp.lang.ada" and "comp.std.ada," etc.

An evaluation of the tools was not possible within the scope of this effort, However,
some of the tools have been evaluatedby the USAF SoftwareTechnology Report Centerat Hill
Air Force Base, Utah as partof the Upper CASE Tool_'Evaluation Project. Reportsof these
evaluationscan be obtainedfrom:

SoftwareTechnology SupportCenter
Attn: CustomerService
Hill AFB, UT 84056

A.I Checklists of CASE Tools for the Design and
Development Enviro_ent

A.1.1 CASE Tool Features

This section discusses the functionalfeaturesof CASE tools. The features are used to assess
the capabilities of the CASE tools in the design and development environment for class IE
applications. The representativeCASE tool functionalitiescan beclassified intoeight categories:
informationcapture,methodologysupport,model analysis,requirementstracing,datarepository
and documentation. The classified CASE tool featuresin each categoryare shownbelow. This
scheme is used in later sections to identify the features offered by commercial tools and their
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applicabilityto the design of Class IE software as exemplified in the OntarioHydro standard
[a].

A, Infomallon Capture

1. system functiondescriptions

2. data descriptionsof system functionsinterfaces

3. data descriptionsof system input/outputdevice interfaces

4. system logical behavior

5. system timing behavior

6. har_.vare/softwarecontext

7. software:process _:ontrol

8. project information

9. missing informationprompts

B. Methodology Support

1. structuredanalysis

2. structureddesign

3. object-orienteddesign

4, object-oriented analysis

5. object interactiondiagramsor structuregraphs

6. entity relationshipmodeling

7. ADARTS

8. Petri Nets

9. statecharts
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10, axiomatic s_iflcation

11. data flow diagrams

12, block diagrams

i3. control flow diagrams

14, state transitiondiagrams

15, Petri Net diagrams

16. structurecharts

I?, flow cherts

18. object hierarchyor tree diagrams

19, hierarchicaldiagramorganizations

C. Model Analysis

1. consistency checking

2. completenesschecking

3. man/machineinterfaceanalysis

4. behavior analysis

5. scenario-basedanalysis

6. exhaustiveanalysis

D. Requirement Traclnll

1. multiplerequirementsbaselines

2. tracingof systemrequirementsto softwarerequirements

3. tracingof systemdesignspecificationsto softwarerequirements
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4.tracin8of'r_quirementstosoftwaredesign

5.tracingofr_uirementstomurcecode

6.tracin8of'r_uirementstosoftwaretest

E. DatmRepository

1. initil_datainputto thedatabase

2, usea centralizeddatabase

3. supportaccesscontrol

4. containtestdescriptionandprocedures

5. supportinteractivecross-referencing

6. historyreportsgenerated

7, difference _ports generated

8. multiplebaseline revision/versions

9. reconstructionof previous baselines

10. changes implementedacross configurations

F. Documentation

1. automaticgenerationof documentation

2. supportdocumentationstandards

3. requirementdocuments

4. design specification

The CASE tools under this study are: CASE-i, CASE-2, CASE-3, CASE-4, CASE-5,
CASE-6, CASE-7 antt CASE-8. Table A. 1 shows the programming languages the tools support
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and the host operating systems on which the tools can run. CASE-2 addressed here includes the
language modules for Ada, C and C + +.

Our study is based on the information from the evaluation of CASE tool functional
capabilities done by Software Technology Sup_rt Center, Hill Air Force [501 and lnternet News
Articles. Appendices A. 1.2, A. 1.3, A. 1.4, and A. 1.5 provide the CASE tools checklists for
Design Input Documentation, Software Requirements Specification, Software Design
Documentation, Code, respectively. The checklists are based on the fimctional features.

Table A. 1: Programming Language and Host System Information

Programming Languages Host Systems

TOOLS C C++ Ada DOS Mac Unix VMS

CASE- 1 4 l ,/' l ,/

CASE-2 1 / ,l I 4' 4 4'

CASE-3 4 ,/ 0/ / / 4 4

CASE-4 4 / 4 / 4 /
: : .-: j_IL - __ -- :: i: - - ii rlilll i ii iii ii i,[ UL 1 -- ..[j_.--- _ [[ i ii : ..... ]i ,iii!ii ill

CASE-5 J / / 1 /

CASE-6 4 1 4 4

CASE-7 4 ,/ / 4 4

CASE-8 4 4 / ¢ ¢ 4

A.1.2 CASE Tools Checklist for the Design Input Documentation

The following list illustrates the tool capabilities supporting requirements tbr the Design Input
Documentation (DID). Each of the requirements defined in the Ontario Hydro document
(Standard for Software Engineering of Safety Critical Software) is shown and followed by the
CASE tools capabilities supporting them (shown in italics).

a. Partition the system so that the safety critical software subsystem is isolated from other
subsystems and software functionality not associated with meeting the minimum
performance specification of the special safety system is minimized, ---structure ('harts
(B, 16), data flow diagram (B. 11).
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b. Define all functional, t_rformance, sal'_ty, reliability, and maintainat_ilityrequiremL.'nt_
of the subsystem,clearly identifying the sati:iy requirements.--- n'qulremem docmm,t_t._
(F.3).

c. Identifyeach computerwithinthecomputersystemand includesa descriptionr,_r
referencetothecomputers'characteristics,suchasmemory capacity,instructi_msets,
s_s, and input/output registers, --- hardware/,_'c_w_re c.nte.rt (A.6),

d, Define all details of the interfaces with external inputs and outputs, -o. data de,_criptiem._
of system 1/0 device interface (A.3),

e, Define all accuracy requirements and tolerance. _.....n'quirement,_ d.¢,tmwnt,s (I:,3),

f, Define all failure modes, and the appropriate response to them and idcntiti_:s any
degraded operation modes required. --- requtremetlt._ d.cument,t • (t:,?,),

g, Define any constraints placed on the design options -*- de,_ign SlWCi/lcation.__(1:,4),

h, Factor in relevant experience from previous develo_d systems. _-- no supporting,/i, atun'
among the wols ureter study,

i, Limit and localiz_ the use of complex calculations upon which safety critic_LIdecisiems
depend, --- structure chart (B, 16), data flow diagram (B, l 1),

j. Contain no requirements that are in dir_t conflict with each other, --- itlteractive
cross.referencing (E,5), consistenc3_ checking (C, 1).

k. Provide a clear definition of terms. --- no supporting capability among the tool._ under
study.

1. Define anticipated changes and enhancements to the system,---projeet infcJrmc_tion(A, 8),

m. Define each requirement uniquely and completely in one location to prevent inconsistent
updates and to facilitate easy referencing by subsequent documents and verification
processes. --- support access control (E.3), use a centralized database (E,2),

n, Contain or reference a revision history. --. history reports generated (E,6), d_/'erence
reports generated (E,7),

Table A.2 presents the summary of the capabilities of the CASE tools in our study with
respect to the requirements for the DID shown above. The numbers listed in the columns "a"
through "n" represent, the capability of the corresponding tools supporting the requirements
indicated by the letters. For example, CASE-6 has two types of features supporting the
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requirement "a," namely, structure charts and data flow diagrams. These two features enable
a software engineer to analyze the interactions between subsystems so that they can subsequently
partition the system with safety. The numbers in the column marked "total" represent the
overall extent of capabilities supporting DID.

* Tool(s) offering best support: CASE-2, CASE-8

• Two tool combination(s) offering best support: CASE-2/CASE-8

• Requirements not supported by any tool' h (factor in experience), k (clear definition of
terms)

Table A.2' Tool Features in Support of Design Input Documentation

......... t , , J, '' , ' ' ,' ' ' , , i,;_, q i

Ontario Hydro Requirements
| , ,,..... ....... ,,, , ,,, ,,,

TOOLS Number of Features in Support T()TAL
,,, ,, ,,,

CASE- 1 1 0 1 i 0 0 0 0 I 1 0 1 2 0 8
,,, t "

CASE-2 2 1 1 1 I 1 1 0 2 1 0 I 2 2 16
L ....

CASE-3 2 1 1 I 1 1 1 0 2 2 0 0 2 0 14
,, , , ....

CASE-4 2 1 0 ! 1 1 1 0 2 i 0 I 0 1 !2
, ,,,, , ..........

CASE-5 2 1 1 1 1 1 ! 0 2 2 0 1 2 0 15

CASE-6 2 I 0 0 1 1 I 0 2 2 0 1 2 2 15
, , ,,

CASE-7 ! 1 0 ! ! 1 I 0 I 1 0 ! 2 2 13
,, , ,....

CASE-8 2 1 1 1 i 1 1 0 2 2 0 1 2 1 Its
,,, ,,

A.1.3 CASE Tools Checklist for the Software Requirements Specification

This section presents the evaluation of the CASE tools with respect to their capabilities
supporting the software requirements specification (SRS). The tools are investigated by
contrasting the detailed acceptance criteria/'or SRS to tools' features. The results are shown in
Table A.3 to Table A.9. 2 Each table corresponds to one of the criteria categories, namely_
completeness, correctness, consistency, verifiability, modifiability, traceability, understandability

2"Fhe absence of table corresponding to the criteria of verifiability for SRS is due to tile
fact that the CASE tools under this study have no feature to support the criteria.
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and robustness. The first column of each table lists the names of the tools. Each row itemizes
the features of the corresponding tool supporting the criteria in a specific category. For
example, criteria for SRS's modifiability is defined as "define each unique requirement once to
prevent inconsistent update." Accordingly, in Table A.6, features such as "use centralized
database" and "support access control" are listed because they are the means of enforcing
consistency. That is, the use of a centralized database makes the concurrency control easier and
access control assures that all the updates are done by authorized personnel. Table A. 10
summaries the results, in which each figure represents the number of tool features that support
a specific attribute of SRS.

0

Table A.3" Tool Features in Supporting Completeness of SRS

Tools Petri Nets Statecharts Completeness Scenario
(B.8) (B.9) (C.2) (C.5)

CASE-1 ¢'

CASE-2 ¢' ,/ ,/ ,/
t

_ , ,,,,, ,,, ,,, , ,, ,

CASE-3 ¢' ,¢'
..................... ,

CASE-4 ,/
,,,,,,

CASE-5 ¢' ¢'

CASE-6 ,/

CASE-7 ,/
, ,,,, ,,, , ,,

CASE-8 ,I ,I ,/
.........

• Tool(s) offering best support: CASE-2

• Two tool combination(s) offering best support: N/A
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Table A.5: Tool Features in Supporting Consistency of SRS

................

Tools Petri Nets Statecharts Completeness Scenario
(B.8) (B.9) (C.I) (C,5)

CASE-1 /
J illili ill I I I il II li I I ilflllli i i il U J

CASE-2 ¢' / / /
,,, , , ........ _,, ,,i ,,,,,,,,i ,,, ,, JrLJ ,,,, i Eu. t T i1 J

CASE-3 / ¢'
HI II1 II I I I III I I I I I I I illilllJil

CASE-4 /
i ii Ir i I I i i

CASE-5 / /

CASE-6 /

CASE-7 /
i,

CASE-8 / / /
.......................................................

* Tool(s) offering best support: CASE-2

• Two tool combination(s) offering best support: N/A
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Table A.7: Tool Features in Supporting Traceability of SRS

Tools Spec to Req, History Cross
(D,3) (E.6) Referencing

(E,5)
L i ! Irll I

CASE-i ¢'
..... -- ...... _ ..................... r _ , , , _ . m

CASE-2 ¢ /
...

CASE-3 / ¢

CA'SE-4 /

CASE-5 / /
............................... ...... ii ] I ,l I , I I III I ' / I:l

CASE-6 / /
i ,,, , r ,i,,r,, r,,i, . t

CASE-7 / /
_ ,,,,,,,,,,i , ,l i ,, ,is l, i ,._,,..........

CASE-8 / /
-- . ................

, Tool(s) offering best support: All except CASL-I CASE-4

• Two tool combination(s) offering best support: CASE-2/CASE-8, etc,
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Table A,9: Tool Features in Supporting Robustness of SRS

.......... _.......... : :-_

Tools Scenario-Based Analysis
(C,5)

I

CASE-I

CASE-2 J'

CASE-3
i i£1 _IHII_ 111111[_[

CASE-4
_tl i i , Jl • lu,,i, ......

CASE-5
r

CASE-6

CASE-7

CASE-8 ,/
i,,,,. L JcJ ..... ....... '-'"' ....

• Tool(s) offering best support: CASE-2, CASE-8

• Two tool combination(s) offering best support: N/A
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A.I.4 CASE Tools Checklist for the Software Design Description

This section presents the evaluation of the CASE tools with respect to their capabilities
supporting the Software Design Description (SDD), The tools are investigated by contrasting
the detailed acceptance criteria for SDD to tools' features. The results are shown in Table A. I l
to Table A. 19. Each table corresponds to one of the criteria categories, namely, completeness,
correctness, predictability and robustness, consistency, verifability, modifiability, traceability,
inodularity, and understandability, The first column of each table lists the names of the tools.
IL_ch row itemizes the features of the corresponding tool supporting the criteria in a specific
category, For example, criteria for SDD's predictability and robustness include thai software
system provides required response to all identified error conditions. Accordingly, in Table
A.13, features such as "scenario-based analysis," "system-timing behavior" and "exhaustive
model analysis" are listed, Table A.20 summaries the results, in which each figure represents
the number of tool features that support a specific attribute of SDD.

Table A. l l: Tool Features in Supporting Completeness of SDD

.,.p,, ............................. m ........... ,t,[lll,l, ,, in_l,lrn - - [ IIII III I I II _2 ; .....

Tools PearlNets Statecharts Completeness Scenario Object hierarchy
(B.8) (a.9) (C.2) (C.5) (a, 18)

II [2 £ I I/]JL II IIIIllllllllIlll I I I - T- _ " 551 _ ..... ! .................

CASE-I / /
_uJ__ _ j, i i i ii uu , - _ - _: .... :, : ,, -_ ............ ,,, ..............

CASE-2 ,/ / ,/ 1 ,/

CASE-3 / / ,/
_._, ,, ... ' - : __ : iu,, ,,,, ,,,l , i , ,i,, ,,,

CASE-4 ,/ /
................... _ ._. ,, i , ,,,_,,,,,;_ -_ N,,,,,,,, .......... J "

' 5CASE-,. 1 / /

_ASE-6 /
R,,_ u,u,,,,,, i ,J lu,,,, i ul ,,, , _. l i, -

CASE-7 ,/ /
...... II I ..... ---- I ] II In t:L[ Ill I IllII II I 1 ]l!l] -- -- ---- LL -- ]] I!lrf]

CASE-8 / / ,/
,, ,........

,, Tool(s) offering best support: CASE-2

• Two tool combination(s) offering best support: N/A
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Table A. 13: Tool Featuresin SupportingRobustnessof SDD

.......Tools .... Seen_o-_ _gi_l Timing Exhaustive
HI Fllll]lllgllllllI 1[I I III

CASE-I / /
..... _ - : Ill I II ,]till I[ ' If' "alnm' f III '1"' 1[ L]] 11I111 . '11 1[

CASE-2 4 / ,/
............. • ............. ..... i iiii ...... L ii F[I I I I I II

CASE-3

CASE-4

CASE-$ / /
............... _! ...... i ill mluu,i i ......... L ;rlrulu I , ,,,, ,, , .......................r .......

CASE-6
[

CASE-? / /
i]1..... __ ..... _ _

_CASB:Bi............Y / / /
NIIII+ ....... ,, iii 't' + ] I III

. Tool(s) offedng best support:CASE-8

• Two tool combination(s)offering best support:NIA

Table A, 14: Tool Features in SupportingConsistency of SDD
• . _ - i i iii i , , , ......

. Tools+ Consistency Checking

CASE-I /
i uln i i fl __

CASE-2 /
.......... J I tllj _+ !J .....

CASE-3 ,/
........ _:1i JJ

CASE-4 /
! I IU i[iiiiii i £ [I . , !,,_!,,,!,n+,_ , --

CASE-5 ,/
..... +++_ .... ii+11_I[ I i It_ ljl I _ _i lit± .....

CASE-6 /
,7 ...... ?_- Iii Iiii 1 111111 iiii ..........

• CASE-7 /
i ,,,, ,, , ,,, ,,,,,,H, •

CASE-8 /
T_ ....... ............... i iir[luFir -_--

* Tool(s) offering best support: All

. Two tool combination(s) offeringbest support: N/A
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Table A, 15: Tool Features in Supporting Verifiability of SDD

Tools Petri Nets Petri Net lmgicai Timing Exhaustive
Diagram Behavior Behavior Analysis

(B.S) (B.15) (A.4) (A.5) (C.6)
............... IJli_................. _]lli[...........................................

CASE-! /

CASE-2 / ,/ 4 /

CASE-3
• IIIIIIH ] _........... J i .............. ]liliii [r i _ it ..... u - [ ii ]pi

CASE-4

' 5CASE-. / /

CASE-6

CASE-7 / ,/
J ....... J ...... • i --_ ./ i! f

CASE-8 / ,/ ,/ / /

* Tool(s) offering best support: CASE-8

* Two tool combination(s) offering best support' NIA
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Table A. 17" Tool Features in Supporting Traceability of SDD

........................ _ .._..,,iTools ,,._. to Design History. Cross Referencing
,,,,,,r, ,f ,,' ,,, i., ,, ,, ,,,,. , , ,,,,, ,

CASE-1 ,/,, r , , , ........

CASE-2 ¢' ¢'............... , ,,, ,, , ,, ,,,,,

CASE-3 4' ¢'_,,,, ,,,

CASE-4 ,/ ',, .,,,.,,,

CASE-5 ,/ ................ ,/

CASE-6 4' ,/
,,, ,, ,,,,, ,,,,,i ,,,,,,,,,, , ,, ,, .......

CASE-7 ¢' ,/
,, , ,,,,..,,,,,,, ,, , ,, ,, ,,

CASE-8 4' ,/............................

• Tool(s) offering best support: CASE-2, CASE-8, etc.

• Two tool confoir_ation(s) offering best support: CASE-2/CASE-8, etc.

Table A.18: Tool Features in Supporting Modularity of SDD

Tools Structured I Struc!ure I I Hierarchical ] Object

CASE-1 ¢' ,/ / ./ ,/
,, ,,, ,,, ,,,,, ,,

CASE-2 ,/ ¢' ¢' ,/ ,/, ,,, ,,, ,,, ....

CASE-3 ¢' ,/ / ,/ /, ......... ,

CASE-4 ,/ ¢' ¢' ,/,,,, ,,, ,, .....

CASE-5 / ,/ .I ¢ ,/
,,,,

CASE-6 ./,,,, ,,,! ......., ........

CASE-7 .........,/ / .....

CASE-8 / ¢' ,/ 4' ,/,,

• Tool(s) offering best support: CASE-2, CASE-8, CASE-l, CASE-3, CASE-5

• Two tool combination(s) offering best support: N/A
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Table A. 19: Tool Features in Supporting Understandability of SDD

Tools Data flow Block Flow Structure Ctrl-flow ER

Diagram Diagram Chart Charts Diagram Modeling
(B.11) (B.12) (B, 17) (B. 16) s (B.6)

(B.13)

CASE-1 I l

CASE-2 ¢ 4' ¢' ¢ ,/ ,/

CASE-3 ,/ _ ¢' ¢
_ , ,,,,,,, , , ,,, ,i, ,.,,,, , , ( , , ,..,, , ,, ,,, t , ,, ,= ,..,., , ,.,, ,

CASE-4 _¢ _¢ _¢

CASE-5 ¢ ¢ ¢' 4' ¢' ¢'

CASE-6 ,/ ¢'
, , _, , ,i,,,,,,, ,, , , ,.,,. , , ,

CASE-7 ,/ 4'

CASE-8 ,/ ¢ ,f ¢' ,/ ,/
............

• Tool(s) offering best support: CASE-2, CASE-8, CASE-5

• Two tool combination(s) offering best support: N/A

A.1.5 CASE Tools Checklist for the Code

This section presents the evaluation of the CASE tools with respect to their capabilities
supporting the Code. The tools are investigated by contrasting the detailed acceptance criteria
for Code to tools' features. The results are shown in Table A.21 to Table A.29. Each table

corresponds to one of the criteria categories, namely, completeness, correctness, predictability
and robustness, consistency, structuredness, verifiability, modifiability, traceability, and
understandability. The first column of each table lists the names of the tools. Each row
itemizes the features of the corresponding tool supporting the criteria in a specific category. For
example, criteria for Code's understandability include that the code must be formatted to enhance
readability. Accordingly, in Table A.29, features such as "support documentation standard" and
"automatic generation of documentation" are listed. Table A.30 summarizes the results, in
which each figure represents the number of tool features that support a specific attribute of
Code,
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Table A.21' Tool Features in Supporting Completeness of CODE

Tools Input to database Cross-Referencin_

,,,CASE-1 ¢'

CASE-2 _ _ J .... _.................

CASE-3 ,/ ,/

....CASE-4 .............................

._CASE-5 ............ ,/' ............ ..... ,/ ............

CASE-6 ,/, H

CASE-7 ,/

CASE-8 .................... / ...........

• Tool(s) offering best support: CASE-3, Software through

• Two tool combination(s) offering best support: N/A

Table A.22: Tool Features in Supporting Correctness of CODE

....Tools ] Req, to code Req. to test [ Test description

CASE-1 / /
J

CASE-2 ,, ¢' ......... ,/ ...... #' ,

CASE-3 ... ,/ .......................

CASE-4

_ CASE-5 ....... ,.... - ............

CASE-6 ¢' ,/

,,, CASE-7 ¢' ¢',, , ,/

CASE-8 ,/ ,/ ,/'
i

• Tool(s) offering best support: CASE-2, CASE-8, CASE-7

• Two tool combination(s) offering best support: N/A
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Table A.23: Tool Features in Supporting Predictability and Robustness of CODE

_._-- .............. :±:: ..... _ ........ , ...... _ _...... _ .__ ...... _ .......... _ ..........

Tools Scenario-Based Analysis _ Test Descriotions and_ ..... [ ZL _ H _ ]iJ I ....... i'll!l] II I J] ___ I lrPr __ WL _- J_L

_CASE-l_ _,, . , _. , ...... _ ....... ,tL, J : JL - .I I

,CASE-2 ....... ,.........-,, J, ............ - 4 ...............

CASE-3

_CASE-4 ....

CAS_E-5 .........._ _........ .....,...........................

__CASE-6........,................, ........4 ................

CASE-7 ..............._.....

___CASE-8.......... ./ .................... ./ .....................

* Tool(s) offering best support: CASE-2, CASE-8

• Two tool combination(s) offering best support: N/A

Table A.24: Tool Features in Supporting Consistency of CODE

Tools Consistency ChecNng-- -_- n - ii 233[_TJW- ]_ " T . --z

CASE- 1 .... ./,, _ ,,,,,,, __ ,,,,

CASE-2 ¢', ,,, , ,,,,,, ,,, _. , __

_ CASg-3 ........... _ , __ --

CASE-4 4
_ _,,,.., ___

CASE-5 .I
CASE-6 /i i i,, ,i H, i .j _ ,,

CASE-7 /

CASE-8 /

• Tool(s) offering best support: All

• Two tool combination(s) offering best support: N/A
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Table A,25: Tool Features in Supporting Structuredness of Code

..... ...... ..... __:

T_ls ..... Structure_:A_na!ysis....

. CASE-I .....

CASE.2 /

CASE-3 /
_: =L. fH,,.i.i _./__ _-- I I1,, , I I , II,

_ CASE-4 ....... / .... .....

CASE-6

CASE-7 ........... / .........

......CASE-8 ....... / ........

* Tool(s) offering best support: All except CASE-l, CASE-6

o Two tool combination(s) offering best support: N/A

Table A.26: Tool Features in Supporting Verifiability of CODE

.......... , ,,j ............. , .... i , . ....... -- --- _-- : -- - --

Tools ) Hardware/Software Context Software Process
rll____ _II I II I I1' I I '111I II_IT[ I II_ I IIIr Ill __5 J:"': -n _- -- _ .... --7 ,, -_'-

.._CASE- , ,/ .... __,/_.......
CASE-2 ............ ,/ ........................................ J

....CASE-3 ............. J ...................... = 4- .......

CASE-4 ............... . ¢_ _ -- _--

.....CASE-5 .............. ¢' ..................... _ /_ .......

._C_CASE'6...... ...................................... ...... /_- ,__ .... _

..,_CASE_-7' ...................................... _ /_ .....

CASE-8 ./ ./............... ,.... ,,, ,,,

• Tool(s) offering best support' All except CASE-6-4, CASE, CASE-7

• Two tool combination(s) offering best support: N/A
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Table A.28: Tool Features in Supporting Traceability of Code

!Tools _.R_. !oCode Cross Referencing

rCASE,I._ _ ........J__ .......... •- _ __ , _ ,,,

CASE-3 _ _ -/_ ......... ......... J__ .... / ......

CASE-4

CASE,5 _ T..... -- ..... ..... J

CASE-6 ./ ,/

CASE-7 _ _ / /
__ .]J_. - --_ L , IlillIllI I , I I .... j [

CASE-8 .........../, ................... / ..........

• Tool(s) offering best support: CASE-6

• Two tool combination(s) offering best support: N/A

Table A.29: Tool Features in Supporting Understandability of Code

............................................. _ ....... _ ...........

Tools Auto Support Documentation Cross

CASE-1 _ i/ __ 4'- .., HI _1 H.H I H, , , , _" ........... ............

I
t"s A_ let "_

.,, 7 ..........

CASE-3 ........._ _./ _ _ ........ / ....................,/' ......

CASE-4 / 4'

CASE-5 ,/ ¢' ,/
_ ,. , _ - -- ,,,,,,,,i _ _ , . ,,, , _. .__, ,,,,J, _ .... ..............._ __

CASE-6 _ __ /. .......... ._ ¢'__ ....... J_ ,

CASE-7 __ . ........ 4' ......_ .............

CASE-8 / 4' ¢

• Tool(s) offering best support: CASE-3, CASE-5, CASE-6, CASE-8

• Two tool combination(s) offering best support: N/A
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A.2 Checklists of CASE Tools for Testing

A.2.1 Tools Supporting Complexity Measurement

Complexity measurement analyzers calculate the complexity of software elements (e.g.
subprogram, module, program) from some associated characteristics, These tools provide
guidancetowardpotential problemareas in the code (those areas with high complexity). Some
of these tools provide test path information for developing tests. Tools which calculate code
statistics, McCabe's cyclomatic complexity metric, Halstead's Software Science metrics, and
complexity metricsbasedon a summation of code element complexities are of particularinterest.
The definitions of the metrics are as following:

,) Code metrics usually measure the numberof lines, number of source line of code,
number of comments, etc.

o McCabe's cyclomatic complexity metric[51] measuresthe complexityof control structure
of a program.

o Halstead's SoftwareScience metrics [52] measure the complexity of a program basedon
the number of unique and total operators and operands,

Complexity metricscould be indicatorsof errors in the code. For example, in Halstead's
Software Science metrics, predictedbugs is a direct function of the size of an implementation,
which can be thought of as the number of bits necessary to express it. Our recent res_rch
demonstrated that the extended Halstead's metrics (we tailored it to avionics software [53l)
correlate with fault density in real-time programs.

Table A.31 summarizes the available tools supporting complexity measurement andtheir
capabilities.
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TableA,31: T_is SupportingComplexityMeasurement

Tool Language Code McCabe Halstead Others
ml3J :Ill!...... .IllII"=--, "-:- :_i_............................................

CASE-9 AICiF / /
CASE-IO Ada v' ,/' ,/
CASE-i! Ada /
CASE-12 AICiF ./ / / /
CASE-13 AIC!C+ +IF / / ,/
CASE-14 AICIF /

: .... : - ....... , ,-, ,,,m, _,,,,,in, ,, - ,,,, ,,n,, ..........................................

A.2.2 Tools SupportingSyntax and mantlcs Analysis

Toolssupportingsyntaxand_manttcsanalysisoperateonthe_urce codewithoutregard to the
executabilityof theprogram.The_ toolsflushoutasmanyerrorsaspossiblebeforetestingthe
executablecode, Theycanbeusedto identifycodingerrorsandnoncompliance(compilersdo
notgenerallyprovidesufficientanalysisof thecodeto ensureconsistency,portability,prolapse
codeusage,completeness,etc,). Theircapabilitiesconsistof thefollowing:

. Cross referencesprovidereferencingofentitiesto otherentities.

• Structuralanalysisprovidescalltreesanddetectstructuralflawswithina program(e.g,,
circularcallsandunreachablecode),

• Variableanalysischecksinitialization,usage,types,andscopeof variables.

• Interfacediagnosticschecksconsistencyof'formalandactualparametersof subprogram
calls,andinput,outputandsysteminterfaces,

Table A.32 summarizesthe availabletools supportingsyntax and semantics analysisand
theircapabilities,where"A","C" and "F" standforprogramminglanguagesAda,C and
Fortran,respectively.
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Table A,32: Tools Sup_rttng Synt_ and Semantics Analysis

Tool language Crosl Structural Variable Interface
Reference Analysis Analysis Diagnostics

II1'1 f IIllll/I ........... ........ _ .......................................................................... "i ........ _--_1_ ...........................

CASE_9 AtC/F /
CASE-I0 Ada /
CASE-I i Ada ,/ /
CASEol2 AIC/F / /
" '_.4CASE I A/C/F ,/ ,¢

A.2.3 Tools SupportingTest Coverage Analysis

Test coverage analysis tools as_ss testadequacy m_sures associatedwiththeprogramstructural
elements, Coverage analysis is useful in structural testing which attempts to execute each
statement,branch,path,or module,

TableA.33 summarizestheavailablet_ls supportingcoverageanalysis,

Table A,33: Tools SuplxJrtingTest Coverage Analysis

.,,,-....- ....... , r__ • .... J, _ _ ,,,,......... ,,, ,, ,, i ,, .... .......................... - - =,, ,, ..... _............

T_I Language Statement Branch ' Path Mt_ule
iii .... -= III- I - / L i _ /l[_lll_lll_iiill]l_lfllll ,_rt, I IIIII[H

CASE-I I Ada / ,/ ,/
CASE-12 AIC/F / /
CASE-15 A/C!F d d d
CASE-16 AIC/C + + i / ¢' ,/
CASE-17 F t 4 t

A/C/F

A.2.4 Tools Sup rtlng Regression Test

Regression testingverifies thatonly desired are presentin modifiedprograms, ld_lly, all test
casesshouldbe re.executedandtheresultsre-evaluatedfrom unit-levelthroughsystem-level
testingwith eachrequiredchange. However,scheduleandcostconstraintsalmostalways
preventthisfrom_curring whenmodifyinglargesoftwaresystems.
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Tools have _n developedwhichprovideautomatedfacilitiesfor_rforming extensive
regressiontesting, Thesetoolsexecutevarioustestca_s usingpre-recordedkeystrokeinputs
andthencom_ actualresultsof thecurrenttest sessionwithex_t_ results,

Regressionanalysistools are charactert_ by the high-levelcapabi!itiesof capture,
replay,andcompare:

* Capturt is thecapabilityof recordingthe inputs(_ripts) andoutputs(benchmarks)of a
testsession, Typically,inputsconsistof keyboardinputs,andoutputsconsistof terminal
screendisplays. Text _itors c_te and modify_ript files or testdriversfor some
regressiontools.

* Replayis thecapabilityof reissuingpre-record_linputs(playingbackthe script). This
ensuresthattestcase inputsarethesameas inprevioustestsandminimizesthe tedious,
e_r-prone p_ures thatmust_ ex_uted.

• Comport is thecapabilityof determiningthattheactualresultsof thecurrenttestsession
are the sameas thoseof a previoustest session(benchmark).Thisallowsthe testerto
focushisattentiononresolvingdiscrepanciesinsteadof locatingthediscrepancies.Some
regressiontoolscanonlycomparetextoutputs,whileotherscancomparegraphicsoutput.
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TableA.34: ToolsSupportingRegressionTesting

T_I Platform Capture Replay Compare

I I 'key mouse scr_,n
il[l ]IIIIII[I IIFIi I ................. II II II I El llllIll _I ' IIIIIII!IIIIII .......... I lllll I ..... I

CASE- DOS / Text Script Text
18 DOS ,/ Text Script Text

CASE- DOS / Text Text
19 DOS / Text Script Text

CASE- UNIX #' / Graphics Script bit-reaped
20 VMS / / Graphics bit,mapped

CASE-
21

CASE-
22

CASE-
23

---- ..... j iiii! ii:rilliJl '...... ii ..... n .......... , , ......... n1,,,_1ii ................. ill ......

A.2.5 Tools Supporting Test Data _neratlon

Test data generation is the process of identifyinga set of test data which satisfies given testing
criterion, It is one of the most difficult and time consuming parts of software testing.
Unfortunatelyautomatic test data generation is still in the research stage. 'Fable A.35
summarizes some of the tools, commercially available or research prototy_s, for test data
generation. These tools generate testdata using different test selection criteria. All these lex_ls
have limitedcapabilitiesand canonly be usedto generatesome of the testcases of the complete
test set. Among the tools listed in Table A.35 table CASE-25 [54] is research prototyl_s, the
others is commercially available, The "*" in the column "I,anguage" stands fi_r "language
independent."

TableA,35: Tools SupportingTest Data Generation

Tool Language System TestSelectionCriterion
--Ill[ .... llllllllfllll l III II Ik IIIIIIIIII II I II lllJ IIII

' ICASE- * UnixlDOSIVMS functlona, & random
24 C/Fortran Unix testing

CASE- , mutationtesting
25

:_ I/IEJL ___ ii iiiii i ....... i i ii,lilj , ,, iiiiiii i iiiii ii i , ,,,,1,,, i i,, iii i
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Appendix B

Examples of Fault-Tolerant Safety System
Design

B.1 Background

The body of this report points out that the highest degree of reliability for fault tolerant systems
is at present achieved with functional diversity. On the other hand, an essential advantage of
digital over analog processing is the ability to perform a comprehensive evaluation of the state
of a plant by taking,into account the indications from a number of diverse sensors. In order to
achieve this advantage some of the independence of the diverse indications is sacrificed in the
common evaluation 'algorithm. This section:

• presents a methodology for the comparative evaluation of fault tolerant hardware/software
architectures that incorporate functional diversity

• outlines examples of three architectures that maintain the multi-channel approach found
in current analog plant protection systems and therefore minimize the difficulties of
tran_itioning from analog to digital technology (the term outline is deliberately used to
indicate that only essentials are shown and evaluated)

• identifies hardware/software fault tolerance features that are evaluated as particularly
beneficial in this context.

Most current systems employ analog technology in the form shown in Figure B.1 in
which operation of the protective system is controlled by individual plant variables processed in
hardware redundant channels. Direct translation of this approach into digital equipment is
possible (e.g., Ontario Hydro is developing a digital trip meter [55]), but this does not achieve
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the advantages of digital technology in hardware integration (important for reduction of
maintenance costs) and in the comprehensive evaluation of the plant state that was mentioned
above.

The architecture of Scheme I, shown in Figure B.2, is specifically intended to achieve
these advantages: three different sensors are processed in each computer, and the operation of
the protective system is controlled by a single output from each computer that represents an
assessment of the plant state based on the combined information from the three sensors (the
structure of the computer program is discussed later), An alternative approach, Scheme II, is
shown in Figure B.3. Here three signals are processed in each computer but the outputs are
combined externally with AND gates that activate the protective function when at least two out
of four outputs derived from a given sensor type call for trip. This achieves hardware integration
but sacrifices the advantage of comprehensive cwduation. The notation used in the figures is
explained below.

Sai input data from sensor i for plant variable a (e.g. temperature).

Sbi input data from sensor i tbr plant variable b (e.g. pressure).

Sci input data from sensor i for plant variable c (e.g. flux).

ai output of Trip function using data from sensor i of type a.

bi output of Trip function using data from sensor i of type b.

ci output of Trip function using data from sensor i of type c.

xj output of combined Trip function from computer j.

• reshotcl _rmmolcl

S_ Ss4

• resr_ _shoid

Replicatedforother
plantvariables

Figure B.I: Analog Implementation
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Figure B.2: Scheme I System for Generation of Trip Signal
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Figure B.3' Scheme]! Systemfor Generationof Trip Signal
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B.2 Definitions and Assumptions

1. System fatll_re:

, Type-l: System fails to generate Trip signal given that Trip is necessary.

* Type-2: System generates false Trip signal when Trip is unnecessary.

2. Sensor Error: Sensor supplies erroneous data leading to a wrong decision of the Trip
function.

3. Trip Function Error: Software generates erroneous computational result leading to a
wrong decision on Trip action. The assumed software structure for Scheme I is shown
in Figure B.4. The common State Evaluation function is assumed to contain between
1% and 10% of the failure probability for an individual sensor chain. Scheme II does
not include a common State Evaluation function.

4. Computer Failure: Computer becomes non-operational and is perceived as "stuck on
zero."

5. System Parameters:

, Redundant computers have the same probabilities of becoming non-operational.

* Redundant sensors have the same error probabilities.

* Redundant Trip functions have the same error probabilities.

6. Single Gate Error: Negligible likelihood (can be achieved by self-checking gates).
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Figure B.4: Software Structurefor Scheme i

B.3 The Models

B.3.1 Notations

The following notations are used in the mathematical models for computing system unreliability.

q, = P(sensor error).
q/= P(Trip fllnctionerror).
q,. = P(computer failure).
qd = P(State Evaluation failure).

qdc = P(Common mode failure of state functions).

Note that qd and qd,.are for Scheme I only.

Our quantitative evaluations shown in the following sections are based on the parameter
assignment shown in Table B.I. (Some of the parameters become variables in certain
evaluations,) The assignment is made on the basis of findings in equivalent digital systems
including space shuttle avionics systems.
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Table B. l: Assignments of Parametersfor Quantitative Evaluations

Parameter Value
__ __ _ II Ill Ill ' ......

g 0.OOOO1
qf 0._I

q_ 0.0(g_l
qd O.O(g_l
qd_ 0._1

B.3.2FailureType-1

Scheme I We define the following indices.

n: index to sensor type, n E {1 ... 3}.
j: index to channel, j E {1 ... 4},
k: index to pair, k E {I .,. 2}.

We have

P(Type-IFailure)
2

"I'[ P(patr k falls)
k,,I

,, _ P(channel j fatls) +qd_(l ..q)2 II P(channel j fails) +qd_(1_q)2 .1.3
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And

t' tP(c_nm:l j falls) ,. N (qm.q_) (1 "q:q,_).qd .(1-q).q_.

Therefore,

k,,l

SchemeIi

P(Type-Ifailure)= P(atleast3 computersfail)+
P(atmost2computersfail& systemfailstogenerate"Trip").

P(at least3computersfall)= q_4*!4 i3 qc_(l-qc),

P(at most 2 computersfail & system fai!s to generate "Trip") =

4 3

(l'qc)41(q,+q/)4+I3 "(q,+q:)S'(i'q,-q:)]+

,I, I(-q) (q'q/) [21 (q'q:) (l-q,-qj)+

42 (l-q)'.q¢2 (q+q/)2+[211.(q,+q/).(l-q,-q/)'

Therefore

P(Type-I failure) 4_qc3_3.q,4+

(1-q)' (q,+q/)'+4"(q,+q/)_'(i-q, - + (B.2)

4.(1-q)3.q (q,+q/)3+3"(q,+q/)2'(1-q,- +

6. (1 -qc)2. qc2(q +q:)2+2. (q,+q/). (1-.q,-
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B.3.3 Failure Type-2

Scheme ! Again we use the notations:

n: indexto sensortype, n E {1 ... 3}.
j: index to channel, j E {1 .,. 4},
k: index to pair, k E {1 ... 2}.

2

P(Type-2 Failure),_ P(pair k falls)
kol

2

" I'I P(channel j falls)+qdc(l-q,,) _ +
J,I

4

1"I P(channel j fails)+qdc(l _q,.)2 .

And

Therefore,
2

P(Type-2 Failure_,_ {{[3'((h_+q_).(l-qd)+qd].(l-q,,)}2+qd,,(1-q,,)2} (B.3)
k-I

=2. {{[3.(q.,+q_,). (1-q_) +q,].t l_¢)}2+q,,¢(l-qf}.

Scheme ii

P(Type-2 failure) = P(at least 2 computersup & system generates false Trip signal)
= P(4 computers up & system generates false Trip signal) +

P(3 computers up & system generates false Trip signal) +
P(2 computers up &'system generates false Trip signal).

P(4 computers up & system generates false Trip signal) =

(l -q,,)4"3, [(q.,+q)4+[ 4 ]3 .(q,+qf)_.(1-q,-q)+

2 (q:+qy'(1-q_-q:)2l'
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P(3 computersup & systemgeneratesfalseTrip signal)-

4 (l_qc)3°q.3. (q,ql)3, 23

Therefore,

P(Type-2failure)(_qc) (. 3. [(q,+qf)_+
4. (q,+q:)3. (1-q,-qj) +6. (qy+q,)2, (1 -q,-(7)2] + (B.4)
4.(l-qc)"qc"3.[(q,,q.:)s,3,(q,+q/)_.(I-q,-q.:)],

6.(1.qc)2. qj. 3. ((7,*q/)2.

B.4 Comparisons of Schemes I and II

From F_Xl.'s(B.I)and (B.2),we noticethatcomputerunreliability(q,,)isthemajorfactor
contributingtotype-lsystemfailure.Thereasonisthat

1. Compared with sensors, computers have a lower degree of redundancy. That is, for
sensors there are two levels of redundancywhile computers have only a single level,
Therefore, ,-.omputersbecome the reliability "bottle-neck," and systems are more
sensitive to computerfailures.

2. The analysis assumes that all computerfailures are stuck-at-zero and multipleones can
resultin type-1system failures. While this is pessimistic thereare nocreditablestatistics
that validate a significantlydifferent assumption. By contrast, even multiple sensor
failures are preventedfrom resulting in type-1 system failures by the state evaluation
functionin Scheme I and by the multipleOR gates in Scheme II,

Accordingly, the probabilityof type-I failures is primarilyevaluated as a functionof
computerfailure probabilityas shown in Figure B.5. For type-2 failures the most important
cause is a common softwarefailure in the statecomputationfunctionfor a given sensortype (see
Figure B,4; the left :rod middle function blocks in this figure are also present in Scheme II).
The probabilityof type-2 failure is shown in Figure B.6.
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Figure B.5: Probabilityof Type-I Failureas a Functionof HardwareFailure,

FigureB.5 showsthatSchemeII is superiorto SchemeI. B_,lookingintoEq.'s (B,1)
and(B,2), it is observedthatthedominanttermof theformeris4.qc_while thatof thelatteris
4.q_. This is due to the following reasons. In Scheme I, any two computerfailuresacross pairs
lead to Type-I failures. On the other hand, in Scheme II, failureof any two computersis not
a sufficientconditionfor Type-1 failure, but threeor more is. The evaluationhere is based on
low probabilityof independentand common mode failuresof the state function. When those
probabilitiesbecome high, the Type-1 failureprobabilitydifference between Schemes 1 and II
will be even more significant. Althoughthe two schemes primarilyhave the same amount of
redundancies, Scheme II exploits the redundantresources in a more effective mannerand
achieves a betterreliabilitygoal.
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FigureB.6:ProbabilityofType-2FailureasaFunctionofSoftwareFidlure

Type-2failureIs ratherinsensitiveto computerfailureprobability(primarilydueto our
assumptiononthecomputerfailurebehavior,i.e,, "stuckat_ro"). Therefore,weevaluatethe
probabilitiesof type-2failuresas a functionof software('trip function)failure. FigureB.6
showsthatthetype-2failureprobabilitiesof thetwoschemesaregettingclosewhentheTrip
functionfailureprobabilityis high. By lookingintoEq.'s (B,3) and(B.4), it is observedthat
thedominanttermof theformeris 2q,_(l-qc)2whenTrip functionfailureprobabilityis low,and
the dominanttermbecomesIS(q,,+ql)'(l"q,_)(l-¢)2when the Trip functionfailureprobabilityis
high while the dominant te.,l"muP the latter is always 18(q,+ql)+(l.q,.ql)2(l )_-q,,, which
mathematicallyexplainthephenomenon.

It is seenthatSchemeII offersgreaterfaulttolerancewithrespectto bothtype-I and
type-2failures,andthatthisadvantageis particularlypronouncedfor themorecriticaltype-1
failures, However,SchemeII d_s not providea comprehensivestateevaluationand thus
sacrificesa potentialbenefitof the digitalimplementation.The followingsectiondescribesa
modificationof SchemeI whichretainsitsfunctionaladvantagewhileofferingappreciablyhigher
reliability.
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B.5 Scheme III- Extended Distributed Recovery Blk
(EDRB)

The top level architectureof Scheme IIi is shown in Figure B.7, and the structuralsimilarity to
Scheme1(FigureB.2) is easilyrecognized,However,therearealsoa numberof significant
diffe_nces: the AND gates at theoutputsof the individualcomputerpairsare replacedby XOR
gates (that actually repreNnt a switching functiondescribed below), and the top and bottom
computersin each pair initially run differentsoftware versions, called X and Y, The Extended
Distribut_ Recovery Blocks (EDRB) has b_n developed under Department of lhlcrgy
sponsorshipto _rmtt digital techniquesto be applied to the controlof critical pr_esses [56l,
The underlyingfault tolerance techniquesare basedon extensionsof the Distributed Rect)very
Block [57]. The EDRB has been installed and integrated with a nuclear pr_ess control
applicationat the ArgonneWest Ex_rtmental BreederReactorIi,

Figure B.7: Overview of the EDRB
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A distinguishingfeatureof the recoveryblockapproachto software fault toleranceis the
acceptancetest(AT), a rigorouslyde_,iz,nedRt of assertionsthat must_ _tisfled _fore results
of a computationarecommunicatedoutsidethecomputer, in manycaes theproblemstatement
or the s_iflcation of the software impo_ conditionsthat must be met at the completionof
programexecution. The_ conditionsmay _ u_ to constructthe acceptancetest. Testtng_r
._ati.tlbcttonc_ requirements is usuallymost effective when _ed out on small segmentsOf
code. A¢coum/ng checks are suitable for tra_zaction-orientedapplicationswith simple
mathemattc_operationssuchasairline re_rvation systems,library records,and thecontrolof'
h_rdous materials. The simplestform of accountingchecksis thechecksum. Rt,_o_hle tt,sts
detectsoftware failuresby use of pro.computedranges,expected_u©nces of"program states,
or other relationshipsthat _ expectedto prevail. Reachable tests are suitable in control or
switchtzzgsystemswherephysicalconstraintscandeterminetherangeof'possibleoutcomes.The
pre_nce of"this testgreatly reducestheprobability that a singlesoftware failure might leadto
a systemlevel type-2 {unn_ssary t_p) failure, _d thispermits the AND gatesin Figure B.2
to be replacedwith XOR _ates in Figure B.7. With this modificationthe probability of the
architectureto respondcorrectlyto necessarytripsis Increa_, and,conversely,theprobability
of a type-1 failure is significantlyincreased. To understandthe quantitativeevaluationof'these
capabilitiesit will be helpful to explainthe operationof'the EDRB in moredetail.

A high level versionof EDRB operationis shownin Figure B.8, Normally versionX
of the software runs in computer1, and its outputis subjectedto the acceptancetest (AT), if
the testis passed(T exit in the figure), the resultof theoperationis pas_ to theoutput, If the
testis not passed(F exit) the resultfrom versionY runningin computer2 is used, providedthat
it haspassedits acceptancetest, If theacceptancetestis notpassedtheprogramwill be put into
anexceptionstatewhich is further discussedbelow. The transitionto computer2 will alsotake
placewhen there is a hardwarefailure in computerl, The immediate transitionon any failure
to a secondcomputerwith a different software versionprovidesa very robusttype of fault
tolerance,and theability of thisarchitectureto handleunexpectedfaultswill be evidentbelow,

A moredetailed view of theoperationof the EDRB is shownin Figure B,9. On failure
of the versionX acceptancetest in computer I the transitionto computer2 takesthe form of an
enablingsignalgoingthroughtheOR gate in computer] to the AND gate in computer2 which
thenpermitstheresultsof versionY to be fed to theoutput, On detectionof a hardware failure
in computer l the _me enablingsignal is transmittedvia the OR gate to computer2.

If version Y in computer2 doesnot passthe acceptancetest the exception handling
indicatedin Figure B.9 will be entered, It consistsinitially of running versionX in computer
2, and if this is successfulpermittingits resultto be furnishedto theoutput, If" that acceptance
testalsofails versionY canbe run in computer1 and its resultfurnishedto theoutput. Finally,
if all versionsfail an alarm condition is created which may cause a reactor trip or permit
computers 3 and 4 to run in a stand-alonemode, depending on the specific operational
requirements,
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Thequantitativeanalysisof SchemeII1 will nowbeexplainedwith theaidof faulttr_s
shownin FiguresB.l0 andB.11, Thetri_gles in FigureB.10 indicatecontinuationsin Figure
B.II.

......z ...... _ .......

I
!
I

1
__n

FigureB,8: EDRBOperation(highlevel)

Type-I Failure The followingassumptionshavebeenmade:whenall threesensorchainsina
channelfall to indicatea neces_rytrip, it is unlikelythatthestatefunctionor theacceptance
testwill alerta Trip.

2

P(Type-1 Jbllure)._ (polr k failure)
k,!

Let Q, betheprobabilitythatoneor moresensorchainsindicatea necessaryTrip, that
is

Q,-(I -q,-qs)3. 2

Lettheprobabilityof relatederrorsbetweenthestatefunctionandtheacceptancetestbedenoted
asq,_,thenwe candefinethefollowingnotationsfor thecasein whichbothnodesin a pairare
up:
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Fig,are B.9: EDRB Operation (low level)
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Figure B.IO: Fault Tree for Type-1 Failure (I)

Q_ = P(node 1 type-1 failure)
= (q, + qf)3 + Q. "qdt

Qtb = P(node 1 benign failure)
= Q, .[(1-q,t) ' qt + q,_. (1 -qt)]

Q20 = P(node 2 software catastrophic failure)
= (q, + qf)3 + Q, 'qat + Q,' [(1 -qd) ' qt + qd' (I -qt)] ' qdt

For the case in which one node is up and the other is down we have:

Qc = P(up-node software catastrophic failure)
= Q2c

And let the probability that a computer is un-operational be denoted as Qh. Then

Qh = q0

Thus we have:

P(pair k fails)= P(failure I one node down and the other up) +
P(failure I bot qodes up) + p(failure I both nodes down)

_(Q,b. Q2c+Q,c).(l_Qh)_+[ 2]1 Qc(1-Qh)'Qh+Qh2'"
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Figure B. 11' Fault Tree for Type-1 Failure (II)

P(Type-1 failure)[(Q,b.C..2,+Q_c).(1Qh)2+[21Q,_(1-Qh).Qh+Q_2]2
= _ . (B.5)

1

In the evaluation of Scheme III, the value of failure probability of the acceptance test qt
is set to 0.00005. This assignment is conservative since qt is a critical factor for the
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effectiveness of Scheme Ill and we relatively do not have much experience with this factor. For
consistency, the probability of related failures between a program version (the state evaluation
function) and the acceptance test q, is made equivalent to the probability of common mode
failure q_ of Scheme I.

Figure B. 12 shows the comparison of the Type-I failure probability as a function of
computer failure probability. It reveals that except for extremely low computer failure
probability, Scheme ill is superior to the other two schemes. The reason is that Scheme III is
least sensitive to multiple computer failures (while Scheme I is most sensitive). For extremely
low computer failure probability, Scheme II appears to be the best because it is free of common
mode or related failures which are major failure causes for Schemes I and iii.

"_.0 "' ' v ,_r " " ' ! ""' - v' ......... v ' ,, "'v -

-6.0
c Scheme-!

... -7,0
,,,,4

,,_ -8.0

" -9.0

-10.0 _"

i -11.0
0
_bJ

-12,0

"q Schemo-III .._._
-13,0t

" -14.0

A.

-15,0 - - '
0.0000 0.0001 0.0002 0.0003 0.0004 0.0005

P(computor failure)

Figure B. 12: Comparison of Scheme I, Scheme II and Scheme Ill

Figure B. 13 depicts the improvement of Type- 1 failure probability of the Scheme III over
Scheme I, for which the failure probability is evaluated as functions of common mode failure
probability qdc and of related failure probability qdt for the original Sche'me I and Scheme III,
respectively.

We observe the reduction of Type-1 failure probability due to the EDRB enhancement.
The improvement is most significant when common-mode/related ;1 -e probabilities are low.
The underlying reason is as follows. The dominant term for the original Scheme I (Eq. (B. 1))
is (2(qd(1-q_)+qc)+qdc(l'qc)2) 2while that for EDRB scheme is ((1-q,-q])3"qd_(1-qc)2)2. This implies
that the factors of computer failure probability and state function independent failure probability
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Figure B. 13: Type-i Failure Probability Improvementof Scheme Ill over Scheme I

affect Scheme I significantlywhen the common-mode failure probabilityis low. Those factors
do not present the dominantterm for the EDRB Scheme Type-1 failure probability.

Type..2Failure The following assumptionhas been made: when all three sensor chains indicate
an unnecessary Trip, it is unlikely that the state function or the acceptance test will detect the
error.

2

P(Type-2 fatlure).__., (pair k failure)
k=l

Let Q, be the probability that two or fewer sensor chains indicate an unnecessary Trip,
that is

' 31(q+q:)(l_q_q:)2+[3 ] (q_+qj)2(1-q,-q:).Q,=(l-q-qy)S+ 2 I

We definethefollowingnotationsforthecaseinwhichbothnodesinapairareup:

Qn = P(node!type-2failure)
: (q, + qf)3+ Q, 'qdt
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Qib = P(node1 benignfailure)
= Q,. [(I-qd) ' qt + qd' (I -qt)]

Qn = P(node 2 type-2 failure)
= (q, + qr)s + Q, 'qdt + Q,' [(1 -qa) ' q, + qd' (1 -q0] ' q_t

For the case in which one node is up and the other is down we have:

Q_ = P(up-node type-2 failure)
"_ Q22

P(pair k fails) = P(failure I one node down and the other up) +
P(failure [ both node up)

"(Q'b'Qn+Q")'(1-Qh)_+I2IQ_(1-Qh)'Q_'I

V [ _ "l

P(Type-2 failure)= 2|(Qtb.Qn+QI2),(1-Qh)2+12IQ2(1-Qh).Qh | . (B.6)
[. | J j1

The comparisonof Type-2 failureprobabilitiesfor Scheme I and Scheme IIIis shown in
Figure B. 14. The two curves virtuallyc:,incide because the dominateterms of Type-2 failure
probabilitiesfor both Scheme I and Schem_ III are the first order terms of common-mode and
relatedfailure probabilities(Thatis, 2d_(1-qc)2 and2(1-q,-qf)_qa,(1-q_)2respectively. The results
imply thatthe improvementof Type-2 failureprobabilityfrom incorporatingEDRB is practically
negligible.

B.6 Techniques of Architecture Selection for Fault
Tolerance

We have evaluated three architectures that permit functional diversity to be introduced in a
computer environment designed for easy transition from current analog plant protection systems.
This final section extracts some of the methodological insights that were gained in this process.
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I. FigureofMerit

Any selection is based on a figure of merit (FOM), If no FOM is
identified it must still exist in the decision maker's mind. The
implied FOM here has been minimum failure probability but taken
by itself it may lead to selections that do not optimally meet the
user's objectives, An example of this occurred in the comparison
between Scheme I and Scheme Ii, The latter has significantly
lower failure probability but is less suitable than Scheme I if the
user needs or prefers a plant status evaluation derived from
multiple sensor inputs. Other issues that may be considered in the
FOM are throughput differences between architectures and the
number and types of communication channels that are required for
d_.taexchange.
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2. Ordering of Significant Parameters

The alternative architectures will inevitably differ in a number of
parameters that enter into the FOM calculation. It is necessary to
rank the parameters in their order of contribution to the FOM, In
the examples worked here computer (hardware) reliability was in
most cases the top ranked parameter, and thus it was used as the
independent variable in most of the comparative plots of system
failure probability, Sensitivity studies can determine what values
the subsidiary parameters can take before invalidating the outcome
of the selection.

3. Understanding the Strengths and Weaknesses of the Selected Alternative

The selection process should not stop wi::, the identification of the
preferred alternative, Much can be gained from examining the
strengths of the preferred alternative that contributed to its
selection, and of course at least as much eftbrt should be expended
on identifying and understanding its weaknesses. Thus, the
selection process did not stop here when Scheme II was shown to
be more reliable than Scheme I. Evaluation of what made Scheme
II superior led to the exploration of other architectures, including
the one described here as Scheme III which is superior to both of
those evaluated earlier.

4. Software Defenses against Software Failures

Carrying the last recommendation a step further, it will be realized
that one of the strengths of Scheme III is that it has software
defenses (the acceptance test) against software failures. Other
architectures that embody this feature might therefore also merit
consideration. The acceptance test is also one of the weaknesses
of Scheme III, in the sense that it must be complete and correct in
order for the architecture to satisfy the requirements.
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Appendix C

Survey Summary

As part of this effort a small sc_de survey was conducted of current software development
practices in environments serving safety critical applications. The target organizations included
four vendors of nuclear reactor protection systems (designated as N1 through N4) and four
general software development or audit organizations (designated GI through O4). Much of the
information obtained was identified as proprietary. The fo!lowing tables summarize
non-proprietary information pertinent to the scope of this report, Table C,1 represents
characteristics of recently developed safety grade software; this information was solicited only
from the nuclear vendors. Table C.2 represents technology that is applicable to the general as
well as the nuclear applications and includes information from all eight contacts.
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Table C, I: Survey Summary --- Class IE Products
' ,,], :_! ,_L_I ....... . ....... .............. L " . .............

NI N2 N3 N4
11111 I III III .........................................................

Source language PL/M C(?) ...... C(?) ....PL/M(1) ......

Future language C C C C
_±=_ _:JE 7: L I Z II L -- I [ ]l _[' ..................................................

Size of code 85K 100K > 64K
iii ! [ n ill lli!lil I!ll II ....... i ii ii 11 ........ j ........................................................................... :......

.... Chlp t_ 80286 obsol. 4004 8086(2)11 l .---- ,l,, ,, ,., m, , , , ,,,,.,..,,,, - - ........ ,_ j .........

Cdtedafor test branches statistics functions+
termination statistics

, , ,r III i .........................

First baseline Requirements Tested Complete Proper
modules ......System.......meth_01ogy__

,,,,, , i i lulllllI II I llI!llull I I lq I tJ_ "

......... V & V activities 3 steps 2 steps _ 2 steps ...........

Personnel Qualification Informal Informal Informal Informal
.................... mr ,'h_' ,,,' Devel,oPment ..... , .........................................

Personnel Qualification Informal Formal Formal Training
--- Test training training

..... r,am,,r' 2 , i [ Jl I ][ I I I i lml I iiiii I .....................................

Hardwarefault tolerance 4 channel 4 channel redund. 4 channel
,n. ........ "_a: ........................ I I II !ll!l -- II --

Softwarefault tolerance none none none none
,,

II I

Software fault detection assertion self-check self-check assertion
_ .... _ ......... I I ii ......... I '"" " "" ' '" " '"" ......................

(1) also Assembly86 and some Pascal.
(2) also Zylog and Motorola chips for auxil, prec.
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